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THE SPEAKER (Mr Michael Barnett) took the Chair at 11.00 am, and read prayers.

STATEMENT - BY THE SPEAKER
Member for Vasse - Welcome Back

THE SPEAKER: Before calling for petitions, I take this opportunity to welcome back the
member for Vasse to the Parliament. It is nice to see himn again. It did not feel the same
without him.
Mr Blaikie: I hardly recognised the place; there seems to be a few changes. I was just
inquiring whether the Leader of die National Party is still the leader.

PETITION - ROADS, CERVANTES-JURIEN-GREENHEAD PROPOSAL
Imtmediate Construction Request

MR McNEE (Moore) [11.06 am]: I have a petition in the following ternms -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled
We, the undersigned citizens of Western Australia respectfully request:

The immediate construction of proposed roads between Cervantes, Jurien and
Greenhead, for the following reasons:-
(1) ECONOMY: Jurien/Greenhead now 56 kms - proposed 25 kms.

Jurien Cervantes now 54 kins - proposed 20 kmns. Substantial potential
savings on Pewrolfire/Preight/Pollution.

(2) SAFETY: High and Primary School Buses to Greenhead and Leeman
travel on 17 kmrs of gravel road, which is corrugated and dangerous.

(3) SPORTING INTERACTION: School children and all Clubs ic.
Aerobics, Basketball, Badminton, Cricket, Darts, Football, Golf, Lawn
Bowls, Netball & Volleyball, would halve their travel time and costs,
and reduce risks associated with travel.

(4) BUS SERVICE: Currently travelling between Leeman, Greenhead,
Jurien & Cervantes to Perth, twice a week, covens 421 knis each way;
this would be reduced to 356 knis one way with the construction of the
proposed road.

(5) EMERGENCY SERVICES: Police, Fire Brigade, Doctor and
Chemist based in Jurien, proposed road would greatly reduce their
attendance time.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 1 001 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of
the Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.
[See petition No 43.]

PETITION - AMBULANCE DEPOT, BEEN VUP SEWERAGE PLANT SITE
PROPOSAL CONCERN

Wanneroc Hospital Location Consideration
MRS EDWARDES (Kingsley) [11.07 am]: I have a petition which reads as follows -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
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We, the undersigned, are concerned about the proposed siting of the ambulance depot
at Beenyup sewerage plant, We feel that it should be located in the vicinity of the
Wanneroo Hospital.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 122 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.

[See petition No 44.]
PETITION - "FT'S OK TO SAY NO" CAMPAIGN

Support
MR WIESE (Wagin) [I11.08 anm]: I have a petition couched in the following terms -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We the undersigned wish to indicate our strong support for the Health Department's
"It's OK to Say No" campaign. We believe a campaign designed to inform sixteen to
twenty five year olds of the risks and consequences of sexually transmitted diseases is
long over due, and should be supported by all Western Australians.
We also believe that any effort to convince our young people to make sensible and
responsible decisions about their sexual behaviour is fundamental to the building of a
sound community. We support the Hon Minister for Health, Mr Keith Wilson, and
the decision which projects a positive message that everyone has the capacity to
control his or her life.
We support the campaign to target sixteen to twenty five year old with the focus on
peer group influence as part of an extended programme to alert individuals as to the
consequences of sexually transmitted diseases.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 80 signatures and I certif hat it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.
[See petition No 45.]

MINVISTERIAL STATEMENT - BY THE Ml[NISTER FOR ABORIGINAL
AFFAIRS

Twenty-fifth Anniversary of dhe Constitutional Referendum - Aboriginal Citizenship
Recognition

DR WATSON (Kenwick - Minister for Aboriginal Affairs) [11. 12 an]: Today is a
significant anniversary in the history of Aboriginal people; it is the twenty fifth anniversary
of the constitutional referendum of 27 May 1967 which recognised Aboriginal people as full
citizens in their own country.
The Australian community responded overwhelmingly to the referendum with a record
92 per cent of voters supporting a change to the Australian Constitution to do two things:
Firstly, to enable Aboriginal people to be counted in the reckoning of Australia's population
and, secondly, to give the Commonwealth Government the power to make laws for
Aboriginal people in each State and Territory, concurrently with the State Governiments In
essence, this means that it was only 25 years ago today that Aboriginal people were
considered as Australians to be counted in census calculations. This speaks volumes about
the position of Aboriginal people in Australia prior to 1967.
Without dwelling on the past, it is important to acknowledge that Aboriginal people still
relate, either from direct experience or from stories handed down by family members, brutal
experiences in the years since colonisation; events which continue to be echoed in various
forms to this day.
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This twenty fifth anniversary of full citizenship for Aboriginal people is the year in which the
Western Australian Labor Government has reaffirmed its commitment to address those
matters which have a direct bearing on Aboriginal wellbeing. They include, for instance, self
determination, social justice, employment and education opportunities, health and housing.
The Government's commitment is reflected in its support for all of the 339 recommendations
of the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody. The State's response to the
Royal Commission will act as a catalyst for change and will be a turning point towards a
steady and long term improvement in the quality of life for Aboriginal people.
Those carping critics of advances in Aboriginal affairs and those who still prefer to harbour a
stereotypical image of Aboriginal people born from the early years of colonisation, would
contribute more to the community if they were to understand that the fundamental rights they
take for granted belong to all Western Australians, regardless of their background. A huge
gulf still exists between die economic and social opportunities of the majority of Aboriginal
Australians and non-Aboriginal Australians. However, I am pleased to be able to say that
over the past 25 years the processes of self-determination and reconciliation have been, and
continue to be, dealt with as a high priority.
It is my sincere desire that, in the interests of all Western Australians - Aboriginal and non-
Aboriginal alike - in 25 years from now we will be able to say that the baskc disadvantages
suffered by Aboriginal people have been redressed and that Aboriginal people are able to
share equally with non-Aboriginal people in the economic and social opportunities offered
by this State.
In the same spirit of bipartisanship shown 25 years ago when the conservative Government
joined the Labor Opposition to support the constitutional referendum, I call on die members
opposite to work with the Government to achieve positive gains for Aboriginal people
through cooperation and a sense of goodwill. Aboriginal people, along with all Western
*Australians, must be given a fair go and justice.

BILLS (3) - INTRODUCTION AND FIRiST READING
1. Land Tax Relief Bill

Bill introduced, on motion by Dr Lawrence (Treasurer), and read a first time.
2. Industrial Relations Amendment Bill (No 2)
3. Pay-roll Tax Amendment Bill (No 2)

Bills introduced, on motions by Mr Kierath, and mtad a first time.

SHEEP LICE ERADICATION FUND AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

MR BRIDGE (Kimberley - inister for Agriculture) [ 11.20 am]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
The Sheep Lice Eradication Fund Act 1987 was introduced at the request of the major
primary industry associations in Western Australia- It provides for woolgrowers in Western
Australia to contribute funds for the control and eradication of sheep lice.
Lice infestation is a serious problem for the State's sheep industry and in 1987 was estimated
to be causing losses of $17.1 million annually. Industry and the Department of Agriculture
initiated a nine year campaign aimed at eradicating this parasite. The Sheep Lice Eradication
Fund Act requires each grower who produces three or more bales of wool in any financial
year to pay a prescribed, flat rate contribution to the fund. The Commissioner of State
Taxation is required to collect the prower contribution on behalf of the fund. In 1987 the
contribution rate was $50, and currently it is $60 a year. There has been no increase during
the past thme years, due to the downturn in the wool industry. Approximately 64 per cent of
grower contributions are used to pay for the lice detection test, which is routinely carried out
on wool sold. The current legislation is due to terminate on 30 June 1992.
In accordance with the commitment given to industry at the commencement of this scheme, I
appointed a review panel in February 1992 to assess progress and make recommendations
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about its future. The seven member panel included four sheep producer, and was chaired by
Professor R.A. Swan of Murdoch University. The panel sought the views of industry
organisations. local lice liaison committees and woolgrowers. Almost 18 000 brochures
were mailed to woolgrowers, inviting diem to make submissions. The panel submitted its
report to me on 23 April 1992. The major recommendation was chat the lice campaign
should continue for a further five years, with modified goals and with a detailed review at the
end of that period. This advice was based on die benefits which have been demonstrated to
date, the potential future benefits, the relatively low cost of the scheme, and the willingness
of the majority of farmers to support the program. Although the majority of submissions
supported a continuation of the lice campaign, it should be noted that points of concern and
criticism were expressed to the review panel. One such issue was the imposition of a flat rate
levy, irrespective of the amount of wool produced. This arrangement was viewed as
inequitable, placing small growers at a disadvantage. Also, some growers resented payment
being made to die State Taxation Department. Following the recommendations of the review
panel. these concerns have been addressed in die amending Bill and later in this speeh I will
give details of proposed arrangements. The panel also made 24 other recommendations
aimed at improving the effectiveness of the program. 'he recommendations have
emphasised the importance of growers taking an active part in lice control activities,
especially at a community and district level. I shall be reviewing the need to provide local
lice committees with more direct financial support. I envisage some training being provided
for group leaders, and possibly funding to ensure that the results of tests are forwarded to
growers more rapidly.
When the original lice scheme was launched in 1987 its stated objective was the eradication
of sheep lice by 1997. In the light of experience, the review panel has now concluded that
this was an ambitious target, especially as die initial level of infestation was much higher
than anticipated. It has been suggested by die panel that a more realistic goal would be to
achieve a level of five per cent infested flocks in agricultural areas and 10 per cent in pastoral
areas by 1997. Progress to date has been solid but slow. However, die review clearly
indicated that worthwhile gains in die order of $5 million are to be made in the next five
years. At present, approximately 75 per cent of farmers routinely treat their sheep for lice,
yet fewer than 30 per cent of properties are infested- Many producers are, therefore, losing
time and money in applying unnecessary or ineffective treatments. In addition, the risk of
unacceptable chemical residue levels in wool provides a threat to export wool markets which
must be a cause for concern. Improved control of lice and eradication at a local level offer
direct financial benefits to growers, together with the potential for reduced chemical use on
farms. Should the lice campaign not be continued, routine testing of pit-sale wool samples
would cease. The wool testing laboratories might then continue to provide a lice testing
service for the relatively few growers who were willing to pay a higher test cost Without the
lice test results to help indicate die status of both their own and neighbouring properties, it is
likely that growers would quickly lose confidence in local control efforts. In that event,
more woolgrowers would feel the need to apply lice treatments each year, as a form of
insurance. On a number of properties the incorrect use of chemicals would mask low levels
of lice infestation, and the parasite would inevitably spread to other properties. Many of the
gains made during the past four years would be lost
I refer now to the new provisions which have been included in the amending Bill. Apart
from the continuation of the lice campaign until 30 June 1997, the major amendment relates
to the determination of the annual grower contribution to the sheep lice eradication fund and
method of collection of that contribution. The Bill provides for an annual contribution to the
sheep lice eradication fund to be made by each woolgrower who delivers wool to a dealer.
Prior to the commencement of each financial year, the Minister will specify by order either
the amount of contribution as a flat rate or the method of calculating the contribution. The
maxinmum contribution, if any, will also be specified. Moneys in the fund may be applied
only for the purposes of the control or eradication of sheep lice. L, therefore, emphasise that
the contribution to the fund is essentially a fee for service. Prior to each financial year the
State sheep lice eradication campaign committee will be required to draw up a budget of
estimated costs of delivering the relevant services, including the lice detection test. The
annual prower contribution will be based on that budget- Based on the recommendations of
the review committee and the State sheep lice eradication campaign committee, the annual
contribution will be related to the amount of wool produced. With dhe agreement of industry
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representatives. it is likely that die contribution for 1992-93 will be calculated on the basis of
a prescribed number of cents per kilogram greasy weight of wool delivered by a grower to a
dealer. Each year, after the State sheep lice eradication campaign committee has agreed on a
budget for the lice campaign, the committee will make a recommendation to the Minister.
That recommendation, together with the budget, will be made public to allow consideration
by the wider industry, prior to gazettal of the arrangements for the following financial year.
This will provide reassurance to growers that their funds are being expended in a responsible
manner.
Under a production based levy, the contribution for the 1992-93 financial yea will be within
the range of O.4g to 0.50 per kilogram greasy weight, dependent upon final calculations of
costs involved. The maximum contribution wil be $200. Dealers will be required to deduct
the amount of the production based contribution from proceeds of the sae of wool, and to
remit the amount to the Director General of Agriculture. Remittance will be made in the
month following the sale. In order to ensure that the correct amount of money is remitted to
the fund, the Bill also gives the director general appropriate powers for the purposes of audit,
verification and recovery of unpaid contributions. These powers are presently vested in the
Commissioner of State Taxation. At present, wool brokers and agents ame required to deduct
the national wool tax from proceeds of sales. It is anticipated that the additional task of
calculating and deducting the lice fund contribution wil involve a relatively minor clerical
function. I anticipate that any diriect identifiable costs, such as computer reprogramming,
will be met from the fund. However, these should largely be one off costs incurred in the
first year. Brokers and buyers generally have indicated that they ame, if required, prepared to
cooperate with the production based method of levy collection,
I am awnr that this legislation does not have the unanimous support of woolgrowers.
Reservations have been expressed about the feasibility of achieving eradication of sheep lice
from Western Australia. However, as 1 have explained, the new goal of five per cent
prevalence in agricultural areas by 1997 is a target that can be achieved provided ther is
active participation by the majority of growers. In the present economic climate sheep
producers cannot tolerate the serious economic losses caused by the unnecessary use of
chemical treatments combined with direct production losses caused by lice infestations.
Equally as important is the potential threat to the export wool market posed by chemical
residues. I am therefore satisfied that the scheme should continue for a fuirther five years.
Recent advice to me indicates that there is some cause for concern within the industry about
some aspects of grower contributions. These concerns may be addressed in Committee, as
appropriate. I make the point that that concern is directly relevant to the amending clauses of
the Bill. I propose offering the House an opportuntity to change or delete measures contained
in this Binl which are seen by it to be inappropriate. I foreshadow that I am prepared to
undertake that process. The sheep lice eradication campaign is an innovative, imaginative
program that has demonstrated solid progress in tackling a serious industry problem. The
campaign will produce worthwhile benefits over the next five years. The major industry
organisations have proposed a continuation of the program and the majority of growers have
supported it. It is on this basis that the Government proposes this legislation. I commend the
Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned. on motion by Mr Omodei.

PUBLIC AND DANK HOLIDAYS AMENDMOENT BILL
Second Reading

M[RS HENDERSON (Thornilie - Minister for Productivity and Labour Relations) [ 11.32
ain]: I move -

That the Bill he now read a second timne.
The second schedule of the Public and Bank Holidays Act presently provides that the public
holiday for Australia Day shall be taken on the Monday of, or the first Monday following,
26 January. As members would be aware, this holiday marks die landing of the First Fleet at
Sydney Cove. The question of when Australia Day should be celebrated has been a matter of
debate across Australia over the years. Thbe National Australia Day Council and the
Returned Services League have urged the States to move the customary observance of the
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Australia Day public holiday on a Monday to celebrating the day and taing the public
holiday on 26 January irrespective of the day of the week on which this date fails. The
movement for this change has gained momentum, especially since the very successful
holding of the public holiday in Western Australia on Tuesday, 26 January 1988, when
special arrangements were made because of the significance of the Australian Bicentenary
celebrations.
Mr Minson: The Minister should have come out with this before as sporting events of an
international nature have already been set for the Monday holiday.
Mrs HENDERSON: If the member listens he will find that that matter has been
accommodated.
The Government has given careful consideraton to the matter and is strongly of the opinion
that the interests of the State and its citizcns would be best served by changing the existing
arrangements and legislating for the holding of the public holiday for Australia Day on
26 January, except where this date falls on a Saturday or a Sunday, in which case the holiday
would be on the following Monday. A similar system already operates in New South Wales,
Queensland and the Northern Territory. It is hoped that uniformity of practice will be
achieved across Australia so that Australia Day is celebrated on the same day nationwide.
Official functions to mark Australia Day in Western Australia take place on 26 January
rather than on the designated public holiday. The matter has been considered by the
Tripartite Labour Consultative Council and there was general support for the celebration of
the holiday on the day of the week on which 26 January falls. The Premier has already
announced the Government's intentions in this matter and I am pleased to say that they have
been well received by the community. I commend the Bil to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Kieruth.

SUPPLY BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 26 May.
MR MCGINTY (Premantle - Minister for Housing) [11.35 anm]: In speaking co the Supply
Bill it is my intention to make a number of comments related to the contribution firomn the
Leader of the Opposition in his first major speech since attaining that position. It
unfortunately showed that the Liberals an still as backward looking as they ever were. The
highlights of his speech, and those which followed it, were a continuing emphasis on
negativism, carping and generally complaining about Government activities. it showed a
continuation of the obsession of the Opposition with WA Inc, Rorhwells and wasted money.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr McGINTY: Opposition members cannot help themselves and are continuing to look
back to the past. They show no vision for the future in what has come from them during the
course of this debate, and in particular from their leader. No alternative, positive plan to deal
with major issues affecting the people of this State has been put forward. All we have heard
so far is whingeing and a continuation of that whingeing. I continue the metaphor raised by
the Premier a month or two ago; that is, it is clear to everyone who listened to what the
Leader of the Opposition said yesterday that the liberal Party remains rooted in the past and
continues to push dead issues.
Mr Court: Is this what the propaganda machine said to do - come in to the Parliament today
and "Do this, this and this"? Can members on that side not think for themselves?
Mr McOINTY: The new Leader of the Opposition announced five principles upon which the
Liberal Party will be working in Opposition and in Government. He spoke about leadership,
capacity to make tough decisions and not sunrender responsibility to others: integrity;
commitment to economic and social development; fairness and equity; and accountability to
Parliament. I hope during the time I have to contribute to this debate to demonstrate that
those at nothing moir than parenthood, fatuous statements and a classic exercise in political
doublespeak.
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Several members interjected.
Mr McGINTY: I will look at how the new Leader of the Opposition measures up to his own
criteria. I refer particularly to the questions of leadership and not surrendering responsibility
to others, and integrity and accountability. ils actions will show us how he would operate if
ever given the opportunity to lead the Government in this State. I am sure that the people of
Western Australia wili find him unacceptable, notwithstanding his new found interest in the
plight of baters.
Mr Court: Is this part of the Government's new policy of not making personal attacks and to
lift the standards of the Parliament?
Dr Lawrence: The Leader of the Opposition is putting himself to the test.
Several members interjected.
Mr McOINTY: The Leader of the Opposition has enunciated principles and should be tested
according to those principles.
Several members interjected.
Mr McGIN: I refer to the deception by the Leader of the Opposition in hiding from the
public in this State -
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! It is inappropriate that members should interject continuously. I
cannot select a particular individual who has been naughty enough for me to do something
because as soon as one interjector ceases another stats. It has been constant for the past
three minutes, and if members look at the production of Hansard for the past three minutes
when this speech is finished, they will see what I am talking about. It really is not good
enough. Inteijections should comprise part of the debate and not create all of it.
Mr McGINTY: I refer to the deception by the LeCade TOf the Opposition in hiding from the
public of this State, from this Parliament and -from his own party and former leader,
knowledge which he had which would have prevented a financial disaster from occurring in
this State.

Point of Order
Mr COURT: The Minister for Housing has just implied that I deceived this Parliament in not
providing information. That is not correct, and I ask that it be withdrawn.
The SPEAKER: What is the point or order?
Mr COURT: The Minister for Housing stated thac I had deceived this Parliament. That is
not correct, and I ask that it be withdrawn. He is casting aspersions on me.
The SPEAKER: Order! I do not find that unparliamentary and, as a consequence, do not
find myself able to order its withdrawal.

Debate Resumed
Mr McGINTY: The Leader of the Opposition, by his own evidence to the Royal
Commission, had knowledge which he could have used to prevent a financial disaster from
befalling the people of this State.
Mr Court Knowledge which I did usel
Mr McGIINT: I will show the Leader of the Opposition how he did not.
Mr Court: You asked us whether we would support the Rothwells rescue. We said no. You
said that if we said no, you would not go ahead with it; so do not pull that cheap Stunt.
Mr McGINTY: The Leader of the Opposition criticises the Government for squandering
taxpayers' money in this State, but he is as culpable as am any of the other people involved
in the Rothwells deal because he hid the information to which he had access,
Several Opposition members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr Court interjected.
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Withdrawal of Remark
The SPEAKER: I wish members in this place would try to understand that I anm trying to
help them when I call order. That includes everybody. Had the Leader of the Opposition
taken any notice of me, he would have come to order and would not now have to rise to
withdraw what he just said.
Mr COURT: I withdraw, Mr Speaker.

Debate Resumed
Mr Court: Your Premier does not have the courage to debate this matter. Your Premier has
been running this line, and 1 said to her, "If' you want to do that, have the courage to debate it
in this Parlianment."
The SPEAKER: Order! I point out to the new Leader of the Opposition that whether or not I
or other people in this place like it, a different application of the rules applies to him;, in other
words, more flexibility is given to the Leader of the Opposition and to the Premier in this
place. That has always been the case and I guess it always will be. However, that does not
lead to the Leader of the Opposition's being able to continue to intect when he is called to
order by the Speaker.
Mr McGINTY: I was making the point that the Leader of the Opposition criticises the
Government for squandering taxpayers' money when he is as culpable as are the others
involved in Rothwells for concealing the tt about Rothwe.s.
Mr Court: I did not conceal anything. You asked for a decision. You said yes or no.
Mr McGINTY: The Leader of the Opposition was the shadow MinisIt for Industry and
Technology and ironically also the shadow Minister for Communications in 1987 when he
failed in his duty as a representative of the people of Western Australia to communicate that
information to relevant people and authorities. It was quite a deliberate move to not pass on
that information at a time when it should have been passed on.
Mr Court: To the contrary; we had one hour to make a decision, and we said no.
Mr MeGINTY: The Leader of the Opposition did not tell his leader, this Parliament or the
people of this State, and he could have prevented this disaster from occurring.
Mr Court: Rubbish! You said that if we said no, you would not go ahead with it.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr Court: Tell the truth. Mr Speaker, the Minister for Housing is not willing the truth in this
matter, and if he wants to fight an election on this, we will do that willingly.
The SPEAKER: Order! The next person whom I want to hear when I sit down is the
Minister for Housing. I suggest that every other person in this room pick up Standing Orders
and read Standing Order No 73A, because if I do not get any cooperation, that is the rule that
I will apply from now on.
Mr McGINTY : The Royal Commission was told by the now Leader of the Opposition that -

I was aware that either Mr Connell or interests associated with Mr Connell did have
substantial loans with Rothweils.

He stated further, in respect of when he became aware of this, that -

in the previous year. in 86, I think it was, I was told on a confidential basis by a
person that had worked at Rothweils of his concerns.
He was concerned about the maniner in which the Rothwells operation was set up and
I have to say very concerned about it. He ended up leaving the company.
In general terms he explained to me that more than half of the loans from Rothwells
were to ConneUl or Connell related companies and he said that the company would
just collapse like a pack of cards and that was information he had given me in
confidence and I have never discussed that information with other people because he
was very concerned about the situation there.

And further -

He was very concerned about the situation in Rothwells and he was obviously
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concerned to tl me that if Rothwells fell it would go like a pack of cards because of
the way all of the loans were structured.

He stated further chat he was also aware of the different end of year balance dates that they
were using -

And it became obvious to me that perhaps they were using the different balance dates
to be shuffling loans around the different -- amongst the different organisations. And
that was how I presumed they were able to keep from the public the information that
they were -- where the loans were allocated.

And further -

- - - that it would have been very difficult with their annual report to know just where
the loans were placed amongst the different Connell and Concill related companies.
And I presume what was trying to be achieved was to perhaps cover up the fact chat
there was a large proportion of the loans out to Cannell or Connell related companies.

The Leader of the Opposition stated also, in relation to the manner in which the loans were
being dealt with by Rothwells, that -

I believed that, yes, they had been doing -- you know, they hail been -- their actions
were improper.
Now, for all I know they could have been illegal, but I don't know. I certainly -- yes,
in my mind I caine to the conclusion chat what was being done was improper.

The Leader of the Opposition, by his own admission, had the view at that time that there was
certainly improper behaviour and very possibly illegal behaviour, If the Leader of the
Opposition knew about any of the breaches of the law and of the Stock Exchange rules,
particularly in respect of Connell's failure to disclose his liabilities as a director, why did he
not act to inform the appropriate regulatory authority? If he knew that half of the Rothwells
loans were to Connel and Connell related companies and were unsecured, why did he not
inform the appropriate regulatory authorities of the failure to report those loans in the audited
reports of Rothwells? If he knew that Rothwells would "collapse like a pack of cards", why
did he not inform the appropriate regulatory authorities of the risk to the funds of Rothwells'
shareholders and investors? If he knew that the intent behind the "shuffling" of loans
between Rothwells and Connell related companies was to achieve a cover up of the fact that
a large proportion of the loans was out to Conncll or Connell related companies, and that this
was not disclosed in the Rothwells annual accounts, why did he not inform the appropriate
regulatory authorities of this Coneil "cover up" of loans, which was prima facie in breach of
the Companies Code and the Stock Exchange rules? If he believed that the manner in which
the loans from Rothwells were being conducted was "improper" - and I quote his own word
there - why did he not act to ensure that such impropriety was addressed by the authorities,
rather than remain silent for more than five years on this very important question?
Mr Kierath: Are you reading this speech?
Mr McGINT: I am quoting, and I want to make sure we get it dead right so that we know
exacdly what the Opposition's new leader has said on this point.
Mr Court interjected.
Mr McGINTY: It is the Leader of the Opposition's credibility. He is the one who has
enunciated the principles. Let us see how he measures up to his own principles.
I also ask why the present Leader of the Opposition did not act within his parliamentary
capacity to ensure the protection of the interests of his constituents and also those people
who had invested in Rothwells or were shareholders in the merchant bank.
Mr Macinon: Where was your Premier? T7hat is the $64 000 question.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr McOITN: It obviously did not occur to the present Leader of the Opposition that that
sort of information may have been of some assistance to the National Companies and
Securities Commission in carrying out its job and that he should give it the information he
had received. When quizzed on that very point -
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Mr Court: They got all of this information, I can tell you that.
Mr MeGINTY: Let us look at what the Leader of the Opposition had to say when that
question was posed. I quote his answer -

Look, I am member of the Parliament in the Opposition. It's not rmy job to run
around and look after thousands of companies and how they carry out their business.
The answer is no.

That is the greatest Pontius Pilate act I have heard for a long time. He was simply washing
his bands of the whole deal. He had knowledge which could have assisted and he did not use
it.
Mr Shave: If he had made a criticism you would have said he caused a run on Rothwells.
Several members interjected.
Mr Court: You cannot have it both ways.
Mr Shave: We know Connell was your man and your stooge. Why don't you own up to it?
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr McGINY: I think we gain further insight into the extent of the knowledge enjoyed by
the Leader of the Opposition by considering the question of who was his so far undisclosed
source within Rothwells. The present Leader of the Opposition told the Royal Commission,
and again I quote his own words -

It was a person that was involved in the treasury operations in Rothwells. He was
very concerned about -- after he had worked there for some period.. .
The person that had given me that information was a person that I certainly regarded
as reliable ...
He had been assisting me in Opposition on somne of the financial Bills that were
coming before the Parliament.
He was a person that was well experienced in the banking industry and I certainly had
no doubt to -- no reason to doubt what he was explaining to me.
He left Rothwclls quickly and left as a person that obviously, as an employee, had to
keep the confidences as to what had taken place inside that organisation.
I would say his discussions with me were as a bit of a sounding board to -- you know,
it was obviously something that was playing on his conscience and in his discussions
with me just wanted to explain that all's not what you seem to think itris with
Rothwells.
As an employee he, who was responsible for running their treasury operations -- he,
you know, does his job within the law -

Mr Court Are you going to spend all of the Parliament's time reciting transcripts?
Several members interjected.
Mr McGINT: The present Leader of the Opposition's evidence to the Royal Commission
continued -

..he took the decision to leave that particular company.
It is clear from that description that the Leader of the Opposition was receiving detailed
inside information about Rothwells from a senior officer of that now disgraced company.
Mr Court: What you have conveniently left out is at the beginning of the evidence.
Mr McGINT: There is a bit more to come.
Mr Court: Yes,!I was there for two hours.
Mr McGINTY: The Leader of the Opposition was also being assisted personally in the
performance of his parliamentary duties by that samte senior RochwelUs officer. I guess that
poses the question of who it is, and the only person who meets the criteria described by the
Leader of the Opposition as his source is one Oliver Douglas. Mr Douglas was described in
the McCusker report as having joined Rothwells, and I am quoting here, in April 1986.
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Mr Shave: Do you know it was Oliver Douglas?
Mr McGEIT: Was it Oliver Douglas?
Mr Court: When I gave evidence to the Royal Commission they did not want the person's
name raised.
Mr Pearce: Why not?
MW Court: I do not know; I do not rum the Royal Commission. However, if you want to
know, that was the person.
Mr Pearce: The Royal Commission was quite interested to know who told me things. I am
surprised it did not want to know it from you.
Mr Court: At the Royal Commission I was asked when I thought I had that information. I
said I thought it was about six months, but I think you will find it was about 15 months
before it collapsed. Get the whole thing right.
Mr McGIINTY: We are getting the whole thing right - the Leader of the Opposition should
not worry about that. It is quite clear that Oliver Douglas was the treasurer in the Rothwells
group of companies. As such, he had intimate knowledge which he ran through in the
McGranger report, which has already been refened to, which was compiled with the
assistance of Douglas and which listed all of the improprieties and difficulties with the
financial recording within the Rothwells group of companies, including things like the non-
collection of interest, the non-repayment of overdue loans, inadequate security and poor
documentation, inadequate filing, inadequate documentation and authorisation of rollovers of
bills and cash advances, the breakdown in the authorisation process for new loans, and
liquidity problems arising from lack of cash flow.
McCusker also stated that McGranger realised that large sums of money were being lent to
Connell. Douglas, because of his position - and we know now that he was the source -
Mr Clarko: Why are you doing this bucketing? It is like putting David Rain on Tony
Lockett!
Mr McOINTY: That is a great contribution to a very serious matter going to the integrity of
the Opposition's new leader. The member car trivialise it if he wants, but I will not be
dragged into it.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr Court: We had to make a decision, yes or no. We said no and you are angry about it.
The SPEAKER: Order!
M& McGINTY: The source of information used by the Leader of the Opposition would have
been intimately aware of all of the shortcomings of Rothwells as disclosed in the McCusker
report and the McGranger report.
Mr Court: You are wrong about that.
Mr McGINTY: Is the Leader of the Opposition saying that Douglas did not know those
things?
Mr Court: I said I would not know the intimate details. Don't make things up.
Mr McGINTY: The question is, what did the Leader of the Opposition know? He obviously
knew far more than he was prepared to tell anyone up until now.
Mr Court: I knew what everyone on St George's Tenrce knew.
Mr Pearce: No-one else knew about the balance dates.
Mr Court: The balance dates are published in the annual report every year.
Mrt Pearce: Not the fiddling of them.
The SPEAKER: Order! In about two or three minutes, because of our Standing Orders, this
debate will probably finish. I would like the Minister for Housing to be given an opportunity
to contribute so his speech, rather than everybody else doing so.
Mr McGINTY: It is clear that the source of the information used by the Leader of the
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Opposition had detailed and intimate knowledge of the affairs of Rozhwells. It is clear that
some of that information was passed on to the Leader of the Opposition -
Mr Shave: It is not true.
Mr McGINTY: It is quite true - he said so himself in his own evidence before the Royal
Commission.
Mr Shave: Are you saying he looked at the balance sheets and had the details?
Mr McGINTY : I have said what I have said, and if the member listens he will hear exactly
what I am saying. The Leader of the Opposition chose to remain silent in the face of a
disaster about to be unleashed on Western Australia - a disaster which could have been
prevented.
Mr Court: We did not remain silent. We were asked to say yes or no and we said no. We
had one hour in which to make a decision.
Mr McG!NT: The present Leader of the Opposition did not tell his own leader, his own
party, this Parliament or the public about all of that information.
Mr Court: The Government said that if we said no it would not go ahead with the rescue.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I place on the Hansard record that I am taking this opportunity of
referring the member for Melville and the Leader of the Opposition to Standing Order No
73A and they now have two more chances.
Mr MeGINTY: It is quite clear that the Leader of the Opposition possessed detailed
knowledge due to his source inside Rothwells but did not convey that information to the
people to whom he should have, and therefore did not play the sort of role he should have in
protecting the State from the disaster which occurred. It is also a matter of public record that
we heard the Leader of the Opposition speaking in a radio interview on the Maumill program
on 8 May 1992 about the integrity, propriety and difficulties that surrounded the issues
related to the Rothwells matter. During that interview Mr Maumill said -

Now, we're seeing before the Royal Commission now a succession of people wbo've
been in that position who didn't speak out because they thought, if I do, that's the end
of me, let's swim with the tide .. .

But what if they put that point of view across publicly, they speak out because they
see a group of people, or even the State, the State, being disadvantaged, and they say,
well I've had enough of this, I'm going to have my say.. .

In response, the Leader of the Opposition said -
. .. But the sort of example you have raised happens quite often. And it takes a lot of
courage, a lot of courage, for an individual to know that they are either being
pressured, or wrong has been done.
It sakes a lot of courage for them to speak out..

There was a lack of courage on the part of the Leader of the Opposition on this question.
Mr Court: We said no!
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr McCINTY: Later, the Leader of the Opposition said-

Right, well it takes courage for them to speak out publicly because they are doing
their job. But at the end of the day,!I believe that if they do speak out, and if they are
prepared to be open about what they believe is wrong, I believe that they will get the
support of the community ...

It is clear that the Leader of the Opposition will not get the support of this commiunity.
Mr Macinnon interjected.

Points of Order
Mr KCIERAWH: Mr Speaker,!I draw the attention of the House to the time.
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Mr McGIINTY: I seek leave to continue my remarks.
The SPEAKER: It is entirely up to the Minister. 7he Minister should make up his own
mind. Members should understand that it is my task in this place to allow members, no
matter who they are, to make a speech no matter what it is. I will not tolerate a situation
where anyone in this place is bullied out of making a speech, no matter on which side the
member stands. Itris for dhe Minister to make a decision based on his judgment, no-one
else's.
Mr COURT: Mr Speaker, we were to move to private members' business at 12 noon.
However, we are prepared to hear the finish of this speech. The Leader of the House has
agreed to compensate for that time.
Mr Macinnon: The Minister can use the next eight minutes to tell us about the Premier.

Debate Reswned
Mr McGINTY: On the Kevin Humne radio program on 12 May 1992 the mate was hit on
the head.
Mr Macinnon: He is reading this speech, Mr Speaker.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr McGIhlTY: Kevin flume said -

Okay. Just on the question of substance. Fundamental to your future is whether we,
as voters, should trust you. It's a matter we invited you to discuss on Drive very
recently, Richard.
Your testimony before the Royal Commission, that you knew six months before the
Government's rescue of Rothwells, that the financier would collapse, but you did not
think it was in your business to tell anyone at all, not in the public interest to let
anybody, even your Liberal colleagues, know, that millions of dollars, as it turned
out, hundreds of millions of dollars was going down the drain. Is that the sort of man
we should trust, and elect as Premier?

Mr Kierath: Why don't you table that speech?
Mr McGITY: That was a quote. It was a very pointed quote because it makes the essential
point I want to make: The Opposition has spoken about standards, propriety and principles
but when members opposite ame put to the test in Opposition they fail miserably.
Mr Macainon: Bring on the debate.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I have the impression that this is Thursday afternoon. I cannot
believe this sort of behaviour on a Wednesday afternoon. I am most reluctant to take serious
action against members but Opposition members' behaviour is beyond the pale at the
moment. Individually, it is not so bad but the collective behaviour is so constant it is
unacceptable. The Minister should be able to make his speech, not uninterrupted but not
interrupted as much as has occurred.
Mr McGINTY: I return. to the Leader of the Opposition and the way he dealt with
information within the Liberal Party. Evidence was given to the Royal Commission last
Friday by the former Leader of the Opposition. Mr Singleton QC asked -

At any stage did he [Richard Court) say to you as well; "I have information, the
source of which I can't disclose to you but I have information and it's not bad
information, that Mr Connell has borrowed substantially from Rothweils and that
there are a significant number of loans Connell related - whether it be Connell.
Connell's family interests or Connell related companies...-- At any stage did he
disclose that to you?"

The answer ftrm Mr Macinnon was -

No; I don't recall him ever saying he had evidence.
When further pressed by Singleton QC as follows -

..If you had that information is that the sort of material you may have well passed
on to Mr Burke in your discussions with him?
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The answer from Mr Macinnon was -

If I'd have had the information, but I didn't.
Therefore it is clear -

Mr Court: You have missed our a couple of other comments made by the former Leader of
the Opposition.
Mr MWORMT: It is not my intention to read to the Parliament the transcript of the Royal
Commission from beginning to end -
Mr Court: You have quoted selectively. If you read out the whole section you would realise
that he said we discussed die question of where the loans had gone. You should read the
whole section. ir is typical of the way the Government goes about these things.
Mr McGINTY: I have read the whole thing. It is clear that the member did not say that he
had evidence; he went no futher than saying that it was general gossip down the Terrace.
The member did not disclose that information.
Several members intetJectedL
Mr Court We said no!
The SPEAKER:. Order!
Mr McGINTY: It is abundantly clear that the former Leader of the Opposition would have
used that information for the betterment of this Stare. It is clear also that the new Leader of
die Opposition would not have used, and did not use, that information for the betterment of
the State.
Mr Court: We said no! What else would we do?
Mr McGINTY: To continue, Mr Singleton QC put the following question to the former
Leader of the Opposition -

Did Mr Court at any time in discussions give you to understand that he had
information, whether it was in general terms or otherwise, that at least half of the
loans made by Rothwells were to Connefl or Connell related companies?

Mr Macinnon answered -

: .From my recollection there was nothing said by Richard or Bill that was concrete
in evidence.

Mr Macinnon: There you axe.
Several members interjected.
Mr Shave: Nothing at all! He was giving the information but he did not have concrete
evidence.
Mr McCINT: He had the information; he did not pass it on to others in the Liberal Party,
including his leader at that rime.
Several members inwijeceL
Mr McGJINTY: The Opposition espouses high principles but when put to the rest Opposition
members are found wanting. Their actions deny those principles. The Leader of the
Opposition has acted as Pontius Pilate, washing his hands of the matter and not behaving as
one would expect an elected leader in this State to behave.
Mr Macinunon: What about your Premier?
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Jandakot.
Mr MeGINTY: By whatever analysis one wants to make, it does not reflect adequately on
the Leader of the Opposition. Either he failed to pass the information to the then Leader of
the Opposition in order to enhance his own situation -

Mr Macinon interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! Under Standing Order No 73A the member for Jaudakot has just
received his first warning.
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Mr McGINTY: On one analysis, the member for Nedlands failed to pass on information in
order to advance his own long-held leadership aspirations. On another analysis it was to
promote political gain by the Liberal Party by throwing the State into the flnancial disaster
that the information could well have been significant in preventing. On either basis, it does
not reflect at all favourably on the Leader of the Opposition. On the evidence that has been
presented to the Royal Comnnission it is open to the Royal Commission to find that the
current Leader of the Opposition acted improperly. and perhaps illegally, in refusing or
failing to pass on to the relevant authorities - to this Parliament, of which he is an elected
member, to his own party and to the people of this State - the relevant information which
could be said to be expected of a person holding public office and a person who aspires to
lead this State
I will conclude with the words of the member for Darling Range, who said about the Liberal
Parry in 1989 that once it was a party of ideas, now it is too narrow and negative and he does
not want any part of that. Of the new Leader of the Opposition, he said he was "bloody sure"
he was not going to be pushed around by Richard Court who has all the arrogance and
downsides of his old man but half the brain.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Pearce (Leader of the House).

BILLS (2): MESSAGES
Appropriations

Messages from the Governor received and read recommending appropriations for the
purposes of the following Bills -

I. Government Employees Superannuation Amendment Bill
2. Lotteries Commission Amendment Bill

GRIEVANCE - SWIMMING POOLS LEGISLATION
MR STRICKLAND (Scarborough) [12.12 pm]: My grievance is with the Minister for
Local Government and it is on behalf of approximately 80 000 swimming pool owners in
Western Australia who have had very difficult times over the past six to 12 months. I have
two main reasons for raising this grievance with the Minister. Firstly, I want to convey the
feelings of thousands of people who are not only angry but also frustrated with the total lack
of action and the taidy performance of the Minister and his procrastination in this long saga.
Secondly, I wish to create an opportunity in this Parliament for the Minister to explain the
details of the changes to members because members have been on the other end of telephone
calls from thousands of people who have been put in a position of conflict with swimming
pool inspectors employed by local government authorities. This saga has involved fuzzy
media releases which began in January 1990 and have continued for approximately two and a
half years. These media releases have conveyed a total mishmash of projected changes to
requirements and have added to the total confusion, not only of the public but also of local
authorities.
In January 1990 - two and. a half years ago - we were informed through the newspapers that
there would be a crackdown, $5 000 fines would be enforced and there would be annual
inspections, but isolation fencing would not be compulsory. That media release was issued
by the inister of the day, Hon Kay Hallahan. In June 1990 I asked a question of the
Minister at that time, Hon Gordon Hill, who told rue that the only change that was going to
occur would be through legislation which would allow for inspections to be conducted and
for cost recovery. The parliamentary debate on this matter began in November 1990. Many
practical problems were brought to the attention of the Minister. It would be interesting if he
were here. Again, this is an example of the tardiness of this Minister. People are angry and
frustrated, as are the pool inspectors who have had to deal with all of the difficulties caused
by this lack of action.
As I said we debated the matter in November 1990. Many practical problems were brought
to the attention of the Minister, which resulted in a changed date for completion of the
inspection to July 1992. The Act was in place by January 1991. However, instead of annual
inspections, the Government had agreed to allow for two-yearly inspections, and the
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Parliament decided thac the inspections would be held four-yearly but that an annual
compliance statement would be required. There were several reasons for thac. First, it
placed some onus on the pool owner because pools inspected by council inspectors could
involve legal liability for local authorities. The compliance statement was considered to be a
cost saving measure because, rather than having annual inspections, self-inspections with a
simple statement to say that a fence had not been altered and that the gates still worked
would be far cheaper and easier than annual inspections with inspectors returning a number
of times to ensure that problems were resolved. The Opposition also warned to ensure
continuous compliance. In March 1991, a media release stated char isolation fencing for all
pools constructed after 1 January 1992 was to be compulsory. In December 1991 we were
told that the pool safety laws would be delayed until March 1992. Ir is now May 1992 and
we are still being given more media statements.
What do we have? We have no regulations, and no amendments to the legislation in an
attempt to remove the need for form 8. On 10 May a newspaper article highlighted that
inspectors required people to increase the height of their fences. They were told to ensure
that homeowners got rid of trees, cubbyhouses, barbecues and piles of wood onto which
children could climb. The President of the Local Government Association was quoted as
saying that most councils were holding off prosecutions until the legislation had been
finalised. Apparently 67 per cent of pool owners in Wanneroo were not complying. My
local pool inspector told me that the f igure was closer to 80 to 90 per cent.
For seven months, since the working party reported to the Minister, we have had an ongoing
problem of how to solve tie many problems associated with the legislation. In the time since
this matter was first raised, we have had to deal with three different Ministers, changes to
fining levels, changes to inspection periods, new rules, and an on-again off-again stance on
isolation fencing. One month shont of the latest target date, Parliament is still unaware of the
precise changes. The Minister said that he had to go to Cabinet; he has been to Cabinet.
Perhaps he will now tell the Parliament what are the new changes and what is planned. I
would also like him to indicate clearly whether anything over and above the
recommendations has to be discussed. I understand that nothing has been written down. A
meeting was held between the Minister and local government authorities at which an
agreement was reached. Perhaps we could now be informed of the derails of chat agreement
because thousands of people are in a quandary. Many of them have orders to comply
hanging over their heads and are waiting for the Minister to clarify many comnmonsense rules
such as the rule relating to deeming only the inside of a boundary fence being measured to
qualify with height specifications, deeming that gates which opened inwards prior to a
particular date - perhaps July 1989 - are okay, and whether other gates conform with current
requirements. He has abdicated his responsibility for quick action on these matters. I do not
know why regulations were not introduced long before this to resolve these problems,
A lot of angry people are at a total loss to understand why this problem could not have been
sorted out. Why will there be only one set of regulations? They will probably be introduced
after this Parliament rises so that members wili not have the opportunity to consider them
and, if necessary, move a disallowance motion; such a process requires a period of 14 sitting
days. Perhaps the Minister will tell us what is happening. The trend rhis Government has
adopted is to foreshadow legislation by media release and then fail to follow it through. This
is a classic example of that practice. The public read the newspapers arid they are totally
frustrated and confused; this process must cease. The swimming pool inspection crisis
should not have escalated to its present position. Ir should have been knocked on tie head
months ago when the simply solved, practical problems were brought to the attention of the
Minister. Why did he not introduce two or three regulations to solve those problems?
I welcome the Minister's decision to back down on compulsory isolation fencing for present
pool owners, but I deplore isa indecision and delay in introducing new, clear guidelines. I
hope he will explain to the House what he intends to do about the regulations because it does
not appear as though he will have the opportunity to introduce them before the Parliament
rises. I congratulate the Minister for indicating that he will regulate for automatic self-
closing doors to be installed in those places where the walls of a house actually form part of
the isolation fence
MR D.L. SMITH (Mitchell - Minister for Local Government) [12.22 pm]: It is a pity that
a matter of such importance as child safety should result in such a histrionic performance by
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t member for Scarborough, whose performance in conveying concerns to me, as the
Minister, has been almost zero.
Several members interjected.
Mr D.L SNiT: Let me explain what this is about. The general view of local government
and the Opposition was that inspections were not necessary and that we should rely on some
form of self-certification.
Mr Clarko: That is nonsense. We supported inspections every four years. In fact, we
recommended it.
Mr D.L. SMITH1: Only on the basis of a self-certification process which no-one in local
government wanted. Let us come back to the basics: Have the inspections shown that
inspection is necessary? On the figures quoted by the member for Scarborough, in
Wanneroo and Stirling up to 79 per cent of pool owners do not conform to either the existing
regulations or the proposed regulations. What was the Opposition doing when it was in
Government that it did not have any system whereby it could ensure compliance with the
regulations it promulgated? What was it doing when children were drowning in backyard
swimming pools or were being disabled by near drowning accidents? Absolutely nothing! It
was more concerned about the attitude of some people who believe that what they do in their
backyard and the dangers they create for their children, their next door neighbours' children
or the children in the swreet is of no concern to anyone else. Basically, that is the
Opposition's attitude.
Several members interjected.
Mr D.L. SMITH: When this Government introduced inspections every four years the
Opposition's friends in local government - opposition to inspections is highlighted by most
of the councils whose membership is Liberal Party dominated - have been most troublesome
in respect of pool inspections. The Liberal dominated councils have adopted the attitude of
encouraging as much disillusionment as is possible with these regulations. This has resulted
in those councils telling their inspectors to strictly enforce the regulations, not to use any
discretion and to conduct their inspections in a way which is troublesome to the householder.
Mr Shave: Am you going to tell inspectors not to carry out the inspections in the correct
manner?
Mr D.L. SMITH: I have been telling inspectors and local authorities that these inspections
are a matter for commonsense and discretion. These inspectors axe no different from a police
officer enforcing traffic laws or a building inspector enforcing building laws; they are
expected to be reasonable and courteous, and to use discretion in the way they enforce the
regulations.
Several members interjected.
Mr D.L. SNMI: In order to support their political position instead of promoting child
safety these Liberal dominated councils have been encouraging that sort of performance.
Several members interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kobelke): Order!
Mr D.L. SMITH: When it camne to identifying some of the problems created, it was not by
the regulations we passed, but by the regulations which were promulgated when the
Opposition was in Government; we did not introduce those regulations, we introduced
swimming pool inspections. The regulations which were in existence prior to this
Government's taking office had been in force for years and have not been changed except to
adopt national standards.
Mr Shave: You am very sensitive on this issue.
Mr DL. SMITH: I ant not the least bit sensitive on this issue because it is about preventing
drowning accidents. If the member were. a Minister and had to sit opposite a family who had
lost a child in a backyard swimming pool accident, perhaps he would not be so quick to agree
with people who complain to him. if they have dangerous pools in their backyard they
should do something about protecting their own families.
it was found from swimming pool inspections that between 70 and 8O per cent of pool
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owners are not complying with the regulations introduced when the Opposition was in
Government. We realised that with the attitude of strict enforcement, with no exercising of
discretion, there were problems. The member for Scarbopough wanted the Government to
rush in and amend the regulations without consulting with local government or the
inspectors. He wanted the Opposition's regulations changed to make them practicable and to
bypass local government in the process. Instead of doing that the Governiment agreed, at the
request of the body responsible for local government associations in this State - that is, the
Western Ausalan Municipal Association - to set up a working party which comprised
representatives from that association and local government authorities. If miembers opposite
have a criticism about how quickly the working party did its work, it is a criticism of the
people on that committee. It reported and, at the request of the Western Australian
Municipal Association and the committee, we agreed to send the report, as members would
expect, to every local authority in Western Australia asking them for their comments. Part of
the problem in nor responding to the report was the delay in receiving the responses from the
authorities. We believed that we should allow the 138 local authorities in Western Australia
the opportunity to respond. Where extensions of rime were sought, they were given that
opportunity. When the submissions were received we had them analysed quickly; they went
to Cabinet quickly and we made a decision quickly.
Mr Strickland: It has taken seven months.
Mr Shave: If that is quick, I would hate to be in a hurry!
Mr DiL. SMITH: The time has been taken up in waiting for responses from local
government to the committee's report. Members opposite may consider that the time taken
to get responses from local authorities to the committee's report has been too long. All the
recommendations in the report have been accepted, except -

Mr Strickland: As printed?
Mr D.L SMITH: Yes, in their form. as printed. However, in some cases the Government has
adopted some aspects of the minority report which relate to the discretion not to require
isolation fencing in some circumstances and to allow alternatives to isolation fences to be
used. Those regulations are in the course of being printed. This Government never intended
to introduce isolation fencing for old pools. The dispute in the community has not been of
the order of that in the Eastern States, which has focused on isolation fencing. The dispute to
dare has been about the introduction of four-yearly inspections and as a result of the way
those inspections have been done - using the regulations imposed by the Opposition - the
Government has identified all these problems. It has acted to fix those problems. The
Opposition did not seek to enforce its regulations by inspection or to identify those problems;
Opposition members sat on their hands for all those years they were in Government, The
Government has introduced inspections, identified problems, and properly consulted with
WAMA and the committee. The Government then gave local government an opportunity to
comment. It is introducing the changes in a responsible way, in the same way that it is
introducing isolation fencing in a responsible way and in the same way that it originally
intended, that is, without requiring isolation fencing for old pools, nor in every case for new
pools.

GRIEVANCE - EDUCATION MISMANAGEMENT
MR AINSWORTH (Roe) [12.32 pm]: My grievance is directed to the Minister for
Parliamentary and Electoral Reform, representing the Minister for Education. It concerns the
mismanagement of education in this State, which has led to a funding crisis, loss of
confidence on the part of staff, parents and students, and ad hoc decision making in
education areas. I was interested to read a document issued some time ago by the then
Minister for Education, Hon Bob Pearce, entitled "Making School Work Better". That is a
laudable objective. It refers to the introduction of school development grants and the
devolution of administrative responsibility to schools. The document states that people must
be reassured that changes are in their best interests. I wonder whether those changes are in
their best interests, because those school development grants, although sufficient in the
beginning, have not been indexed in recent days. In the words of one principal, the schools
are now expected to do more with less. Also, the devolution of administrative responsibility
has placed more responsibility on some of the principals, particularly those in smaller
schools who are teaching as well as administrating the school. The available resources do
06702-1
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not match the objectives. This has placed undue pressure on the schools, which is reflected
in the dissatisfaction that abounds in the education system.
Similarly, major cutbacks have occurred in maintenance and repair allocations and capital
works funding. Again, the responsibility for picking up the slack has fallen on the schools.
The Government is doing nothing at all to maintain the levels in these schools. Twelve
months ago the Mlinistry of Education, under the name of the chief executive officer, issued a
statement of ethos and purpose for the teaching staff which stated that everything they did
must be related to the educational needs of students. Thai again is a very laudable statement.
The paper included a list of education outcomes expected of the teachers, the first two of
which were effective literacy skills and effective mathematical skills. What is the current
situation? ,There is a lack of sufficient support staff and resources to both primary and
secondary schools. Some students do not achieve adequate'numeracy and literacy skills in
the school system. That is because schools do not have additional resources to give students
with learning difficulties extra tuition and attention, and the classroom teachers cannot
provide that individual attention to the detriment of the other students in the classroom.
Therefore, those students miss out from year 1, when they start school, until they leave the
high school system without the necessary literacy and numeracy skills. They then seek jobs,
which they have little chance of finding. One of the priority statements in the ethos and
purpose paper is that teachers should actively foster and model their ethos and nurture their
unity and image. What unity and image? There are concerns within the teaching profession
that the chief executive officer of the department may or may not be a person with a
background in education. For example, an administrator from a Government department,
such as the Main Roads Department or Wesirail, could be appointed as chief executive
officer of the department. That person may be a good administrator but he may have no
experience of hands-on teaching. Although the staff recognise the need for good
administration, they also consider that an administrator should be fully conversant with the
department he is administrating, and that will not happen if the chief executive officer does
not have a background in the education system.
The technical and further education system is in chaos and a great deal of dissatisfaction is
being expressed. 1 have received pamphlets and leaflets. and letters from individual tutors
who are concerned about the TAPE system, and who express their lack of satisfaction with
the whole system. Reference is made to the funding cuts. Many staff have been in acti. ng
positions for a long time and they have no job security. Record numbers of experienced
lecturers have taken the redundancy packages offered and moved into industry because they
do not believe their expertise is sufficiently rewarded within the TAFF, system. The whole
system is failing down around their ears.
When Hon Bob Pearce was the Minister for Education the document he issued hinted at the
introduction of the unit curriculum system. Unit curriculum is a very good idea but, again, it
has been characterised by a lack of resources. I spoke with some high school principals who
said that when it was initially announced the schools regarded it as a great move, and the
principals tried to make it work. However, some high schools, particularly district high
schools with smaller staff and student populations, did not have sufficient resources and
could not achieve the aims of the program. That has resulted in fewer country students
achieving well in the tertiar admission examination compared with students in the
metropolitan area. That is purely because the country students do not have an equal amount
of resources applied to their education.
The big saviour will be the introduction of telematics. That, too, is a good scheme but people
are concerned that, like everything else, it will not be sufficiently funded to make it work.
Teachers are also concerned about the student outcome statements that will be introduced in
the next year or so when the system changes yet again. They have two concerns: Firstly, it
is hard to explain to parents what the student has achieved, and secondly, will the employers
be satisfied that the statements of student outcome indicate that the students can acquire the
degree of proficiency required in the area in which they will be working? Again, a great deal
of uncertainty is involved. Of course, that uncertainty was even worse following the
introduction of the school renewal programn and the difficulties that caused. The department
also proposed changes to the school bus inspection service, although that decision was
reversed following a great dea of protest. The protests were made not just on the basis of
school buses being adequately maintained and inspected, but because people were concerned
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that the safety of those buses would be watered down by the bureaucratic nonsense being
imposed on them without any consultation whatsoever.
The latest example of lack of consultation and ad hoc decision making concerns the proposed
introduction of full time preprimary education for five year old children. An editorial in The
West Australian stated that the mishandling of the process so far pointed to an absence of
coherent planning and a sorry lack of consultation with affected people. That editorial
refered not to the latest proposal for preprimary education for five year old children; the
statement was made in October 1990 following the introduction of die school renewal
program. However, it applies equally to the present actions of the Ministry of Education; t
situation has not changed one bit. There is still an absence of coherent planning and a very
sorry lack of consultation with affected people. A Press announcement was made, but the
teachers who will undertake this new program, which will start in sonic schools next year,
have not been consulted. Neither the teachers' union nor the parents, nor anybody else, was
consulted. They were fed a media statement that certain things would happen. No
explanation was given of where the money would come from or who would be eligible for it.
Many fears were raised in the communty particularly the country community, about this
matter. Take, for example, the old fear of the school renewal program; that is, that some
country schools would close. Let us look at the selective introduction of full time preprimary
training in country schools for five year olds. If one of two adjacent schools has full time
preprimary training for five year olds introduced next year the parents of children at the
school that does not have that facility will think that maybe their children will miss out on
something so they will send them to the other school. They will think, "My school does not
have this full time opportunity; I do not want my children to miss out if they can benefit from
this program." Whether a benefit does accrue from such a program is another matter. As a
result, their children will be moved to the school with the full time preprimary program for
five year olds, thus watering down the number of students in the other school and effectively
bringing it closer to the point where it will be closed down because it will have insufficient
students.
The same thing applies to school buses. A great move has been made by the rninistry to
attract students who come from the cutoff points between two adjacent school bus services.
Some of the larger schools, as a result of this action by the ministry, have been grabbing
children and hiving them off into different schools, thereby watering down the number of
students in the smaller schools, which will eventually cause the inevitable to happen by
stealth rather than obvious design. The Government needs to sort out what is wrong with the
whole education system in this State. As one principal put it to me, most of the changes we
have seen recently have been politically propelled. That was a good statement. We need to
return to a system where changes are made on clear educational merit, for no other reason,
and on nothing to do with marginal seats or obfuscation; that is, the fact that this Government
has been good at hiding the real issues. We must get back to basics so that the funding
requirements of the existing system are met before spreading the dollars thinner by
introducing such programs as the full time preprinmary program for five year olds, and other
issues.
DR GALLOP (Victoria Park - Minister for Fuel and Energy) [12A42 pm]: The member for
Roe has raised some extremely general points in his grievance about the education system.
i the last couple of minutes of that speech he raised the only matters of concrete substance
one can address. The general issue he raised related to education expenditur in Western
Australia and how it may be impacting upon the system overall. The facts are as follows: In
199 1-92, $992.7 million will be spent, an increase of over 5.S per cent on the previous year.
That is the overall level of education expenditur in this State. That shows die increase over
last year. On either the specific educational cost index, or the general consumer price index,
the Government argues that education has been well and truly protected in these times of
falling revenue for Government.
If one starts with that general figure one cannot sustain the argument that the State
Government of Western Australia has neglected education. Thte specific approach by this
Government, which is different from the approach of the Opposition, is that it does not
believe that general levels of expenditure are the key - it is where the money is going in the
system that is the key. The Government has pursued two things over recent years in
education; firstly, to focus attention on schools rather than on central administration. The
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Government has been cutting back on the Central administration Costs and Shifting resources
out to the schools.
Mr Shave: That is not what the teachers are saying.
Dr GALLOP: It is a fact; die Government has been shifting resources out to the schools. it
is ironic that the member for Roe comes into this Parliament and quotes school development
grants as somehow being ineffective and insufficient for the education system. I ask you to
reflect upon this, Mr Acting Speaker (Mr Kobelke): Who introduced those graints and the
system that made them possible? If members talk to their school principals they will find
that they acknowledge that there has been a wonderful addition to our education system in,
firstly, providing adequate resources for the schools and, secondly, allowing the schools a lot
more autonomy in how they spend school development grants. It is ironic that the member
for Roe should introduce into the argument something that indicates clearly how this
Government has set the education system on the right path. The Government is focusing on
teaching as opposed to administration. The whole focus of this Government's approach to
education has been to look at what happens in the schools and the classrooms and to ensure
that the organisational structures and resources are available for teachers to adequately
perform their functions.
This Government has protected the staff-student ratios of schools in an overall climate of
declining country revenue. It is also my contention that if one looks at the resources made
available to country schools one sees that this Government has recognised that disadvantages
exist outside the metropolitan area and has focused its attention on addressing some of those
problems. I wili refer to a couple of things related to that statemen First, under the priority
country areas program, $2.4 million has been allocated this year especially for country
schools. Of course, that allows those schools to overcome some of the disadvantages related
to distance.
Mr Bloffwitch: Which country schools got that?
Dr GALLOP: The priority schools in the country. I anm sure that the member for Roe knows
about the priority program for country schools. This year the Government is also spending
another $200 000 to develop new strategies to take advantage of the technologies now
available in distance education. New programs are being trialled in Moora, Esperance and
the Kimberley to widen the range of subjects available to students in country schools using
telematics.
Mr Shave interjected.
Dr GALLOP: The member for Melville is behind the times. IT Labor Government has
been decentralising the education system. The Spokesperson on education for the Liberal
Party is reluctant to take up these ideas because he is more an administrative centralist. The
member for Melville is a little behind the member for Roleystone on this matter.
Mr Shave: The Government has a political machine in place and that is why they are there.
Dr GALLOP: I know it is embarrassing for members opposite that it was the Labor
Government which introduced the Better Schools Program, and school development grants,
which recognise the importance of schools in the system and tt what happens in the
classroom is the key to teaching. First, special expenditure has been undertaken in country
areas to ensure that the disadvantages of distance are met. Secondly, it is the Labor
Government that introduced a new range of country incentives, a much better scheme than
that advocated and promoted by the Liberal Party. I am not sure whether the National Party
supports the Liberal Party's approach to this question, but I think the member for Roe
recognises the problems that exist in the Opposition's approach to school bonuses.
For teachers to be eligible for their bonus, their service in country schools does not have to
be consecutive. That will encourage flying visits to the country to try to get those bonuses.
The Liberals' scheme allows teachers to retain their bonuses when they leave country areas.
TIS means no incentive exists for them to remain longer. There. axe many good teachers in
rural and remote areas, and this Government wishes to see some continuity and stability in
the system so that those teachers' great talents are kept in country areas for as long as
possible for them to contribute to those communities. The. existing Government scheme will
do that because it ties incentives to continuity of service, a key factor in our scheme that
differs from the Opposition's scheme.
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In order to be eligible for the Government's cash bonus scheme, teachers must remain in
those country areas for a minimum of three years. I will use some examples in which the
member for Ashburton would be interested. The Government scheme is clearly working.
Transfers out of die Pilbara, for example, have halved since the Government scheme was
introduced. Our approach to this issue is already beginning to bite and to have an impact on
the issue of stability and continuity, an issue that is raised continually with Ministers for
Education when they visit country areas. It is interesting that teachers will be worse off
under the Liberal scheme. Therefore, that scheme will be less effective in attrating teachers
than is our current scheme.
I would like the Parliament to reflect upon two issues: Firstly, the overall level of
expenditure in education has been preserved in real terms in this State, despite the State's
decline in revenue. Within that framework of expenditure, we are focusing on the schools
rather than on central adminisnraton and on teaching rather than on the administrative
system. Secondly, we are putting special resources into country areas through the very
effective priority schools program, which is administered cooperatively by the
Commonwealth and the States. We are also putting additional money into distance education
to examine the way in which the new technologies available to us can be applied to the
education system.
Mr Bloffwitch: You do not believe that
Dr GALLOP: I certainly do. The bonus scheme that we have introduced is now impacting,
and I used the example of Karratha to prove that that is the case. The member for Roe has
contributed on numerous occasions to the education debate, but today he did not say
anything. He had no specific points to make and no statistics to present which in any way
indicated that this State Government has let down the people in respect of education.

GRIEVANCE - LIQUlIEUD PETROLEUM GAS SUPPLY AND PRICE
MR CATANIA (Balcatta) [12.52 pm]: My grievance is to the Minister for Consumer
Affairs and is about the supply and price of liquified petroleum gas in Western Australia.
People who travel interstate have raised with me the concern that the price of LPG3 in other
States is lower than the price in Western Australia. In Western Australia there appears to be
no competition and there is a resistance to lowering the price of LPG.
Mr Bloffwirch: Are you saying therm is no competition?
Mr CATANIA: There is no competition.
Mr Bloffwitch: I beg to differ.
Mr CATANIA: It seems that any competition which the member for Geraldton may say
exists is not reflected in the price of LPG in this State.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kobelke): Order! For the benefit of the House I draw
members' attention to Standing Order No 137 which indicates that all interjections are
disorderly. Ar present we are taking grievances, where members have the opportunity to
grieve to a Minister about a matter of concern to them. This is not an appropriate time to
have continuous interjections, and I called for order several times during the previous
grievance. Given the earlier call by the Speaker, I ask members to cooperate and to desist
from interjecting.
Mr CATANIA: This is an important matter because people convert their car to LPG in the
belief that it will cost them less to run their car. However, when they compare the price in
Western Australia with the prices in other States, they are concerned that oar price is higher.
I am told by the member for Geraldton that there is competition. Does he agree with the
price that is being charged?
Mr Bloffwitch: Under the LPG pricing policy in this State, I understand fully the difference,
and had you asked some of the companies, they would have explained the reason for the
difference. There is competition.
Mr CATANIA: I am glad that is on record. When a person goes to a field station to get a
bottle of LPG to use for his barbecue, he finds that the supplier looks not at the volume that
he puts into that bottle but rather at the size of the container, and charges him accordingly.
That is the sort of practice about which people are concerned.
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Mr Bloffwitch: You are assuming that everyone does that. That is not so.
Mr CATANIA: I am saying it happens and there are concerns about that.
Mr Shave: You should be sitting on the front bench and the Minister far Consumer Affairs
should be sitting on the back bench, because you have a very convincing argument.
Mr CATANIA: The Minister for Consumer Affairs has been voted the best such Minister in
Australia. so I dispute what the member for Melville says.
There is also concern about whether the volume of LPG increases if there is an increase in
temperature. Consumers convert their vehicles to LPG because they believe that will be
more economical, but because of the practices that exist in Western Australia and the prices
that are charged, that LPG is not more economical. If we want to promote LPG as a product
which people should use, the price of LPG in this State should be comparable with the prices
that ate charged in other States. The taxi car industry has converted en masse to LPG but has
found that the price of LPG is exorbitant. People who use their vehicles to earn an income
find that LPG is not as economical as they would expect it to be and that their source of
income is whittled down because of the high price they must pay to fill their tank. I know
that the Minister has undertaken various inquiries in other areas, and I urge her to respond to
see whether anything can be done to ensure that the price that is charged in this State for
LPG is comparable with the prices that are charged in other States.

Siuin8 swspended from 1.00 to 2.00 pm
MRS HENDERSON (Tbornlje - Minister for Consumer Affairs) (2.02 pm]: Members may
be aware that as of 1 January 1991 the retail price of liquid petroleum gas in Western
Australia, and across the whole of Australia, was deregulated. By chance, this coincided
with a period of very high prices as a result of the Gulf War. Members will recall that the
price of petrol escalated about October or November 1990, but the increase in the price of
LPG lagged by two or three months. So the deregulation of the price of LPG in January
1991 coincided with a period of very high prices. However, many consumers in Western
Australia have complained to me, and obviously to the member for Balcatta, that while in
other States the price of LPG subsequently fell and appeared to be subject to competition and
to move up and down, in Western Australia it has taditionally remained high and seems to
be impervious to any form of competition. As a result of complaints from consumers, from
the member for Applecross, from some of my colleagues on this side of the House, and from
taxi drivers and others, I approached my Federal colleague and asked that the Prices
Surveillance Authority be requested to investigate the price of LPG in Western Australia. I
was pleased that he agreed to do that, and after a 12 month investigation the authority's
report was released last Monday. That report examines the pricing structure in Western
Australia and what has happened since the deregulation of the price of LPG.
Generally the report points out that Western Australia does not appear to have any level of
competition in this industry at the wholesaler-marketer level, as the other States have, and
that although there has been an appearance of competition because of an increased number of
retail outlets in this industry, the two main wholesaler-marketers have virtually had a
stranglehold over the industry and competition has been dramatically reduced. 'The Prices
Surveillance Authority's report pointed out that when Wesfanners built its $105 million LPG
stripping plant at lcwinana, which enabled it to treat the gas from the North West Shelf to
extract propane and butane and sell that on the local market as LPG, that led to an increase in
the number of retail outlets in Perth. One would have hoped the result of having that local
plant would have been evident to consumers and that we would have seen competition in the
marketplace and competitive prices. However, what happened was that the prices went up at
the end of the Gulf Wat. In Western Australia they stabilised at about 340 a litre from April
1991 and continued at that level.
The Prices Surveillance Authority pointed out that the gross marketer margins in Perth for
Autogas have increased in some cases by about 4 a litre since 1987, exceeding those
generally being achieved in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane and Adelaide. It went on to say
that in April 1992 BP Australia's posted wholesale selling price to service stations was about
190 a linre above a notional import parity price that implied a gross mark-up of the order of
165 per Cent. The report went on to say that, where. the marketers of a product - in this case
LPG - appear to have the capacity to raise indicative gross margins against a background of
supposedly enhanced competitive wholesale environments and local supplier capacity with
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generally high retail prices applying, this could indicate the existence of impediments to
competition. I find that quite disturbing. The report goes on to point out in some detail why
the authority believes that there is not really any degree of~irue competition in the market in
Western Australia. For example, it talks about the high concentration at producer-marketer
levels and the fact that the two vertically integrated producers, Wesfarmers Kleenheat Gas
Pty Ltd and BP Australia, which hold significant shames of the market, have a very high
concentration of the marketing volume. That means there is very little competition.
The Prices Surveillance Authority went on to say, for example, that its examination revealed
that the market in Western Australia was actuay larger than the authority had expected, by
15 000 to 20 000 tonnes. Even so, it is small by comparison with the other States.
Nevertheless, even with a reduced level of market the local demand is not being satisfied
from the Wesfarmers plant and gas is being imported from South Australia. The authority
recommends that that situation also needs to be examined in order to enable consumers to
pay the kind of prices they expected to pay. The Prices Surveillance Authority points out
that in its view there has not been unreasonable pricing by producers or at rte retail level, but
in my view the report is very critical of the wholesaler and marketer levels. As a result of
that the authority's report recommends some very strong action. It recommends that LPG
should be a declared product for formal surveillance by the authority, and also that
Wesfarmers Kleenhear and BP Australia should bedeclared in regard to their LPG, in the
marketing side of the operations only, and that they should have to apply to the authority for
approval and to provide supporting evidence in accordance with dhe Act for any increases in
the price of their LPG at the marketer level.
Mr Bloffwitch: Will that hold the price where it is now?
Mrs HENDERSON: I understand that the trigger is a change in price; so if they wish to
apply for an increase in price, they now must go to the Prices Surveilance Authority and
produce supporting evidence, and the authority is in a position to examine their case for
justification. That will effectively mean that over a period the difference between prices in
the Eastern States and those in Western Australia will be reduced, I hope, because if those
prices increase over time Western Australia will remain static.
However, in my view that does not totally address some of the issues raised by the member
for Balcatta. He also raised the example of filling up a caravan gas bottle with LPG at the
local gas station. In many cases, people are charged according to the size of the container
and not according to the volume of gas in the container. That is a constant complaint that is
raised with mue. Most retailers would claim that the margins on the supply of gas are very
small; indeed the labour involved in filling the bottle, regardless of how much is put in, is the
major cost. Therefore, the difference between measuring the amount of gas in the bottle
before filling it and the amount used to fill the bottle does not represent a viable proposition.
I have had complaints that while officers of my department are vigilant in going around and
checking the validity of the volume controls of petrol pumps and making sure they are
delivering the volume shown on the gauge, in the case of auto gas those checks have not
been done. I am concerned about that. A very expensive piece of capital equipment is
required to measure the calibrations on auto gas dispensers. However, my department has
reached an agreement with a company that possesses such equipment. The department wili
contract that company to test auto gas dispensers on a regular basis to ensure that motorists
are receiving the correct volume.
I hope those comments address the main issues raised by my colleague. I would like to place
on the record my thanks to the Prices Surveillance Association for conducting the inquiry
requested by me. It was a very thorough inquiry. I hope that the Federal Government moves
quickly to implement those recommrendations.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kohelke): Grievances noted.

INDUSTRILAL LANDS DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY AMENDMENT BELL
Second Reading

MR LEWIS (Applecross) [2.12 pm]: I move -
That the Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this legislation is to extend the statutory life of the Industrial Lands Authority
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Act 1968-1980 by an additional 12 months to 30 June 1993. The Industrial Lands
Development Authority Act by virtue of section 14 of the legislation when originally enacted
was to sunset or repeal itself on 31 December 1990. Act 52 of 1990 extended the life of the
Industrial Lands Development Authority by a further 12 months to 31 December 1991. In
June 1990 the Government announced an intention to establish an Office of Land Services
which was to assume the responsibility of the Industrial Lands Development Authority.
Because the Industrial Lands Development Authority was to go out of existence in December
1991, which would have meant all the assets of the authority would have reverted to the
Treasurer, it was therefore necessary to keep the authority as a statutory body until the Office
of Land Services had been established in a statutory sense. On such a basis the statutory life
of the Industrial Lands Development Authority had to be extended again and, via the
Industrial Lands Development Authority Amendment Act 1991. its life was further extended
to 30 June 1992.
In the interim, the Government has introduced the Western Australian Land Authority Bill,
which is intended to set up a statutory body to take over the function of the Industrial Lands

*Development Authority and repeal its Act. The Western Australian Land Authority
legislation has since passed this House, and on the basis that there is no guarantee that the
legislation will be proclaimed prior to 30 June the Opposition sees the need for the Industrial
Lands Development Authority to be extended for a further 12 months so that it may legally
continue its activities. Members should appreciate that the period of extension is of no
consequence because if and when the Western Australian Land Authority legislation is
proclaimed the Industrial Lands Development Authority will be repealed at that time. The
Opposition therefore introduces the Industrial Lands Development Authority Amendment
Bill 1992 to give a legislative mandate to the Industrial Lands Development Authority for an
additional year. I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr D.L. Smith (Minister for Lands).

PERSONAL EXPLANATION - BY THE LEADER OF THE OPPOSITION
Minister for Houssing's Comments on Rorhwells' Rescue

MR COURT (Nedlands - Leader of the Opposition) [2.15 pm]: I seek leave to make a
personal explanation as a result of the comments by the member for Fremantle this morning
relating to the Rothwells issue.

Point of Order
Mr PEARCE: Mr Acting Speaker, the Government would not seek to deny the Leader of the
Opposition a chance to make a personal explanation. However, I draw his and your attention
to Standing Order No 117, the footnote to which states that a member is entitled to make a
personal explanation to correct any misimpression but may not make a reply or raise new
matter. Although we do not wish to stop the Leader of the Opposition from making a
personal explanation, it would not be appropriate were the Leader of the Opposition seeking
to make a reply to the remarks of the Minister for Housing.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kobelke): I thank the Leader of the House for his comment.
[Leave granted.]

Personal Explanation Resumed
The ACTING SPEAKER: Before the Leader of the Opposition takes this opportunity I
should indicate that prior to the luncheon adjournment it was necessary for me to bring the
attention of members to the level of interjections. Given the nature of this explanation. I am
sure that the Leader of the House is aware of the relevant Standing Order and will conform
with it. The situation will not be assisted if other members interject.
Mr COURT: I appreciate the comments by the Leader of the House. I take the first
opportunity available to me in this Parliament to make a personal explanation following the
comments by the member for Fremantle who stated this morning that on the weekend of the
Rothwells' rescue I had not acted properly. I am galled, disgusted and insulted by that
comment. I want to correct the record in this House immediately.
The Rothwells' rescue that took place on that fateful Sunday in 1987 was the most deceitful,
disgusting, financial decision by a State Government I have ever witnessed in my life.
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Points of Order
Mr PEARCE: I regret that the Leader of the Opposition appears to be trespassing into the
very area to which I drew his and your attention, Mr Acting Speaker. It is well established
that a member may make a personal explanation to correct any misimpression or
misstatement that may be made in the House. It is not an appropriate forum, in my view, and
in the view of many Speakers before, that a personal explanation should be taken as the
vehicle to reply to a speech given by another member. The Supply debate -

Mr Court: I will outline the facts.
Mr PEARCE: It is up to the Acting Speaker, but in my view the member cannot make
comments such as "the Rothwells' rescue was the most disgusting act of a Governmen t in the
history of the world" in the course of a personal explanation. It is not appropriate.
The ACTING SPEAKER: I thank the Leader of the House for again drawing my attention to
the Standing Order.
Mr CLARKO: The real crux of the problem is: When is a debate a debate and when is it
not? It is a difficult question.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Does the member for Mantnion have a point of order?
Mr CLARKO: I am referring to Standing Order No 117, the sane Standing Order to which
the Leader of the House has drawn attention. Without doubt, this is a grey area. In the
footnote it talks about any misimpression. Therefore, any point in the member for
Fremantle's statement which my colleague and leader believes is not correct should be
addressed. The member for Fremantle has caused a misimpression which is a form of
distortion. If that distortion is thought to exist, the Leader of the Opposition has every right
to reply.
The question of when a debate is a debate is a complex one. It would be difficult for any of
us, perhaps even you, Mir Acting Speaker, to define when a misimpression moves into
debate. Standing Order No 117 is to allow a member who believes he has been misquoted,
or alternatively when a misimpression has occurred, to reply.
He believes that what was said today was inaccurate. The Leader of the Opposition should
be able to reply to that, although he may not do so in a conventional speech form. In that
respect, he needs to be given reasonable scope. He has just begun his explanation, and this
House tradfitionally gives latitude at the beginning of speeches before the member reaches the
main points to be addressed, these are, the misimpressions created by an earlier speech.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Order! I thank the members for their assistance. The Leader of
the Opposition has the leave of the House to make a personal explanation. At the outset of
his remarks he has indicated, with some colour, why he needs to make that explanation, and I
amn sure he will settle down to comment on the facts. It is not a point of order.

Personal Explanation Resumed

Mr COURT: Thank you, Mr Acting Speaker.
I, along with former leaders Mr Barry Macinnon and Mr Bill Hassell, was asked to support
the Government's putting $150 million into the Rothwells rescue. We were given one hour
in which to make a decision. We asked questions and we received answers which we knew
to be untrue. I clearly outlined this in my evidence to the Royal Commission. We were not
told that the Government knew the National Companies and Securities Commission had been
investigating Rothweils for months prior to the rescue; and we were told that an absolute
condition of the Government's becoming involved in the rescue was the support of the
opposition. We said no. As history shows, the Government went ahead anyway for reasons
which are now clear to us all. So much for who was teiling the truth!
We received advice that the proper course of action was to call in a reciver immediately if
the company was insolvent. When we completed our deliberations, I presumed that if the
rescue did not occur, that is what would happen. As I said at the Royal Commission, I
should have known the Government better.
Several members interjected.
Mr COURT: The Leader of the House should listen to my comments. I had discussions
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regarding Rothwells with a person more than a year prior to the crash - the person had not
worked at Rothwells for a year prior to the crash - at which that person privately expressed
concerns about Rothwells' loan portfolio. It was no secret that Rothwells was a high iisk
lender with a big question mark over its loan portfolio.
I do flat want to highlight the naivety of members opposite, but the first question one would
ask when a financial company runs out of money is, where has it gone. We asked these
questions and did not believe dhe answers we were given. It is the height of hypocrisy for
members opposite to ask, 'Why didn't you tell other people what you kniew?", when
Government members have just finished saying that we told people about the Teachers
Credit Society's financial problems, and that we caused it to collapse. Government
members' shallowness is exposed for all to see!
The ACTING SPEAKER: Order! This is a very difficult debate, as suggested by the
member for Marmnion. The Leader of the Opposition is skating close to the edge of opening
up the debate. I am sure the rest of his remarks will confine themselves to directly answering
any misrepresentations or allegations he believes have been made.
Mr COURT: I feel extremely strongly about this.
Mr Grill: You are rattled, that is your problem.
Mr COURT: I am not at all. The member can speak! He has a big smile on his face.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Order! I have already indicated that I regard interjections as
being disorderly. It is inappropriate for members to interject when they are not in their place.
I draw members' attention to that fact.

Points of Order
Mr PEARCE: The reason that members are interjecting is that the member is moving far
beyond his explanation.
Mr Court: He was not in his seat; he just walked into the Chamber.
Mr PEARCE: Many members, including myself, have interjected because the member is
seeking to give a speech in reply to the member for Fremantle's speech on the Supply Bill.
Standing Orders specifically rule out that kind of reply. Standing Order No 117 indicates
that a member "may explain matters of a personal nature although there be no question
before the House"; however, the rider is that such matters may not be debated. The reason
for that is that people could make a personal explanation and seek to use this method as a
way of making comments on a subject which cannot receive a response.
It is private members' afternoon, and if the Opposition wants to abandon its program and
move a motion on this matter, the Government has no difficulty in debating the issue.
However, it is wrong for the Leader of the Opposition to use a personal explanation in this
manner.
The Standing Orders indicate, following rulings by three successive Speakers, that this
method cannot be used for debate or to raise new matters, which the Leader of the
Opposition has done in the last few minutes. The member should confine himself to the
matters of the personal explanation. Neither he nor you, Mr Acting Speaker, can be
surprised if he receives interjectdons when he goes beyond those bounds.
Mr CLARKO: On the last point of order I did not go into the explanatory footnotes for
Standing Order No 117. It indicates that a "member is entitled to make a personal
explanation to correct any misimpression".
Mr Pearce: It also says that he may not make a reply or raise new matters. Read it all!
Mr CLARKO: The Leader of the Opposition may relate his remarks to any misimpression.
That is specifically stated in Standing Orders. The essence of the member for Frenmanle's
speech this morning was to suggest that the Leader of the Opposition had made incorrect
statements to the Royal Commission regarding the state of a particular company; therefore
the member for Fremantle was implying that the Leader of the Opposition knew the details
of the company's records.
The ACTING SPEAKER: I thank the member for Marmion, but his point of order is
becoming longwinded. He should be more direct
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Mr CLARKO: The argument created this morning implied that my leader knew the affairs
of the company in detail. At one stage the member for Fremnantle referred to the accurate
state of the finances -

The ACTING SPEAKER: Order! The Leader of the Opposition will answer those points in
his personal explanation. Does the member wish to speak on the point of order.
Mr CLARKO: I amn speaking to the point of order. I am indicating the misimpression
created which the Leader of the Opposition wishes to correct.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Order! The member should resume his seat. The member is
taking part in the explanation. As I commented a few moments ago, the Leader of the
Opposition is making a personal explanation in a difficult area. I thank the member for
Marinion and the Leader of the House for their assistance in this matter. However, I have
asked the Leader of the Opposition to continue and conclude his personal explanation. I am
sure he will address the issue rather titan debate it.

Personal Explanation Resumed
Mr COURT: Both inside and outside this House I have vigorously fought to expose this
Government's financial dealings. This has cost me dearly in more ways than I would like to
remember. I spent $20 000 fighting a defamation suit against the Western Australian
Development Corporation when I raised its financial dealings publicly. I san still fighting a
suit from former Premier Burke regarding my raising his involvement with the Teachers
Credit Society's dealings.

Points of Order
Mr PEARCE: I draw your attention, Mr Acting Speaker, and that of the Leader of the
Opposition, to the same note in Standing Orders to which I referred earlier: This indicates
that the member may "not raise any new matter". The member for Fremantle did not refer in
any way to defamation suits. I seek your guidance and clear ruling on this matter, Mr Acting
Speaker, because if we reach the stage at which any member can use a personal explanation
as a way of raising a reply to any debate to a point on which he has already spoken, that will
open up the forms and practices of this House in a dramatic way. Not many members have
received the number of personal attacks I have scored from the Opposition during the past
few years; iff1 had popped up every time something was said - along with other Ministers - to
redebate the issue, the House would have been in chaos.
Although, Mr Acting Speaker, you have asked the Leader of the Opposition three times to
return to the actual matter of his explanation, he has followed the text which someone has
written out for him over the lunch hour and he has not deviated from that. He has made no
effort to adhere to your ruling. I ask you, Mr Acting Speaker, to either insist that the Leader
of the Opposition adhere to your ruling according to Standing Order No 117 or that he desist
altogether.
Mr MacKIINNON: Firstly, only one person in this Parliament other than the Leader of the
Opposition knows how far from the mark was the Minister for Housing, and that is me.
Without a doubt that Minister, in a most disgraceful and shameful manner, misinterpreted the
situation faced by me and the Leader of the Opposition - the person against whom his
comments were made. I quote again - as have other members - from notation number four
concerning Standing Order No 117 -

Member is entitled to make a personal explanation to correct any misimpression ...

That is clearly the objective. The Leader of the Opposition is entitled, I think in a rather
broad way, to correct that misimpression, as did the Minister. Secondly, you, Mr Acting
Speaker, should take into account the point that was expressed at the time of the Minister's
speech. The Opposition was not opposed to his putting his point of view. It is therefore only
fair and reasonable, in line with Standing Order No 117, that the Leader of the Opposition
should put his view; or does the tuth hurt?
Mr Pearce: The truth does not hurt at all.
Mr WIESE: I refer the House to A Guide to Parliamentary Procedure prepared by Bruce
Okely, a former Clerk of the House. He covered many matters, but the pertinent part
concerns the issues which might be raised in the personal explanation. On page 25 of his
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booklet he wrote that the issues which might be raised in a personal explanation include the
clarification or correction of earlier remarks.
Mr Pearce: That is referring to remarks made by the person giving the personal explanation.
Mr WIESE: That is happening now and the Leader of the Opposition is doing exactly that.
Therefore, he should be able to be heard without further interruptions.
Several members: Hear, hear!
The ACTNG SPEAKER (Mrt Kobelice): Order! I thank members who have helped.
However, I thin they have delayed the House more than is necessary. Prior to coming in
this afternoon I was approached by the Leader of the Opposition and it was made clear at that
stage that additional or new information could not be raised. I know the Leader of the
Opposition is aware of that and I am sure he will stick to it. Other forms of debate are
available to members if they wish to canvass a wider area of discussion. I interpret Standing
Order No 117 to be used in the fairly narrow sense to indicate that an explicit statement does
not reflect the truth of the matter. Matmr related to, or which surround, the issue are not
appropriately taken up under Standing Order No 117, but should be addressed under some
other form available to the House. The Leader of the Opposition can complete the remainder
of his explanation.

Personal Explanation Resumed
Mr COURT: It is no secret that I was strongly opposed to this rescue and in the time allowed
I insisted, with my two colleagues, a former Leader of the Opposition, and the member for
Jandakot, that we did not Support it. We said no to the rescue and at the first opportunity in
Parliament - the following Tuesday - I commenced a relentless attack, along with my
colleagues, to expose the true story behind the Rothwells Ltd rescue and the many other WA
Inc dealings.
Mr Pearce: It did not tell Parliament a thing about what you knew.
Mr COURT: The Leader of the House should read Hansard. At the time I was ridiculed by
Government members for the work I carried out -
Dr Gallop interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Order!
Ms COURT: However, fortunately along with the two former -

Several members interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Order! I think my voice is reasonably loud, I did call order. I
seek the cooperation of members if we are to conclude this personal explanation quickly.
Mr COURT: Fortunately, together with two former leaders of this Liberal Party, the member
for Jandakor and the previous member for Contesloe, I can hold my head high as I walk
through this State. That is more than can be said for Government members. No member in
this Parliament has spent more time exposing Government dealings from 1983 to the present
than L. I take very strong exception to the Government's accusing me of not disclosing all
those details. No member has done more.
Several members inteijectecL
The ACTING SPEAKER: Order! As I said at the outset, in introducing a personal
explanation a member may wish to express some colour and feeling- but the remainder
should be a clear statement Of fact. The Leader of the Opposition is clearly entering into
debate. I ask him to quickly conclude with the matters of fact.
Ms COURT: I was responding to an interjection and was distrcted from my written text.
The cowardly attempt by the Minister for Housing this morning to rewrite t history books
is contemptuous, particularly from a member so closely aligned to the then Premier, Brian
Burke, and the Attorney General. Together they masterminded many of the WA Inc dealt.
Never has a financial deal entered into by the State been as deceitful as the Rothwells rescue.

Points of Order
Mrf Court; I have two paragraphs left.
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Mr PEARCE: The Leader of the Opposition should not make an attack like that on people.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Order! If the Leader of the Opposition wishes to conclude his
remarks they must be in keeping with the request I made in line with Standing Order No 117.
He is opening a wider debate which would be Proper for this House to have, but not under
that Standing Order.
Mr CLARKO: On two or three occasions, Mr Acting Speaker, you have said that the Leader
of the Opposition should quickly complete his remarks. I understand that he is entitled to
14 minutes more and I do not believe that he should be constrained by a time limit.
Mr Pearce: If he replied to the facts he would not last more than Mnother 30 seconds. He
knew about the July balancing of the books -

The ACTING SPEAKER: The Standing Order does not designate a time limit on a personal
explanation. The matter, therefore, does not enter into the situation.
Mr Clarko: Why then is die explanation being timed?
The ACTING SPEAKER: The clock is running because 20 minutes would normally be
allowed. I am informed that no specific time allocation is made under Standing Orders for
personal explanations. The Leader of the Opposition does not need Mnother 14 minutes. It is
important to comply with the Standing Order rather than speak within a time frame.
Mr Clarko: The Leader of the House is making a farce of this matter.
Mr Pearce: You are.

Personal Exrplanation Resumed
Mr COURT: Both inside and outside this Parliament I have provided every detail 1 have
found on the WA Inc dealings. I conclude by saying that never has a financial deal been
entered into by this State which was so deceitful.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kobelke): Order! I have clearly indicated that the Leader of
the Opposition must reply with fact to the statement made by a member earlier today which
the Leader of the Opposition feels misrepresented his position. To again make an attack on
members opposite for something which may be related, but may not be the direct point of
misrepresentation, is not available to him under Standing Order No 117. I will give him one
more opportunity to conclude his personal explanation.
Mr COURT: Was that a point of order, Mr Acting Speaker?
The ACTING SPEAKER: That was a ruling under Standing Order No 117 which allows the
Leader of the Opposition to make a personal explanation.
Mr COURT: I am trying to conclude my personal explanation which results from the most
insulting comments that were made by the Minister for Housing this morning. As I said
earlier in my comments, the Opposition was given one hour to make a decision about the
Rothwell's rescue. We were told that an absolute condition of that rescue money going in
was the support of those three members.
I conclude by saying that the Government's propaganda machine failed it this morning. I can
presume only that the rules have now changed in this place and it is open for the Opposition
to debate all the evidence given to the Royal Commission. I presume those ame the rules.
The Opposition will willingly debate this matter for as long as the Government wants and it
will fight an election on the Rothwells rescue issue because that is the most deceitful exercise
in which the Government has ever been involved. The Opposition is proud of its record.
The Minister's performance this morning was die most cowardly I have seen.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Order! Obviously, the Leader of the Opposition has concluded
his personal explanation.

MOTION.- HOUSING AFFORDABIDLITY
Impact of Government Policy and Aedons Concern

MR C.J. BAR1NETT (Cottesloe - Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [2.42 pm]: I move -

That this House expresses its concern that the cumulative impact of Government
policy and actions will increase the cost of housing beyond the reach of many
families, and in particular lower income families, and notes with concern that -
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(a) Government policy has contributed to an emerging land shortage for
residential purposes;

(b) Government taxes and charges have added significantly to the price of
developed residential land; and

(c) the impact of Federal legislation proposed by Senator Cook, and supported by
the State Government, will be to undermine Western Australia's highly
efficient subcontractor system of home building.

1 propose to outline the major points in that motion and the members for Applecross and
Riverton will add further detail. This motion is about housing affordability. Housing
affordability will be a growing issue in this State over the coming months. The Opposition
raises it now to give the Government notice of its intention to pursue this issue over the
coming months and during the election campaign. Today, I place die is sue of housing
affordability on the public agenda.
Pinst, I will supply the House with some data Australian Bureau of Statistics figures show
that building costs in Western Australia are significantly lower than in any other State. ABS
figures for the period December 1991 to February 1992 indicate that the avenage cost of
building per square metre in WA is the lowest in Australia. In Adelaide, the cost of building
a home is $408 per square metre; in Brisbane it is $438; in Melbourne, $500; in Sydney,
$533; in Hobart, $452; and in Perth, $322. Perth has a low cost of building compared with
other cities and is well below the Australian avenage of $439. Western Australian home
buyers have long enjoyed low building costs, a high quality of housing construction and a
variety and choice ini design that is the envy of home consumers throughout Australia. There
are a number of reasons why building costs are lower in Western Austraia. First, building
materials are produced locally and are priced competitively; secondly, most housing
construction takes place on die Swan coastal plain and, therefore, site preparation costs are
significantly lower than they are in other cities; thirdly, we generally enjoy lower land costs
than other capital cities; and, fourthly, and most importantly, in die Western Australian
building industry most housing construction is under the subcontractor system. It is widely
recognised in the industry that t use of subcontractors in home building results in building
costs being in the order of 30 per cent below that which they would be if unionised labour
were used.
Mr Bloffwixch: And they are trying to change it. Think what would happen if they
encouraged that in other industries.
Ar CJ. BARNETTr: That is right. While we enjoy relatively low building costs and
therefore good housing affordability, that situation cannot be taken for granted During the
1980s, housing affordability deteriorated markedly in Australia. A report titled "Housing
Towards 2000" was released by the Housing Industry Association. It concluded that during
the latter part of the 1980 the great Australia tradition of home ownership was put at risk.
It stated that housing affordability had been dramatically eroded over the past few years by
rising house prices and high interest rates. Many people had effectively been priced out of
the housing market during the 1980s. The situation has now changed. Housing affordability
has improved over the past couple of years primarily because of the impact of the recession
which has kept down housing prices, but also because of the fall in interst rates. However,
that is no reason to believe that we will not see a further deterioration in home affordabilty
in the 1990s. Two sets of forces are at work: First, market forces; and, second, the
combined effect of various Government actions, particularly by this Government
In relation to market forces, we experienced a housing boom in this State in 1988-89. That
was followed by a deep recession in housing during 1990-91. Over the past six months there
has been significant evidence to suggest that housing activity is picking up. However, the
recovery is very tentative. Most builders have improved contract sales one month, and then
falling sales the next month. The recovery in the industry is tentative and very patchy. For
example, housing commencements in WA in 1988-89, during the boom, totalled 26 600. In
1989-90, they totalled 16 950-, and in 1990-9 1, they slumped to 13 380. It is estimated that
this year, 1991-92, housing commencements will total only 15 900, a little over half the total
during the boom. Figures released by the Indicative Planning Council show that the long
term demand for housing totals 17 500wt 19 000. Even with the current level of activity, we
are still running at about 2 000 to 3 000 home commencements below the long term trend in
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this State; therefore, although there are positive signs, the housing industry has not
recovered. The recovery dhat has occurred has been very much at the lower end of the
market. The irony is that should housing affordability deteriorate, lower income families
will suffer. If the market recovers - I sincerely hope it does - there will be upward pressure
on prices. Should we have a rapid recovery, there will be a rapid escalation of prices.
That leads me to the second group of factors which threatens housing affordability in this
State. It involves three areas of Government action or policy - land supply, land cost, and
labour costs. There is an emerging land supply crisis in this State. In 1990-91, only 5 000
residential lots were developed in Western Australia, the lowest level for eight years. It
compares with an average figure of housing commencements of approximately 18 000 to
19 000. We are simply not bringing sufficient land onto the market to satisfy the pent-up
housing demand. There are a number of reasons for that. The reasons for the collapse in
land development are many, but principal among them has been the intrusion of Government
agencies into land development. In 1982-83, Government agencies accounted for 23 per cent
of land development and in 1989-90, 40 per cent. They increased their market share because
they had positions of privilege. Government agencies, such as Horneswest, the Department
of Land Administration, and LandCorp, do not pay land tax or stamp duty, and they are not
exposed to the holding costs of the private developers. Government agencies have become
involved in land development and effectively crowded out the private sector. The great irony
is that Government agencies have their timing all wrong. The Minister for Planning would
argue that Government agencies have a countercyclical role to play, hut the evidence of the
past 20 years is that in a housing boom Government agencies do not have much land, and
during a slump in the market they have a great deal of land. It is happening again. A year
ago the Government agencies in this State had more than 3 000 blocks they could not sell.
Homeswest alone had 2 000. Now that the market is picking up they have sold much of that
land. The Government agencies are not countercyclical, they are procyclical. Once again,
the Government agencies have it all wrong.
Mr Catania: If there is any activity in development of land during periods that are slow or
during a depression, it is a good idea for the Government to take the initiative to do that.
Mr C.J. BARNEIT: The argument put for Government involvement is that it is
countercyclical but the statistical evidence shows exactly the opposite.
Mr Catania: What about in the last 18 months?
My C.J. BARNEUT: The evidence in the past 18 months shows the opposite also. A year
ago Government agencies had 3 700 blocks of land, but the land is needed now and the
Government agencies do not have any. When the market goes off, they will be developing
land again. The member for Balcatta needs to look at the data before opening his mouth. He
should read the evidence in the report by the Urban Development Institute of Australia.
There is a shortage of land supply. Land prices will rise markedly in Western Australia in
the next 12 months. Unfortunately, speculative land activity will return to the market and it
is very probable that the price of land will increase by 30 per cent in Western Australia in the
next 12 months. That could have been avoided with good planning and zoning. The member
for Applecross may comment on that aspect in due course.
The second area of Government activity is direct land cost. Various Government taxes and
charges have added significantly to the price of land and land and housing packages. They
are direct oncosts to housing consumers. A report produced by the Urban Development
Institute of Australia, tided "L.and Cost" has estimated that Government taxes and charges
make up 20 per cent of the cost of developing land. More importantly, Government taxes
and charges have added $2 500 to the cost of a house and land package in Western Australia
in the last year alone. For example, the Water Authority increased headworks charges by
19 per cent last year, and it proposes to increase that charge by 22 per cent in July of this
year. Building licence fees increased by 200 per cent It goes on. More important even than
the increase in cost is the issue of timing. The land that is being sold on the market now is
land developed two years ago. It is true that as the market picks up, new land development is
being brought on stream, but in the past two years the cost of developing a residential lot has
increased by $5 000. When this new land comes on the market it will have an additional cost
impost of $5 000. At the moment the land consumers are not facing the effect of the increase
in Government taxes and charges over the past two years. However, the new land will have
that $5 000 surcharge, and that will be a major factor in land price rises in Western Australia.
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The third and final area of Government involvement relates to building and labour costs. As
I said before, in this Stare we enjoy relatively low building costs because of the prevalence of
the subcontractor system. This State does not have a unionised home building industry. Ir is
estimated that because of the subcontractor system, building costs in Western Australia are
30 per cent lower than they would be if the industry were unionised.
Mr Shave: They would not be if char crowd opposite had their way.
Mr C.J BARNETT': That is absolutely true because the Australian Labor Parry, at Stare and
Federal levels, is doing everything it can to get subcontractors and small business people out
of home building so that it becomes a unionised, employee based industry. We have seen
evidence of that at a State level. Moves have been made to set up an industrial relations unit
in Horneswesr, and we have seen the inclusion of a 'right of entry' clause to unions on
I-omeswest building sites, whether or nor union members are working on that site. In recent
weeks the Federal Minister, Senator Cook, introduced the Industrial Relations Legislacion
Amendment Bill 1992 into Federal Parliament. This Bill seeks to extend the Industrial
Relations Act to encompass independent contractors in two situations: First, when industrial
disputes arise over the use of independent contractors; and, second, when contracts are
considered to be unfair, harsh, or against the public interest. This Bill will bring the unions
and the rIndustrial Relations Commission into the small business sector, and it will give them
power to intervene in the affairs of those businesses and in contracts entered into freely by
separate agents, builders, home buyers and so on. It will have a massive impact on the
industry and on home consumers, if it is passed. An article appeared in The West Australian
on 20 May 1992 under the heading "Housing lobbies warn of cost rise" which stated -

More than 50,000 West Australians will lose the chance to buy homes because of
soaring labour costs under Federal Government plans to unionise the housing sector,
according to industry groups.
They claimed yesterday that the median price of established houses in Perth, which
was $96,398 in February, would rise to $117,605 if unions became involved in home
building.

Mr Read inteiJectecL
Mr C.I. BARNETT: I hear the member for Murray interjecting. A lot of home building
activity is taking place in his electorate and his constituents will not be thrilled when they see
housing costs rising by 30 per cent. The article continues -

Trades and Labor Council industrial officer Tony Cooke agreed yesterday there could
be increases in the cost of housing at the lower end of the market after the Act was
changed. But he said that consumers would get better quality houses.

The unions reckon that costs will go up and that subcontractors do not build good quality
houses. They should talk to some of the consumers in the electorate of Murray where many
good quality homes are being built . What is the State Government's position? Senator
Cook has not backed off. He has delayed the progress of the legislation because of the public
outcry, and has agreed to hold further talks with building industry groups. However, he has
given no indication that he will abandon this legislation. What is the response of this State
Government and the Minister for Productivity and Labour Relations, the champion of the
consumers, who is not in the Chamber at the moment? I quote from an article which
appeared in The West Australian on Thursday 21 May under the heading "WA rules our
contracts Act" as follows -

The State Government has ruled out any likelihood of duplicating the Federal
Government's controversial independent contractors' legislation - a decision that will
significantly reduce the impact of the changes in WA.
WA Productivity and Labour Relations Minister Yvonne Henderson said yesterday
she would nor proceed with duplicate legislation because she believed it would be
blocked in the Legislative Council.

What a wimp. Does the Minister believe in that legislation or not? The article further
states -

Mrs Henderson said she supported Senator Cook's legislation
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I hope that in the course of this debate we will find out where this Governent stands. The
Minister says she supports the legislation but that she will not introduce it because it would
be blocked in another place. She should introduce the legislation, and tell consumers that
they will face a 30 per cent increase in housing costs, in addition to the $5 000 increase in
land prices already in place. I hope the Minister takes part in this debate, because she jumps
up and down and talks about being a consumer advocate, but she is riding home buyers into
the ground and adding to their costs in all respects.
MR LEWIS (Applecross) (3.00 pm]: The Government has not learnt a thing since
1988-89. [ will explain to the House that a serious problem is facing the first home buyers of
Western Australia; how insensitive the Government has been in its pursuit of increasing
headworks charges, rates and taxes, and the. like; and that because of the Government's
interference with the housing market via Homeswesc and other Government agencies, it has
competed on an unfair basis and has driven out of the market the normal supplier of housing
land. I will explain also what we believe should be done. I do not want to be the harbinger
of bad tidings, but I remind the House that Mr David H-att, the Chief Executive Officer of the
Department of Planning and Urban Development, stated on 7 February in an address to an
industry group chat, "Unless new housing land was released quickly, the chaotic scenes of
1988 which saw Perth couples queuing for days to buy land could be repeated soon." David
Hart, who is an authoritative source, and who is supposed to be monitoring and facilitating
the bringing on and the release of urban land, is calling the tune that the State is facing a
serious situation.
Four years ago, just before the 1989 election, when the Minister for Transport was Minister
for Planning, I stated in this place that there would be severe land shortages, and that because
of the serious consumer-driven demnand, the supply of land was not being satisfied, and the
natural balances of the market would mean that the price of land would go through the roof
and the price of housing would go up markedly.
Mr Thompson: Why then did you oppose Hepburn Heights?
Mr LEWIS: I did not oppose Hepburn Heights.
The bottom lie is that this Government did not listen. In fact, when the member for Murray
shouted across the floor to the Deputy Leader of the Opposition that we want these things to
happen in order to help our mates, I was reminded that the same snide comments were
thrown across this Chamber to me in 1988, when I stood here month after month and told the
Government what was happening. The Government ignored me, and implied that I was
crying to look after my mates and was scaremongering in order to talk up the market. The
Government implied that I did not know what I was talking about; the Government knew all
about iL and there were no problems. We were proved to be correct. There were serious
land shortages; people camped for days and nights to buy land, the demand outstripped the
supply; the price of first home owners' land increased by up to 100 per cent; and the price of
established housing increased by 30 per cent.
Mr CJ. Barnett: That makes my 30 percent look a bit conservative!
Mr LEWIS: Yes, it sure does. Then came the crash of April-May 1989, when the bottom
fell out of the housing market and many people were hurt; the building industry went into
shock; builders fell over and went bankrupt; and people who were sucked into the Keystart
scheme and who paid 20 per cent or 30 per cent more for their home than they should have
paid are still paying for it today. The result was that the Government got into the market and
brought on more land, and there was a countercyclical. effect, as the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition stated.
We are now on the threshold of a similar situation. For the last eight years, demand has
outstripped supply. There has been a serious rundown in the inventory of land. I remind the
Government and the Minister for lands that in 1980, about 35 000 to 40 000 undeveloped
urban lots were available in what we could call the inventory. At the time there was what we
call a static inventory, whereby people hold land for their children, because they cannot
afford to build on it, or as an investmnent. There has always been a static inventory of about
18 000 lots. Before this Government came into office, the inventory of land for sale was in
excess of 30 000 lots, and there was an adequate supply all over the metropolitan region.
There has now been a rundown in that inventory. The warehouses of land are empty. There
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is no land for people to buy. A few weeks ago, the Urban Development Institute of Australia
suggested that only 3 000 developer lots were currently available for purchase.
Mr C.J. Barnett: That is a good way in which to finish a housing recovery!
Mr LEWIS: Exactly. The Department of Planning and Urban Development releases
monthly statistics about die availability of subdivisions.
Mr IlL. Smith: Have you seen the figures for March 1992?
Mr LEWIS: I have.
Mr D.L. Smith: You have not. They came out only today. They have not been publicly
released.
Mr LEWIS: I have. They arrived on my office desk yesterday.
Mr D.L. Smith: What was the effective number of lots created last month?
Mr LEWIS: Twelve hundred and something for the quarter.
Mr DiL. Smith: Preliminary approvals were 125W0.
Mr LEWIS: Preliminary approvals are not developed land, that is where the Minister makes
the mistake. It takes five or six months to bring on a block of land. An approval does flat
mean that one has created a lot; the Minister knows that is the fact. This year, we will need
about 9 000 lows to satisfy the demand for housing. There will be about 1 000 demolitions,
which means in real terms that we will need about 8 500 new lots this financial year. That is
what the indicative figures have shown.
Mr DL. Smith: You are actually below die latest figures.
Mr LEWIS: We are in a recession, yet we will still need 8 500 lots this year. This year, if
we are very lucky, 6 200 lots will be created. That will leave a deficit of 2 300 lots.
According to the figures from the Department of Planning and Urban Development, 21 940
lots were available at 30 June 1988. At present, only 20 041 lots are available, If we remove
the static inventory, which really does not change much, I estimate that just over 2 000
developer lots are available. I will be gracious and say that 3 000 developer lots are
available, If we have 3 000 developer lots, and are building 16 000 or 17 000 new dwelling
units a year, the take up would be around 12 000 dwelling units, so we have barely 12 weeks'
supply. One does not create a lot simply by drawing a plan and lodging it with the Tidles
Office. It takes five or six months from the time that the decision is made to get the title to
that land. They amt the facts. The bottom line is that even the slightest upturn in the
economy of Western Australia would result in a very severe land shortage, and land prices
would increase rapidly. The factor that saves the Government from another land shortage is
the state of our economy and the uncertainty in the employment sector.
What has happened and why? The Government has ignored the planning process for five or
six years. The Government did not think that the planning process mattered. It tampered
around the edges. The Government has not brought on one major amendment in this
Parliament in the six years I have been here. Not one amendment has been tabled. The
Government has not brought on any land; it has not zoned any land to ensure a sufficient
supply. As the professionals say, to achieve a balance in the land market a supply in excess
of demand sufficient for two or three years must be zoned. Currently, barely 12 months'
supply of land has been zoned. That is the difficulty. The Government cannot bring land
onto the market quickly. It is the old bottleneck situation where the system is clogged up. If
the economy turns -and we look forward to better times between September and Christmas
with these lower interest rates - we will see a surge at the lower end or the market. Very
little firt home owner land is available. Homeswest has no land. It is desperate for land to
satisfy its own needs. Therefore we will face a critical situation in Western Australia.
Mr Read: We have hundreds of hectares at Amarillo.
Mr LEWIS: That is the irony of it. We have morm land in Western Australia than we know
what to do with. The Government does no: know how to zone land. It has ignored the need
to zone land, therefore land cannot be brought onto the market.
Mr Read: People have prevented us from moving into places such as Hepburn Heights.
Mr LEWIS: The Government blames the community and interest groups. The Governtment
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will say that every time it moves to zone land the interest groups move in and the process is
delayed. Planning is about planning ahead of market needs. Planning should not be on the
basis of what can be done today. The Government must plan ahead to meet demand. The
Government has not done that. The zonings have not been put in place; so, if the market
does turn, we will face a crisis.
The member for Cottesloc has already explained how the Government has reached this
counter cyclical situation. The member for Murray demanded proof. The Budget figures of
30 June 1988 indicate that Homeswesc income from land sales and property was
$36.5 million; its expenditure was $46 million. The crunch came in the following year. A
collapse in the market occurred between March and May 1989. Homeswesc income in that
year was $96.2 million, with an expenditure of $83.5 million;, that is, a 160 er cent increase.
Th'le following year, on 30 June Homeswest was still in the trough; it spent $52.5 million and
had an icome of $81 million. Homeswest was active in the marketplace; it was driving the
market. It did niot need to pay races and taxes and it was borrowing cheaply. It had the
benefit of Government to facilitate approvals. It had a preferred position and did not have to
pay taxes on its profits. Homeswest undercut the market; therefore the normal functions of
the development industry could not compete or make any profits. T1he development industry
withdrew hrorn bringing on urban land. The Government took a major share of the market.
Its interest increased from 27 per cent of the market to nearly 50 per cent of the market at a
time of a massive downturn in the market. The member for Cottesloc referred to this
situation as counter cyclical.
Mnother problem with the supply of land is the Government's insensitivity to the increase in
headworcs costs for the development of land. In July 1988 the combined headworks costs
for water and sewerage for a standard 600 square mectre lot was about $1 556. In July 1989
that cost increased to $1 730 - not a large increase. In July the figure increased to $1 800;,
again, not a large increase. In July 1991, in the depths of the recession, the cost increased to
$2 932, and in July 1992 the projected figure is $3 705. That represents a 130 per cent
increase over four years.
Mr QJ. Barnett: Was that figure above the CPI for the period?
Mr LEWIS: Yes, even though the Government made a social commitment that it would not
increase rates or taxes beyond the inflation rate. it is a disguised tax. The Government has
starved the Water Authority of Western Australia of rates and taxes where normally the cast
of infrastructure is arnortised over the capital life of the infrastructure. The Water Authority
is not allowed to increase its fees; therefore it does not have the funds. Therefore it goes to
the developers and increases the costs of the headworks. The developer passes those costs to
the first home buyer and the cost of land increases.
First home owners face land prices of between $25 000 and $35 000. The additional costs
placed on that land by the Government represent a 10 per cent increase in the value of the
land. Unfortunately, for the private developer there. has been no increase in land prices.
Until recently land prices had reached a plateau or were falling. The payment of the
additional charges by Government were absorbed by the land developer who ran down his
inventory. Would any land developer bring on land on the basis of having to face cost hikes
of that type? Now, SECWA has turned to the Department of Planning and Urban
Development to make gas a compulsory condition of any subdivision. That will be another
impost on the first home buyer. Currently, the headworks on gas is paid for by the supplier,
which is normal in a service industry. However, SECWA want the Department of Planning
and Urban Development to make that gas supply compulsory. It is the same with
underground power. T'he moment underground power became compulsory SECWA charges
increased. About $4 000 has been added to the cost of first home owner land as a result of
these headworks costs, training levies and so on over the last two years. They are hidden
taxes because at the end of the day htis the consumer who pays.
I heard the most ridiculous thing the other day at a transport seminar. A Transpenth
spokesman said that it was believed that some of the costs for public transport should be
offset against all new land being brought onto the market. These people are now looking for
a headworks charge to underwrite the cost of public transport. That is what we are talking
about. That is the nonsense the Government is going on with.
Mr Shave: It is like the local school P & C doing its own maintenance on the school.
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Mr LEWIS: That is exactly right. The Metroolitan Water Authority of Western Austrlia
and other service agencies are using the planning legislation to increase headworks; costs in
an inequitable way. Depending on the location of a development the average headwolca
costs at June 1992 will be about $3 000. A developer will pay $4 915 to develop land in
zone A in the north west corridor and $3 915 in zone B. Ifa developer were to develop first
home owner land at The Vines north of the Swan Valley, he would pay three times the
average headwouis coaL. The developer must pay because until he enters into agreement
with the Water Authority in the rust instance his land will not be zoned. The Water
Authority says, 'Sorry chum, you don't get your land zoned unless you agree to pay the
headworks cost that we tell you." Headworks costs can range from $3 000 to as much as
$9 000 depending on the location of the subdivision. The system is not equitable. It is based
on what the Metropolitan Water Authority sees as cost and the principle of the user must pay.
Service authorities have forgotten that if they am running a gas, electricity, water or
sewerage service they should amortise the capital cost and set aside a part of that in the unit
rate every year for the depreciation or amortisation of that initial cost. The Government is
getting it twice; it is double dipping. The Government is supposed to set aside a percentage
of the unit cost for the service supplied and put it into a sinking fund which would be shown
in the Water Authority's accounts every year. At present the fund holds about $150 million.
In the next breath the service authority tells the developer that if he wants sewerage and
water to his development he must pay the total cost to get it there.
Mr Bloffwitch interjected.
Mr LEWIS: The member is right; that needs to be done as it is a very serious problem. If
the Government does not wake up and rake heed we will return to the 1988-89 situation.
Land costs will increase by 100 per cent and young people will be paying 30 per cent more
for their houses. We will return to the old boom and bust situation.
If the Liberal Party were in Governmenc it would immediately move to treble the amount of
land currently zoned for urban use, as insufficient land is being zoned. This Government
does not have the guts to bring amendments to this Table. The Minister for Lands peddles
untruths in the northern suburbs and says that the Liberal Party is holding up major
amendments. We do not know anything about these supposed major amendments. The
Government has not brought them to this Parliament. The Minister for Lands has
developmental constipation. The Minister does not know how to facilitate planning
rezon-ing. The Opposition would bring amendments to this Parliament The second thing the
Opposition would do if it were in Government would be to free up the approval system. We
cannot have a system where a developer must go to the State Planning Commission to get a
major amendment through, then to the Environmental Protection Authority and then back to
local government to go through the whole process again, where the planning approval could
sit on someone's desk for five weeks until the developer rang to see what had happened. The
Opposition would free up the approval system. The system has become so clogged that
nothing is getting through the conduit The Opposition would place a moratorium on the cost
of headworks. It is untenable in times of a depression that the Government is increasing
headworks costs. The Government wound up the costs by 50 per cent last year and it intends
to wind them up another 22 per cent this year. Headworks charges have increased by 130 per
cent over the past few years.
Mr Thompson. Who pays for them?
Mr LEWIS: T1hey are amortised over time and are part of the rates we pay. The bottom line
is that the consumer pays.
Mr Thompson: I bet you don't do it when you awe in Government.
Mr LEWIS: We would remove the Government from speculative operations in this State. It
would operate only at the lower end of the market to moderate the market to supply land for
its own purposes Via Homeswest. The Opposition would remove the ability of local
authorities and other Government agencies to charge interim rates. It is untenable when a
developer pays for services like road, sewerage, headworks, electricity, telephone and
drainage to develop a lot, and the moment it is signed in the Town Planning Boaid the rates
on the lot are raised. Motor vehicle manufacturers produce vehicles but the sales tax
associated with motor vehicles is not charged until a vehicle is licensed. A developer should
have a certain period within which to sell his product and not be loaded up with Government
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costs and charges at day one. A developer should have a period within which to get some
relief. Perth has no land inventory and the warehouses are bare because developers have no
incentive to develop land; so it remains on the shelf and the supply is not adequate to satisfy
the predicted run on urban land.
Mr C.J. Barnest: That is an excellent suggestion and one that would cost very little in
revenue, but the Government has failed to act in time.
Mr LEWIS: The member for Cottesloe is right. We must encourage employment growth.
We must get some confidence back into society. People must know that they can find a job
and have a secure income. Developers would then get a return on the product they are
producing and would get out in the marketplace and develop land. Developers operate on a
pre-tax profit margin of eight per cent; so after tax, the margi would be about four per cent.
The holding costs for an average lot valued at $28 000 to $3 000 are around $2 500 a year,
that is just in interest calculated at 10 per cent per annum. The rates and taxes and other add-
on costs are about $1 500. The holding costs on a $28 000 site for one year would be 14 per
cent, but the developer makes only four per cent net. In other words, if the developer held
that land for more than eight or 10 weeks he would go broke. That is why we have no land
in the inventory and why we are on the threshold of the worst land shortage this State could
ever experience.
MRt KIERATH TRiverton) [3.29 pm)j: My colleague, the Deputy Leader of the Opposition,
pointed out the costs that would be added to the construction of a home as a result of Senator
Cook's proposed changes to industrial relations legislation. I will run through what would
happen in Western Australia if Senator Cook's proposal were imposed on Western Australia.
It will extend the Act to include independent contactors and will revamp some of the
certified agreements. The sections on independent contractors will provide the Australian
industrial Relations Commission with power over independent contractors. It does this in an
unusual way by providing that any industrial disputation over the use of, or proposed use of,
independent contractors will bring that dispute under the control of the Australian industrial
Relations Commission. Therefore, if a dispute has not yet occurred a group of employees
can manufacture one and it will conic under the jurisdiction of the Industrial Relations
Commission. It will also provide an interesting test for contracts that are unfair, harsh or
against the public interest. It will allow the powers of the Industrial Relations Commission
to become so vast that it can virtually rein in every contractor and subcontractor, No
contractor will escape its claws. Even large corporations and contracting companies will be
liable to have their contracts brought under the control and decisions of the Australian
Industrial Relations Commission.
The legislation will extend the coverag of union rules to independent contractors. It will
allow unions to represent and bargain for independent contractors. That is something which
should be resisted at all costs. The housing industry is efficient cost-effective and

pefring. by all normal measures, extremely welt. However, the commercial construction
industry is highly unionised. In that industry we see "No ticket, no start" and huge industrial
wastelands. Senator Cook proposes to import those activities of the construction industry
into the housing industry, something that should be defended and opposed. I will examine
the gravity of what that meant. For example, in Victoria it costs 380 for a contractor in the
housing industry to lay a brick. However, if a factory or a school is being built the cost is
730 a brick. The only difference is that independent contractors and subcontractors operate
in one industry while the other industry employs highly unionised employees. The same task
is king done but the cost is almost double.
Mr Bloffwitch: A good reason for enterprise bargaining to get back the competitive spirit.
Mr KIERATH: Exactly. A prominent Perth legal newsletter stated that the legislation will
extend dine award conditions of employees to subcontracting arrangemcnts.
All of the trouble started in 1989 when Troubleshooters took legal action to enforce its rights
and this legislation is a result of that action. I will address the comments made by prominent
people in a moment, but what would happen if this legislation were introduced? Presently,
the subcontracting industry is highly productive and profitable. The people involved in that
industry receive high take-home pay. However, when this legislaton is introduced there will
be lower productivity, low profits and, most importantly, lower take-home pay.
Contractors an already protected under various provisions of legal contracts and by some
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provisions of the trade practices legislation. This legislation will increase disputation, will
lower labour flexibility and interfere with the rights of individuals. It will pave the way for
growth in the building workers' industry unions.
I refer now to a letter addressed to die Secretary of the Australian Council of Trade Unions,
Bill Keiry, from the National Secretary of the Building Workers Industrial Union, Tom
McDonald, which was mentioned in a recent Press release. He outlines the real reasons the
Federal Labor Government, and perhaps the Stare Labor Government, intends to introduce
this legislation, That Press release quoted Mr McDonald as stating that the agreement
between the BLE and Troubleshooters was the first major breakthrough for the New Right in
its efforts to take the work force out of the award and arbitration system and into the
quagmire of contracting. The Press release then states -

'Tis development represents a serious threat to the future of the trade union
movement because, as history shows, contracting leads to a breakdown of union
organisation and membership,' Mr McDonald wrote.

One of the reasons for this legislation is that unions are falling apart because people do not
want to become members. Everyone knows the trade union movement is declining. That is
the real reason for introducing this Bill. It is trying to prop up the membership of unions.
The letter then states -

"Past experience shows that where workers work as self-employed subcontractors it
is impossible to effectively unionise and organise those workers ...

The agreement is clearly the greatest trde off of workers' award right ever mad
and must be condemned by all sections of the trade union movement.
'The trade union movements must close ranks to ensure that this type of agreement
does not become a precedent for the introduction of enterprise bargaining which is
not underpinned by the award wage and conditions of employment."

The real reason for this legislation is not to supposedly fix up any small contracts but to
increase and entrench union membership and union domination. In the building industry in
Australia there are almost 430 000 independent contractors and. therefore, the effect of' this
legislation will be extremely severe. It will make every industry in this country less
competitive and will remove initiative and interfere with the freedom of individuals to
choose what best suits them. In the long run that will increase the cost of housing. It is the
militant unionists who cause these problems.
I refer now to what I call the three Rs of militant unionism: Rorts, tip-offs and restrictive
work practices. The Labor Government and the union movement are opposed to the use of
subcontractors because they demolish restrictive work practices that organised labour has put
in place. In comparing a system of subcontracting with the highly unionised system the
dollar value of restrictive work practices can be quantified. A recent article in The West
Australian headed "Builders unite to crush union rorts" outlines some of the examples of
rors and rip-offs. It refers to the employer groups which united to establish a single industry
voice. The construction industry is highly wnionised and organised. The article refers to the
damning list of rorts in the industry and refers to -

disputes over coat bangers located too close together and a lunch table 10 mm too
short.
in another dispute, workers went on strike for a day because the lunch room did not
have enough chairs. Technical issues were exploited to create such disputes when
other claims were rejected...

It further stated -

Other examples of unreasonable practices included forcing employers to arrange free
regular site barbecues and to pay wages to cover tine lost during strikes.

Those are the sorts of disputes that we see every day. One of the great advantages of the
subcontracting system is that those sorts of disputes do not develop. The article went on to
say -

Union officials had adopted an unreasonable attitude on what constituted wet
weather - two drops of rain on a sheet of newspaper in at least one case, it claimed.
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The submission claimed chat award provisions, under which workers had to wait four
hours before being entitled to leave the site because of wet weather, were abused
Workers often left before the waiting period but demanded to be paid for the entire
day ...
They also refused to leave amenities sheds when ht was raining - even if provided
with umbrellas - to work in covered areas.

We ame talking about chose sorts of rorts, Tip-offs and restrictive work practices today, and
those are the reasons chat we can quantify the costs. Recently, in New South Wales, the
Royal Commission into the building industry handed down part or its decision. There are
approximately 100 000 independent contractors in the home building industry in NSW, and a
log of claims from the BW1U would be sufficient to throw their contractual arangements
under scrutiny by the Industrial Relations Commission. What is Senator Cook's
background? He was an assistant State secretary of the BWIIJ. He is now trying to
introduce this legislation throughout Australia. He is trying to help his union mates. The
interesting thing is chat die Royal Commission in New South Wales recommended that the
BWIU in that State be deregistered. It said chat it had been found culpable and deserving of
deregistration. I am sure we will hear more about that in the future. There are 5000O pages
from that Royal Commission of rorts, rip-offs and intimidation tactics.
The legislation will affect not only the housing industry but also ocher forms of contracting.
I refer to the contract cleaning industry in which I had my former career. It is a pity that the
member for Fremantle is not here because he used to be the secretary of that union. That
union imposed restrictive work practices. It placed a limit on the area a person could clean in
an hour. The decision had nothing to do with technology, equipment or improved work
methods; the union said it was physically impossible to clean more than a certain area in an
hour. Contractors exposed that for the sham it was. The restrictive work practices are the
sham, not the contracts. The real reason for the Government's opposition to subcontractors
and contractors is that they are not bound by the same restrictive work practices as unions
would impose. Those restrictive work practices affect the cost of almost everything. An
article in The West Australian on 22 May 1992 titled "Labour law baffle looms" states -

Like the ACTU congress last year, the reform smacks of a Labor Government, urged
on by the union movement, trying to put its house in order in time for the polls.
Employers expect an unprecedented run of industrial relations legislation from the
Federal and WA governments in the lead-up to the election.

That is the truth. The Government is crying to win back its soft Labor voters whom it
deserted and betrayed. What did the Minister say about this? An article in The West
Austr-alian on 21 May scared -

WA Productivity and Labour Relations Minister Yvonne Henderson said yesterday
she would not proceed with duplicate legislation because she believed it would be
blocked in the Legislative Council.

The article stated also - I hope the employers will read this.
Mrs Henderson said she supported Senator Cook's legislation and some States, such
as New South Wales, already had similar legislation.

That is not quite true. They have unfair and harsh contract provisions but not the same
provisions as will be in this legislation. The article continued -

Mrs Henderson said the issue had since been raised at the tripartite labour
consultative council, which is made up of employer, union and government
representatives, but it had been strongly opposed by employers.

That is important. She also addressed a group of building industry people at a construction
industry reform strategy promotional seminar and said -
Mrs Henderson: I hope you will read the whole thing.
Mr KIERATH: No, I will read the most important part She said -

For employers there are a range of issues that require a changed approach on their
part. For example: -
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subcontract packages to be appropriate to the new approach adopted in award
restructuring;
consideration of a move towards more of the workforce becoming employees
rather than subcontractors.

All of the available information states that if we ame to have anything, we should have more
people moving into the subcontracting system and not more employees. Every building
industry group in Western Australia should be alarmed by the Minister's remarks because
that move will force up costs; it will not improve anything.
One of the most important things to remember is that the legislation is about union power
and increased union membership, and therefore money for the Building Workers Industrial
Union. It is born out of the Troubleshooters case, which enforced that body's legal right to
go about its business. The reason that organisation exists is because of the high level of
restrictive work practices, ror and rip-.offs entrenched in the industry by the BWJU. The
most conservative estimate we have is that removing subcontracting from the home building
industry would increase the cost by a minimum of 25 per cent and in some cases by up to
5O per cent or even more. I have provided the figures for increases in the bricklaying
industry, with costs involved increasing by 100 per cent.
In the short time of three years that I have been a member of this Parliament, I have watched
Homeswest waiting lists mushroom. The sad fact is that, if the Minister introduced this
legislation, it would affect every working man and woman trying to buy his or her own
home. She is prepared to impose on them a cost burden that many of them will not be able to
bear. She will transfer that added cost from those people to her union mates. She will punish
the very people she claims she is trying to help. The cost of a house in Western Austz-alia
will increase by 25 per cent, and that is a conservative estimate.
Mrs Henderson: Let us see the evidence.
Mr KIERATH: Okay. The costs for the rest of AustalWia are available for everyone to see.
Everybody acknowledges them except the Minister. The Royal Commission in New South
Wales is exposing those costs, outrageous practices and the conduct of the people involved.
Mrs Henderson: On both sides.
Mr KIERATH: I agree. A major employer asked mue what was the point of standing up to
militant unions in the CBD of Perth- Everyone who has done so has been destroyed or pulled
down. Many make a commercial decision to go along with those outrageous work practices
for their survival. The Minister's predecessor would not even tackle the issue of a 36 hour
week. He was not prepared to tackle any of the hard issues. What would be the options for
people trying to buy their first home if this legislation were introduced? They would have to
join the Homeswest waiting lists. Surely the Minister has had to deal with constituents who
are trying to get onto the Homeewest waiting lists. I talk to them every week.
Mr Fred Tubby: They are passed on to my office.
Mr KIERATh: Some of them also come to my office. All the Minister will do is escalate
increases in the waiting lists. How can she be helping the working men and women of this
State if she increases the cost of housing by 25 per cent? If the Government came into this
House with a proposal to decrease the cost of housing by 25 per cent it would have the
Opposition's full support. If the Government camne into this place with a proposal to increase
subcontracting in the central business district and to lower the cost of building it would have
the Opposition's full support Instead, the Government hides behind the Federal Minister
because he is prepared to introduce the necessary legislation which this Government has not
introduced. I am a little grateful about that, but that sor of action is designed to shore up the
political fortunes of this Government. It is designed to try to bring back the soft Labor
voters, its traditional supporters, who have abandoned the Government; and why? The
simple answer is that the Government has abandoned ten. It is no longer intersted in them
and it is prepared to bring in a deal that will cause the cost of housing to rise by 25 per cent
which will prevent a whole group of people from owning a home. These people will be
forced onto the Homeswest waiting list and when one looks at that list he realises chat there
is no hope for many people. Does the Minister for Lands know what is the current waiting
list?
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Mr D.L. Smith: It is 5 000 less than it was three months ago.
Mr KIERATH: What was the state of it seven years ago? Under this Government the
Homeswest waiting list has increased significantly and all she Government can do is come up
with sham proposals that will do nothing but continue to increase that list.
MR D.L. SMITH (Mitchell - Minister for Lands) [3.52 prm]: I feel sorry for the
Opposition because it is caught by a conundrum. Until recently it thought the economy was
mn trouble and it could blame Government policies and high unemployment would lead it into
Government Some members opposite still think that. The Federal shadow Minister for
Small Business, Housing and Customs forecast some improvement in the economy this year
and said it would not be so great as to jeopardise the Opposition's chances of winning next
year's Federal election. The situation in this Parliament has gone beyond that and members
opposite are now beginning to worry that the economy is improving, If they were blaming
the recession on the policies of the Government, are they going to give credit for the
recovery to the same Government? Opposition members are now switching their attack from
trying to depress people, to discouraging investment and employment, and they are
frightening people into believing that things are bad and will get worse because they
recognise what everyone in the community knows; that is, that a recovery is well under way.
The Opposition has moved its tack from one of forecasting doom and gloom and depression
to one of boom and inflation and to the problems that would have been generated in the past
had there been a boom.

In summary, what the Opposition is saying today is that we are about to have a recovery and
the Government, through its policies, has been under supplying land in metropolitan Perth.
As a result, in the recovery inflationary measures will develop and land prices will increase
by 30 per cent. It is a subtle shift from the tack that the economy is collapsing to one that
asserts that the economy is recovering and that the pressures will be on and if people do not
buy now they will have to pay an extra 30 per cent in land and building costs. Opposition
members have shifted from being the doom and gloom merchants to being the panic
merchants. They want to frighten people into paying too much for land when there is no
need for them to do so.
One of the things we all should have learnt in politics, at school or university, is that statistics
can be used in a whole range of ways. It is interesting that members opposite, when
discussing current land supply issues, like to hark back to the 1970s and 1980s and say, for
instance, that when they were in Government in 1980-81, 33 292 single residential lots were
available in metropolitan Perth and that was because of the then Government's good policies.
They will say that they were good land creators. in fact, in 1980-81 only 4 732 lots were
created while demand was for 7 180 lots. Land supply in that year, after allowing for
demolitions and other supplies, was reduced by 1 650 lots. In 1981-82, 5 299 lots were
created and 7 370 were used up; a market under supply of 1 212 lots. In 1982-83, the last
year the Opposition was in Government, 3 813 lots were created and 6 536 were used up, an
under-supply of 3 400, and 29 672 were available. The Opposition's record was a short
supply over three years of in excess of 5 000 blocks.
Let us look at the reason why the gross land supply appeared to be higher in those years
while at the same time, before the recession which the present Federal Opposition initiated
when in Government in 1982-83, land prices in Western Australia escalated at the fastest rate
in living memory. The reason was that at the rime to which the Opposition likes to hark
back, a vast number of those lots were held by speculators who were not worried by capital
gains or the holding costs of land. While it may be thought that many of those lots were
available, the truth is that the vast majority of them were held by speculators who were not
making the land available until they had made a substantial profit. Members opposite also
know that as a result of a range of measures which were introduced by the Opposition when
it was in Government, such as interim rating, and by the present Federal and State
Governments, developers in the main do not bring land onto the market and hold it. T1hey
bring it on when they can sell it and they do not do so in the way they did in those days. If
we exclude the larger holdings of the developers and the speculators we come back to the
sort of lot numbers we have today.
The second leg of what the Opposition is trying to say today is that Western Australia has t
cheapest land and housing in Australia. Ten years into a labor Government Western
Australia has the cheapest land and housing.
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Mr Lewis: It always has had.
Mr D.L SMiTHl: It always has had, but 10 years into a Labor Government and with the
policies of this Government members opposite are prepared to, say that Western Australia
still has the cheapest land and development costs in Austbla.
Mr Lewis: Because it is inherent.
Mr D.L. SMITH: What members opposite are trying to say is that after 10 years' experience
of a Labor Government, somehow or other in the nine months prior to the next election or in
the four years of its next term of office the Government will suddenly undo the good work it
has done and will under supply the market and will add costs to the land which will feed
through to consumer prices.
Mr Lewis: That is a fact now. Your David Hatt said that.
Mr D.L. SMITH: The member cannot have it both ways. If we use the Urban Development
Institute of Australia's figures Western Australia has the cheapest land and development
costs in Australia. We certainly have the highest house affordability in Australia. Members
opposite find they cannot use historical facts to justify their case today so they seek to
forecast changes in policy which they say will undo the work of the past 10 years and create
a land shortage.
Mr Lewis: Is there a shortage?
Mr D.L. SMITH: The fact is that no shortage exists. I will run through the reasons why
there is no land shortage in this State. If I were about to attack the land planning policy of
this Government I would have looked at what it has been doing over the past few years and
asked myself whether those things were consistent with a Government conscious of the land
supply situation. What has the Government done over the past three years? First, it has
introduced a metropolitan plan, known as Metroplan, aimed at forecasting and providing for
residential and other land requirements in metropolitan Perth for the next 30 year, not just
this year and next year.
Members opposite know that over the past three years the Government has been
progressively releasing the north west and north east corridors' structure plans, the foothills
structure plan and in a month or two it will release the south west corridor plan followed by
the south east corridor plan. Members opposite know that, as a matter of policy, the
Government has identified in the metropolitan plan where it will obtain housing land over the
next 30 years to accommodate the extra million or so people who will live in metropolitan
Perth. They also know that as each corridor structure plan is finalised it will be followed by
major amendments to the metropolitan region town planning scheme, which will rezone that
land appropriately so that it wI become progressively available over those 30 years.
At present nearly 2 000 hectares at Neerabup is to come on stream this year. Ellen Brook is
out for public comment and will either come on streamn this year or early next year. That
involves the largest residential rezoning ever attempted in metropolitan Perth.
Mr Lewis: That is rubbish!
Ms D.L. SMITHl: Thie member for Applecross may say that that is rubbish, but he should
compare the area the Government is now opening up under these major amendments with
previous developments, remembering that these are only the first two of such developments.
The Government is providing for both what will happen over the next year or two with
metropolitan land supplies and in broader terms, the structural matters and metropolitan
planning required for land development in Perth for the next 30 years. That has been done.
The Opposition, on the other hand, has really done two things to frustrate land development
in the metropolitan area. The first was to go out and actively encourage groups and people to
oppose every residential development, whether the member for Riverton in Canning,
Hon Peter Foss in Cedar Woods, Hon George Cash and his cohorts in the northern sukurbs
with Hepburn Heights, or the Liberal councillors down at Thonisons Lake. One can identify
the hand of the Liberal Party in the opposition to every development. The Liberal Party
implements that opposition in two ways. First, it relies on encouraging the green movement
to oppose development.
Mr Shave: Are we doing that? We thought the environmentalists were your friends!
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Mr D.L. SMiTH: It is a bit strange that, at the same rime it is doing that, it is also going
behind the back of the groups it is currying favour with and proposing to take environmental
approvals out of the land planning process.
Mr Lewis: Who is?
Mr D.L. SMITH: The Opposition is.
Mr Lewis: The Minister has not read my position paper, obviously. It does nor say that at
all. In fact, it says the contray.
Mr D.L. SMITH: I have read the paper. It was curious that today the speakers on this land
supply issue from the Liberal Party were the Deputy Leader of the Opposition and the
member for Applecross who has just been rejected as the Liberal shadow Minister for
Planning. I thought it a bit strange thai a person the liberal Party has just said cannot do the
planning job was the one who stood today to speak for the Liberal Party. The shadow
Minister for Planning is not in the Chamber.
Mr Lewis: He is in the other House.
Mr D.L. SNM: He is not. I suggest that the member for Applecross read his party's list of
shadow representatives as it is the member for Marmion.
Mr Lewis: The Minister is talking about the shadow'Minister for Housing.
Mr DiL. SMITHl: I am talkcing about the shadow Minister for Planning.
Mr Lewis: You said housing.
Mr Di... SMITH: I said "planning". The failed shadow Minister for Planning, who has been
rejected by his own party, was called on to promote this motion today.. I will move away
from Metroplan, which members opposite know will achieve land supplies for metropolitan
Perth, and look at the second thing the Government has done. The former shadow Minister
for Planning would be aware of the document I hold up even if the current shadow Minister
is not Last year this document was produced as a five year willing plan to be renewed every
year.
Mr Shave: Another glossy document. Is your photograph on the inside? Why do you have
to look? Have you not read the document?
Mr D.L. SMIT7H: I have read it4 and there is nio photograph of me in it.
Mr Shave: They must have done a lot of fast talking to keep your photograph out of that
document.
Mr DtL SM17H: I invite the member for Melville to check how many times my face has
appeared in publications. I invite him to do an audit of that. I am always intrigued by the
fact that when the Opposition is being beaten it resorts to inteijections. One would have
thought that if members opposite were serious about challenging the Government's policy
relating to land supplies they might have gone to a source document published in June of last
year as there has been plenty of time for members opposite to read a few pages of that
document. They might then have come back here saying, "Those statistics are wrong. We
will challenge them and demonstrate that the Government will not achieve the land supplies
projected by it." However, not one reference to that document was made by members
opposite. Not one criticism was made of that document and not one attempt was made to say
that the Government cannot achieve the figures shown in it. I am pleased to say that the next
edition -

Mr Shave: Keep going. Pick up your gaiel
Mr D.L SMITH: I can assure members that the metropoitan land supplies are such that I
have no need to pick up my game unless The West Australian misrepresents the true position
by only publishing what members opposite say. I note the reporters have left the Press
Gallery after hearing only the Opposition's case.
Mr Shave: First it was the environmental council and now it is Thre West Auistralian
newspaper. Is everyone against you?
Mr D.L. SMITH: The West Ausralian certainly is. If the representative of The West
Australian had stayed to hear the facts rather than just the histrionics of members opposite
when quoting statistics -
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Mr Shave: I suppose you say the newspapers misquote you?
Mr D. SMITH: It reports directly only what the Opposition says and rarely reports other
than that
Mr Lewis: Is the Minister saying I did not have the document I am holding up?
Mr D.L. SMITH: If the member for Applecross claims he got his statistics out of that
document I will come back and demonstrate why he is wrung. This is a five year projection.
Not one criticism was made of it by members opposite.
Mr Shave: How does your 1989 document stand up now?
Mr D.L. SNM: It was Rot a 1989 document, it was part of our policy last year to ensure
we would meet residential land demand and not one member opposite chose to criticise that
document. For those members who may not know much about planning or land supply in
metropolitan Perth, that document, the Metropolitan Development Program, is projecting
demand for housing in the metropolitan region for the next five years. It assesses the
additional land required to niert housing demand, it identifies block by individual block the
areas of land releases which will be required to meet that demand; it identifies the necessary
planning actions required to ensure the land is appropriately zoned ahead of need;, it provides
an indication of the physical community services required to ensure that serviced land and
facilities are available for new communities when required, and it provides an indication of
the likely financial and budgetary implications to the State of the intended program.
Mr Shave: It all sounds good but we do not have any blocks of land for the people out there.
Mrt D.L. SMITHi: Not one member opposite chose to pick up that document and criticise it.
Mr Shave: We want you to start zoning some land. Don't do it on water mounds; pick an
area where it will not affect the environment.
Mr D.L. SMITH: I will deal with the interjection and finish what I was saying before about
the attitude of members opposite to land rezonings. Firstly, they oppose every one. One has
only to read the headlines of articles in yesterday's edition of the Wwmneroo Times - "Alarm
over Hepburn Heights", "Minister attacks Libs' land claims". In relation to Neerabup
members opposite say they are not opposing it but are reserving their judgment on it. They
will not consider Neerabup.
Mr Lewis: We are not privy to all the information you have.
Mr D.L. SMITH: The public environmental review is out and public submissions have
closed.
Mr Lewis: We are not privy to that.
Mr Bloffwirrh: Have we had a copy of that?
Mr D.L. SMlT71H: I would have thought members opposite would have had an opportumty to
get that. Every member of the public has had that opportunity. Members opposite wave
their wet political fingers to see which way the wind is blowing in the northern suburbs and
decide accordingly. Also, they promote this fiction that what we consider to be minor
amendments they consider to be major amendments that should go through the major
amendment process; so their policy to improve land supply in metropolitan Perth is to
substantially reduce the number of rezonigs that go through on the minor amendment
process and put them on the two year path of major amendments. When members opposite
say they will go about rezoning to cope with the looming boom they are really saying they
will do it through the major amendment process and will take two and a half years to do it,
because that is about how long it takes. The boom is under way. They hope they will be
elected in March next year. They will not be; but, if they are, two and a half years later they
will get their first land rezonings.
Mr Lewis: You have not read my position paper, obviously, because there is a way to do it.
Mr DiL. SMITH: Despite the false claims of members opposite, anyone who goes back and
checks what the Opposition did about minor amendments when it was in Government Will
find that areas the size of Hepburn Heights, Thomsons Lake and those other areas about
which members opposite keep complaining arm exactly the sorts of areas that would have
been dealt with by way of minor amendments when they held power. If they propose in
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futur to deal with those as major amendments, God help the land development industry.
The industry will not be concerned about land development costs but rather about the holding
costs while the Opposition goes through those two and a half years of rezoning inquiries and
brings in here as major amendments what have always been considered to be minor
amendments, and people in the marketplace will have to wait for two and a half years for
them to catch up with land supply.
In the course of his address, the member for Applecross tried to identify what the land
requirements might be for the next 12 months, and I must tell him that be is vry much
understating the boom. His projection was something less than the 10 000 lots which will be
required.
Mr Lewis: I said for this financial year.
Mr D.L. SM: I am talking about this year. The member said that on current projections
about 9 300 lots wert required.
Mr Lewis: New lots - with a thousand for this year.
Mr DL SMITH: Thai is right, If that is what the member is budgeting on in relation to
current land demand -
Mr Lewis: I am not budgeting on it. I am not the Minister. You are the Minister.
Mr DiL. SMITH: The member for Applecross will never be the Minister because the
Opposition has sacked him as the shadow Minister for Planning.
Mr Shave: What are you talking about? He is still one of our shadow spokesmen.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Not in the planning portfolio, though.
Mrs Edwardes: We can have lots of people speaking on various issues. We do not have one
specialist.
Mr D.L. SMITH: The forecast of the Housing Industry Association and the Master Builders
Association for this current calendar year is 20 000 new dwellings Statewide.
Mr Lewis: I was not talking about the current calendar year but about the fiscal year.
Mr DiL. SMITH: Of those, 75 per cent are in the metropolitan area, so on those figures that
represents between 15 000 and 16 500 housing starts: and the remainder will be in country
areas. if the current figures for the first nine months of' this fiscal yea were maintained there
would be 14 487 housing starts in metropolitan Perth this year. The number of lots
Metroplan predicts we will have to create is 10 243 for 1992-93, 12 072 for 1993-94, and
12 175 for 1994-95.
Mr Lewis: What are you arguing about?
Mr D.L. SMiTH: I am saying that the figures upon which we are basing our plans to
generate the land supply amt higher than those of the member for Applecross, and they are in
the latest edition of the Metropolitan Land Development Program which will be released in
the next week or so.
Mr Lewis: You might be privy to that informnation; I am not.
Mr DL SMITH: I am certainly privy to that.
Mr Lewis: On your past performance -

Mr D.L. SMIfTH: Let us talk about past performances.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! Cross-interjections will cease.
Mr DL SMITH: The member for Applecross will recall that in the course of his address
there was an exchange between us as to whether he had seen the March statistics.
Mr Lewis: I have them here. I will read them, if you like.
Mr DL SMITH: That might be a good idea. I was surprised that this motion was moved
today because these documents arrived in my office this week.
Mr Shave: You said they arrived only this morning,
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Mrs Beggs: That is this week. What is wrong with that?
Mr Lewis: I had it yesterday.
Mr DiL. SMITH: For the benefit of the member for Applecross, it arrived in my office this
week and it came to my desk for me to look at this morning. Today is this week!
Mr Lewis: You said that I could not have it, yet I already had it!
Mr D.L. SMITH: I am amazed that someone who has seen the March statistics would move
this motion and cary on in the way the member does. The member is right, it takes four to
six months to bring land onto the market, but if he looks at the preliminary approvals for
March -

Mr Lewis: Preliminaries are always in excess of final approvals.
Mr D.L. SMITH: I know that, but I want to indicate the number of lots under way at present.
Mr Lewis: Itcis2S500.
Mr Shave: Do you know how to read that document?
Mr D.L. SMITH: I do, indeed. If I had known the motion was to be moved I would have
read the document earlier.
Mir Lewis: It has been on the Notice Paper since yesterday.
Mr D.L. SMITH:. That is right, since yesterday. I was not in the House yesterday evening.
The figure is 2 500 lots, and one does not need to be a genius to realise that that is an annual
rate of 30 000. I do not pretend that those figures will be translated immediately into final
approvals. However, I can indicate that preliminary approvals for January and February
were of the order of 384 and 500 respectively. At long last we are seeing developers
responding to the recovery, and the Government land agencies, which the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition accused of not being ready for the market when the boom comes, are doing
their pant to assist this situation. I meet with dhe Urban Development Institute of Australia on
a regular basis, as I do with all organisations involved in land development and the building
industry in this State. I ask them about land supply and their capacity to bring land onto the
market. They assure me that there is no problem. In order to have reserves, they have
agreed with me to consider their holdings to see whether we could have a buffer just in case
the recovery is quicker than all of us anticipate. They indicate chat there is no danger of a
land shortage in metropolitan Perth.
Mr Lewis: Talk to Simon Hlthouse.
Mr D.L. SMITH: He was at the meeting yesterday. These groups are saying that panic is
unnecessary and that we should not expect a sudden rise in the cost of land because they can
bring the land onto the market quickly enough.
Mr Lewis: Did they say that supplies were adequate?
Mr D.L. SMITH: They said that they had the capacity to bring the land on quickly.
Mr Lewis: No, they are not saying that.
Mr D.L SMITH: They are.
Mr Lewis: Do you want me to give you the figures provided to me this morning!
Mrt D.L SMITH: Those figures are their current figures.
Mr Lewis: They should be as they were provided this morning.
Mr Shave: They are not bad figures to work on, are they?
Ws D.L. SMITH: Sometimes I must go back to absolute basics with members opposite when

discussing metropolitan land supplies. There are four key areas regarding metropolitan land
supply: First, the number of lots available currently; second, how much land is appropriately
zoned in the metropolitan scheme and the local schemes; third, how land is actually zoned in
the metropolitan scheme and not processed through the local schemes; and fourth, bow much
land held by developers is actually proposed to be developed but is not in either scheme.
Looking at their supply situation, it is not just a matter of looking at developed lots but of
considering the land lots on the basis of how much land is available which is appropriately
zoned in the metropolitan schemes and can be brought on quickly. It is a misrepresentation
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to look simply at the current lot stocks and say that that reflects the total position. Those
stocks must be added to the preliminary approvals, the lots under con struction and the land
which is appropriately zoned and can be brought onto the market quickly. If these bodies
were asked a direct question, they would say, "Yes, Minister, we can bring them on." I must
congratulate these groups for they have shifted from the situation of Government agencies
providing the vast majority of land to assuming their rightful position in the market. The
final approvals, as distinct from the preliminary approvals, for March were 1 269, almost
twice the figure for February. Of the March figure, 805 were provided by the private
agencies and the remainder by Government agencies.
Mr Shave: What were the total approvals from February to March?
Mr DL. SMITH: According to the statistics to which the member for Applecross was about
to refer, current sales are running at 700 lots a month. Approvals for March were 805,
therefore final approvals for March exceed demand by 105. In February an under supply
existed. The member for Applecross also told another slight untruth when he said that there
had been an excess of consumption over demand for the last eight years. Two years ago a
surplus of 2 000 lots occurred.
MriLewis: 1t was 2263.
Mr D.L. SMITH: That is right. The under supply over the past two years was approximately
2 000.
Mrt Lewis: It was 3 600.
Mr UtL. SMITH: The member must be looking at different figures. The figures are on page
14 of the document. During the financial year 1989-90 the over supply was 2 263; for
1990-91 the under supply was 1 763; and for 1991-92 the under supply is 523.
Mr Lewis: It is 3 000; the year has not finished!
Mr D.L. SMIT: That is right; the year has not finished, but if we have an over supply of
2 200 in one year, followed by an under supply of 1 800, that is a relative surplus of 400. In
the month of March we saw an excess of land, with private developers selling 700 lots and
producing 805 lots given final approval. That is hardly an indication of a looming land
shortage in metropolitan Perth.
I deal now with the question of infrastructure and cost. Two of the things achieved by this
Government since 1983 relate to headworks and site charges. Two major reforms have been
implemented: First, corporatisation of the Western Australian Water Authority cook this
body out of Budget and away from Capital Works and Consolidated Revenue Funds
allocations; second, we have progressively achieved two reforms within WAWA. We have
allowed subcontractors to come in and do much of the work previously done by day labour
when members opposite were in Government, and we have allowed the work previously
carried out by WAWA itself to be done by private contractors. This has led to a reduction in
the cost of the development work.
Mr Shave: So you recognise the value of the work by subcontractors?
Mr D.L. SMITH: Certainly.
Mr Shave: You want to rub them out in your industrial relations program.
Mr DL. SMITH: There is a place for subcontractor, a place for day workers, and certainly
a place for award conditions.
One aspect of corporatisation should not be used to make that distinction. Corporadsation of
the Western Australian Water Authority allows it to be relatively in control of its service
charges and the like. Its prudent board has told the Government that if it is serious about
maintaining land supply WAWA must have the capacity to provide the headworks so that the
face of development is properly serviced all of the time. That will avoid thre situation where
developers zone land and WAWA does not have the money to provide the headworks and
other facilities required to bring it on. The Water Authority has said that it needs to levy
higher charges in order to provide the capital to ensure that its services keep pace with the
demand for land.
Mr Lewis: Aren't they double dipping?
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Mr D.L. SMITH: The double dipping issue should be debated at a different tine. I
emphasise that there are three alternatives to increased service charges.
Mr Lewis: The Government cannot supply the capital to WAWA so it is double dipping.
Mr D. SMITH: The fnrt alternative is to abolish the corporatisadion of the Water
Authority and return it to a position of drawing from the loan fund teat. It will then fall on
the general taxpayer to meet those costs. The second alternative is for WAWA to raise its
rates so that it can provide capital through savings and profits from those works.
Mr Lewis: That is amortisation.
Mr D.L. SMIT: That amortisadon will cause higher rates and therefore everyone will share
the cost of private land development.
Mr Lewis: Why make the personal home buyer pay for it?
Mr D.L. SMITH: The member for Applecross is quite right about the social compact.
Although members opposite have tried to denigrate the social compact, the Government has
kept WAWA, SECWA and other charges for properties below the inflation rate over the past
five years.
Mr Bloffwitch interjected.
Mr DiL. SMITH: The immediate effect of taking the headworks costs out of profits and
amortising diem will be substantially higher rates for people over a long period. The rates
will increase most where the deficits with WAWA are the highest; that is, in the country
regions where extensive cross-subsidies exist between metropolitan and country areas.
Mr Bloffwitch: They are not paying to much for my house because we do not look like
ever getting it.
Mr DiL. SMITH: I amn telling members opposite that that is where the increase would occur.
If the Government does not allow some of the service charges to escalate in the way they
have been, it will not be possible to provide the services. As a result less land will be
available and the price of land will escalate beyond the reach of the general public because of
demand exceeding supply. Furthermore, capital will have to be raised through rates charges.
The Opposition is saying that it will increase all WAWA rates to provide capital if it
becomes the Government.
Mr Lewis: Why should the home buyers pay for the headworks when everyone in the
community uses them?
Mr D.L. SMITH: The reason is that the provision of those services on dine to first homne
buyer land allows the land supply to keep pace with the market.
Mr Lewis: Why do you have a problem? It is because you have fluffed the situation.
Mr D.L. SMITH: The Government does not have a problem at all. The capital must be
available to undertake the works; if the services are not kept up the land supply will be
depleted which will result in the kind of inflation referred to by the member for Cotte sloe.
Members should ask themselves whether first home buyers would prefer to pay $1 000 or
more mn land development costs or whether they would prefer to pay an inflationary cost of
$5 000 or more as a result of an undersupplied market.
The Minister for Productivity and Labour Relations is keen to respond to this motion. For an
example of what the Liberal Party would do in Government with service charges, we do not
have to go any further than New South Wales. The most expensive service provision cost in
Australia is in New South Wales, not by a factor of five per cent or 10 per cent, but by 100
per cent. That Government uses the same technique that was used by the Court Government;
that is, "user pays". In New South Wales the developer pays the full cost of the headworks
charges and the other ancillary charges which are appropriate to the development. The result
is that about $30 000 is incurred for various service and development costs in addition to the
price of land, whereas in Western Australia the amount included in the private developers'
cost is about $11 000. I would like to deal with many other issues to demonstrate the folly of
the national paper on servicing costs produced by the Urban Development Institute of
Australia.
Mr Lewis: The paper said that every $5 000 added to a block of land will cause the
alienation of 13 000 families. Is that wrong?
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Mr D.L. SMITH: The document refers to land identified in Western Australia for price
comparisons as Clarkson. The total price UDIA put on properties at Clarkson is $37 000.
The member for Applecross and I know that LandCorp has land for sale at Clarkson for
$31 000 and $33 000. The institute has also used a figure of $100 000 a hectare for broad
acre land acquisition in Clarkson; that is, $10 000 a lot. The only sale in Clarkson which
camne anywhere near that figure was the sale to Adstitam in the middle of the housing boom.
It referred to coastal land, not avenage land in die northern suburbs. As all members know,
Adtisreamn went broke because it paid too much for that land. If UDIA wants to quote land
costs in the metropolitan area it should at least get its figures right rather than take the most
extreme examples, such as Adstream and coastal land in the Clarkson area. It should refer to
fair, average land in the northern suburbs. It has certainly not taken into account the fair,
average quality land in the southern suburbs which can still be acquired at between $18 000
and $25 000 a lot.
Mr Lewis: You are saying if you increase the price of land by $2 500 you will still alienate
6 500 people.
Mir DL. SMITH: I am referring to a paper about land development in Australia generally. It
refers to a number of valid concerns evidenced in New South Wales under a Liberal
Government. The Government must be careful not to make the same mistakes in Western
Australia. However, the document grossly overstates the Western Australian situation and
adversely reflects the land development costs and land supply in Western Australia. The
UDIA has got the situation wrong, but nowhere near as wrong as members opposite in their
presentation of this issue today.
MR WIESE (Wagin) [4.39 pm): I do not want to waste the time of the House in the way in
which it has been wasted over the past half hour or so. I strongly support the remarks by
members of the Opposition. The impact of Federal legislation proposed by Senator Cook
and supported by the State Government would be an absolute disaster for the home industry
in Western Australia and in Australia. If the subcontracting system that operates in the
housing industry and in many ocher industries becomes bound up with unionism, the
enormous costs that will be loaded onto the industry will put the industry out of action
completely in Western Australia because the cost of homes will increase to such a level that a
great number of people that this Government supposedly represents and tries to help will not
be able to afford to buy a house. People will also not be able to afford to pay the rents that
Homeswesc will be forced to charge because of the cost of providing that accommodation.
That is the reality of the situation if Senator Cook's proposal goes ahead, and this
Government is totally ignoring that reality.
I will bring this debate back more to the motion and relate it a little to rural areas. Much has
been said about the costs that have been loaded onto the housing industry resulting from
increased Government charges. They have an enormous effect on land development and
building in the metropolitan area. However, that is aggravated enormously in rural areas
because there is not the volume of land development or home building that occurs in the
metropolitan area. A developer who develops 20 or 30 blocks in a rural area may have to
hang onto some of them for five or 10 years. When that cost is added to the cost of
developing the land, land development will almost stop. Private developments have virtually
come to a standstill now. We have reached the situation where the only organisation that can
develop land in many rural areas is t local authority because it can afford to hold onto the
land and meet demand while private developers cannot. If they did, those blocks would be
so expensive that no-one would be able to afford to buy them.
Mr D.L. Smith: The Western Australian Land Authority could.
Mr WIESE: We are yet to see whether that will get off the ground. T1hat is yet another of
these airy fairy ideas that has been floated by this Government. We will probably never see
the reality of it.
One increase in charges that has had an enormous effect on the cost of developing land in
rural areas is the increase in Water Authority headworks charges referred to already on
several occasions in this debate. What will that mean for a residential block? The
headworks charge for water connection to a single residential block increased 10 months ago
from $1 249 to $1 882. That is a very substantial rise - well over 40 per cent. Water
Authority headworks charges for sewerage on a residential block increased from $632 to
06702- 10
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$1 959, an increase of nearly 300 per cent. We can all imagine what those increases do to
the cost of developing a single residential black or a group of single residential blocks in
rural areas. The total cost increased by $1051 on each block as a result of those two
increased charges by the Water Authority. The overall increase in the cost of headworks
charges to a block of land is 56 per cent. It is that sort of imposition to which this motion
refers. When those charges are related to rural towns, they kill residential land development
so that no private developer can afford to develop land in those areas.
The effect of land tax on holding costs and charges again has been mentioned by many
speakers during the debate. Therefore, I will not go into the intricacies of the effects of those
charges. However, all speakers have admitted during this debate that the cost of holding
land, and land tax, in the metropolitan area have had an effect on the ability of private land
developers to provide residential land. If that is related to country areas where blocks may
be held for five to 10 years and the land tax that the developer has to pay on chose blocks
over four or five years is added to the cost of the development, we can see why private land
development in rural areas has virtually come to a standstill. It is to that situation that this
motion refers.
Holding costs and costs associated with the development of land are high enough as they are.
However, one cost that has not been referred to in this debate, and which is probably not as
pertinent now as it was 12 months ago, is the interest cost involved in developing and
holding land. Very few developers develop land from their own cash in hand. They use
borrowed money, firstly, to buy the land and, secondly, to put in the infrastructure. The cost
of borrowing money to do that is again affected by Government charges and has a horrific
inflationary effect on a land development. Certainly, the situation is improving now as
interest rates fall. However, it is still a significant factor and will remain so for some time to
come. Not only does it affect the developer but it also affects the builder, the supplier of the
materials and ultimately the homeowner because the costs are passed on to him.
Finally, another Government policy is causing some pain in rural areas. I have brought this
matter to the attention of the Minister, and I now wish to bring it to the attention of the
House. The Department of Land Administration has been a subdivider and developer of land
in many small country towns, including my home town of Highbury. However, it did not
have to incur great costs in Highbury because all of the blacks fronted an existing road and in
those small places the developer does not have to put in kerbs and footpaths. Their costs of
development were not high. The specific example I now give relates to Darkan. In 1990 the
Department of Land Administration developed some land in that area. It subdivided a block
of land into 10 housing lots. As is usual in these cases, the land was auctioned. Five blocks
of land were sold at that auction. Houses have already been built on three of those blocks
and building applications have been approved for homes to be built on the other two.
Therefore, in six months' time houses will be established on five of those lots which were
sold at auction in 1990. However, a person wishing to buy one of the remaining blocks after
the auction may do so only within about six months of the auction date. The department will
not allow lots to be sold privately to individual purchasers after that period. Since that six
month period has elapsed, three potential buyers have approached the department to buy one
of the five unsold blocks. However, the department is required to hold another auction in
order to sell the land. Since it has not yet been able to organise that auction those five
blocks, already developed, cannot be sold. That is a direct result of an idiotic Government
policy. It is the height of insanity, and the Minister responsible and this Government should
investigate the matter more closely. Theme is no logic or commonsense in this situation and it
should be addressed immediately. Members will be aware that Darkan, as the potential site
for a tannery, is experiencing some demand for housing land. The Department of Land
Administration has held five fully developed housing blocks for two years but, because of
some idiotic policy, it has not been able to sell them despite there being at least three willing
buyers.
This motion is about the Government's policy and the effect it is having on the development
of land and the cost of providing that land to the people of Western Australia. The argument
has been well put and sustained and, quite frankly, I do not think the Minister's response
addressed the matters raised. The accuracy and validity of the statements in this motion will
be revealed in the next six months. Unfortunately, I believe the statements are correct and,
as a result, we shall face some very difficult times and some highly inflationary effects as
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people in Western Australia seek to purchase land that is not available or developed because
of this Governinent's policy. For that reason, I am very supportive of die motion before the
House.
MR DONOVAN (Morley) [4.54 pin): I will no' support the motion for a number of
reasons. I preface my remarks by saying that I can think of some associated motions in this
vein that might have been offered and which I would have supported. For example, I would
have had sympathy for motions referring to the lack of social and community planning in the
development of new housing areas, or motions that point to the arguments for
decentralisation. No matter what I think of this Government from dine to time on certain
issues, it is most unlikely in this State that die Government would cause a land shortage or an
increase in the cost of housing, particularly to families at the lower end of the income scale.
After all, it must be said that, whatever other concerns one might have about the Government
and its general policy directions, it has introduced low cost housing and low cost land into
the marketplace. If there is one feature of social history for which this Government will be
remembered, it will be its record on low cost housing and low cost land. Not only that, but
also, whether or not I have some concerns about some of the financing schemes sponsored by
the Government to back it up - and I have some concerns - it is the first Government on
record, to my knowledge, that has gone into the business in a comprehensive way by
underwriting the financing of people at the lower end of the income scale into housing. To
that extent this is a most unlikely motion to be introduced in this House.
On the second question of taxes and charges, I recognise a number of instances where
Government taxes and charges have, as they always will in any inflationar situation, added
to the price of developed residential land, as will a other costs that go into the development
of land. As those costs increase, the unit cost will rise. However, I wonder how the goods
and services tax, if successfully introduced by a Federal Liberal Government, would affect
those costs. I would have thought the application of a goods and services tax, not only on the
unit costs of land but also on all the areas of construction of housing - particularly material,
even if labour costs were not affected - would add a substantial burden to the cost of housing
and land in this State. Therefore, I find that aspect of the motion perhaps a little tongue in
cheek.
I regard the third part of the motion as a fairly predictable exercise in union bashing. One
point that has not been raised in the debate this afternoon is that it is worthwhile members
bearing in mind which end of the home building industry - from developer to consumer - is
served best by the existing set of subcontracting arrangements. It is not the consumer. It is
also not the subcontractor. The people who gain most from the existing arrangements of
subcontracting are developers. I refer specifically to the major home building corporations.
I was involved in the cabinet making and second fixng level of the housing industry several
years ago, and I am aware that under the subcontracting system those corporations are able to
defer the pressure for cost maintenance and reduction down the line. They do the same with
other associated labour problems, working hours, penalty rates, and so on. Those issues in
the subcontracting system can be resolved by the marketplace phenomenon in the industry.
No other industry enjoys that advantage. In the home building industry the consumer does
not gain the benefit from that. Indeed, it can be said that the complaints that gave rise to the
formation of the complaints tribunal at the Ministry of Consumer Affairs involved a large
number of complaints connected with shoddy, inferior, and sometimes hazardous
workmanship, which resulted directly from the pressures on the subcontracting system. I
suggest that had some of those buildings been built in the normal way, or, in the words of the
member for Applecross, in a unionised way, that level of hazard and of inferior building
practice would not have occurred. The people who gain from the present subcontracting
arrangements in the building industry are not the consumers or subcontractors but rather the
developers and large home building companies; make no mistake about that.
Finally, what worries me most is that were this motion successful, it would increase the
pressure for immediate urban expansion in the metropolitan area, because that is the kind of
logical flow on from this motion. The motion contains very little planning. As I said at the
outset, it contains no social planning and no concern for the increasing social impact that we
have yet to experience in this city and in our urban environment as a result of this headlong
rush simply to push out the metropolitan boundaries; and as that pushing out process is
constrained, that will in turn give rise to urban infill, smaller blocks and higher density
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modes of living. We should pause a bit and take a closer look at what we have been doing
with our urban expansion program, and not fall for the kind of pressure that would be offened
by this approach to the provision of housing and land. On all those points, I find myself
unable to support the motion.
MRS HENDERSON (Thorulie - Minister for Productivity and Labour Relations)
[5.02 pm]: In rising to oppose the motion, I will deal briefly with the provisions of the
amendments that Senator Peter Cook has introduced into the Federal Parliament, and deal
with the facts about his legislation. It is easy to stand up in this place and hypothesise and be
emotive without talking about the facts of the situation. The legislation that Senator Cook
will introduce will, firstly, give the Federal Industrial Relations Commission power to review
unfair contracts for the performance of work by independen 't contractors. Secondly, it will
give the commission power to prevent or settle disputes about the use of independent
contraictors. Finally, it will allow independent contractors to choose whether they want to
join a federally registered union. Under the Federal legislation, the word "contract" will be
defined so that it will apply to contracts for the performance of work which bind an
independent contractor who is a member of an organisation of employees. The section will
not apply to contracts where the contract concerned is for the performance of work for
private or domestic purposes. It is interesting to see what the commission will be required to
take into account in dealing with disputes about die use of independent contractors. The
legislation spells out clearly that the commission will be required to take into account, firstly,
cost and efficiency. The shadow spokesman for industrial relations did not mention that. He
did not mention that the commission will also be required to take into account custom and
practice. The custom and practice in Western Australia is known to everyone in this House,
and to pretend that overnight there will be a wholesale change in the subcontracting
arrangements in the housing industry as a result of this legislation is patently dishonest.
Mr C.I. Barnett: How long will the change take?
Mrs HENDERSON: I have told the House that the commission will be bound under this
legislation to look at cost and efficiency and also at custom and practice. That destroys all
the arguments of members opposite. If the current subcontracting system is the most cost
effective and efficient system, that is exactly what the commission will be bound to look at
and take into account. The commission will have to look also at the fairness of
remuneration, the effect on the development of skills - in other words, opportunities for
apprenticeship training in the industry as a result of the use of independent contractors - and
whether or not the arrangements are merely a device to avoid award obligations. Therefore,
the commission will have to look at whether the practice is well established or whether it was
set up as a device just to avoid the award obligations.
Mr C.J. Barnett: What is your position?
Mrs HENDERSON: The Deputy Leader of the Opposition should listen to the facts and he
might find out what is in the legislation.
Mr CiJ. Barnett: I have read the Bill and!I know what is in it. What is your position?
Mrs HENDERSON: If the Deputy Leader of the Opposition had read the Bill, I amn surprised
that he did not provide that information to his colleague so that he would know what he was
talldng about. The purpose of the legislation is to ensure that in the context of settling and
preventing industrial disputes about the use of independent contractors, the Industrial
Relations Commission will take into account economic considerations and also the effect on
employment and the conditions of employment. One cannot get any clearer than that.
Mr C.J. Barnett: Why do we want the Industrial Relations Commission to make comments
about the economy and employment? That is not its role. These are private small businesses
entering into free contracts.
Mrs HENDERSON: That is their role. Is the Deputy Leader of the Opposition trying to
suggest that the Industrial Relations Commission, in determining a dispute, should not take
into account efficiency, custom and practice, commercial considerations, and impact on
training and unemployment, when all of those things are set out clearly in the legislation?
Independent contractors will also be allowed to join federally registered unions if they so
choose, and to be represented by their union in negotiations. They can do that at the
moment; they can join a union if they want to. Members opposite should listen to this,
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because for all the huffing and puffing about compulsory unionism that I heard from that side
of dhe Chamber, this legislation will actually prohibit the coercion of an independent
con tractor to join a union.
Mr Wiese: I wish you had done that when the truck drivers were demonstrating outside!
Mrs HENDERSON: I have a letter from the transport contractors in which the member for
Wagin will be interested.
The section of the legislation which prohibits discrimination against independent contractors
because they are or are not members of a union is divorced from those sections of the Federal
legislation that deal with preference. In other words, it will not be possible for someone who
is arguing under this section to seek preference clauses. It will not be possible for a person to
discriminate against another person because he is or is not a member of a union. In fact, if a
person believes that he has been discriminated against or coerced, these proposed changes to
the legislation will provide him with an avenue to go to the commission to argue that and
seek redress. The Opposition was very silent about that issue. It was not mentioned by the
Opposition spokesman, because he did not know it was there. Why does he not admit it? It
is easy to jump on the bandwagon of scaremongering; it is harder to read the legislation and
get the facts.
Under this legislation, independent contractors will-not be made into employees. They will
not be subjected to the award system generally. The arrangements will operate on a case by
case basis and not on a general class action basis. 'he Federal Industrial Relations
Commission will be able to make orders to set aside the whole or part of a contract or to vary
a contract according to whether the commission believes it is unfair or unconscionable. The
unfair contracts review procedure part of the legislation will operate only in respect of a
limited class of unfair contracts and will, therefore, be a more limited procedure than that
now available wider the New South Wales legislation.
I turn now to the claim that this legislation will be the death knell of the subcontracting
system. Legislation similar to this legislation already exists in New South Wales, South
Australia and Queensland. In fact, the legislation in those thre States is stronger than the
legislation proposed by Senator Peter Cook. We have not seen the demise of the
subcontracting system in New South Wales, South Australia or Queensland. Section 8SF of
the New South Wales Industrial Arbitration Act 1940 - the old Act which was recently
amended by the New South Wales Liberal Premier to become section 275 of the new
Industrial Relations Act 1991, prants to the Industrial Commission an extensive power to
intervene in contractual and other relationships involving work in the industry.
Section 8 of that Act subjects to the legislative and judicial regulations certain matters which
would normally be the subject of a private contract Section 88F gives the commission
Jurisdiction over any contract or arrangement or any condition or collateral arrangement
relating thereto whereby a person performs work in any industry, If the contract is unfair,
harsh or unconscionable, against the public interest, or provides or has provided a total
remuneration less than a person performing the work would have received as an employee
performing such work or was designed to avoid or avoids the provisions of an award, an
industrial agreement, or an agreement registered under part 8A or contract determination, the
commission can declare the contract void either in whole or in part. How much more
extensive can we get? The commission can declare a contract as harsh, unfair, against the
public interest, or it can say it provides less money for the individual than if they were under
an award, or it can say it was designed to avoid the conditions and provisions of an awadt If
the commission decides on any of those grounds it can declare the contract void.
Mr Wiese: That totally ignores the rights of the individual employee and the individual
employer.
Mrs HENDERSON: The legislation has been in force in New South Wales since 1959. It
was recently reinserted and strengthened by the Greiner Liberal Government after
consultation with industry, including the building industry. Section 88F(a) of the New South
Wales Act makes specific provision in respect of the regulation of certain contracts attached
to building work, door to door handbill delivery, and sales work, and it provides that those
people receive proper remuneration. The Industrial Relations Commission wider the New
South Wales legislation has extensive power to regulate transactions within the industry.
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That section has been used over a long time. The commission can consider whether a
contract or an arrangement is harsh, unjust, or unreasonable. It might take into account
factors such as the inequity of the parties when drawing up the contract. For instance, if one
party were at a disadvantage because of ignorance, inexperience, impaired faculties, financial
needs or other circumstances that affected the person's ability to conserve his own interests,
and the other person unconscionably takes advantage of the opportunity, that matter will go
before the New South Wales Industrial Relations Commission.
The commission can also look at profit margins under contracts. It has been somewhat
cautious in exercising that jurisdiction but that provision is much broader than anything in
Senator Peter Cook's legislation where such matters are not covered. The New South Wales
legislation contains a section which deems persons to be employees. The various persons
named are those who perform any work of cleaning premises, carpentry, joinery or brick
laying, house or general painting, or bread delivery. The deeming provisions are designed to
prevent the evasion of the minimum industrial standards prescribed by Parliament.
Queensland also has legislation related to unfair contracts. It depends on the definition of
employee. Under section 4.21 of the Queensland Act the commission is empowered to make
orders varying or voiding contracts or arrngements or collateral arrangements on the
grounds that the contract, arrangement or collateral arrangement is unfair, harsh or
unconscionable, against the public interest, or provides or has provided a total remuneration
less than a person performing the work would have received as an employee performing such
work. The commission has this power where the work would, but for the contract or
arrangement, have been performed by that person as an employee subject to an award of the
commission. If the commission is of the opinion that the contract is designed to avoid the
provisions of an award of the commission, the commission can take action. The commission
is charged with taking into account the respective bargaining positions of the parties. It is
directed to look at the relative positions in relation to each other.
In many respects the Queensland legislation is modelled on the New South Wales legislation.
Again, it talks about deemed employees. Many of those people are subcontractors; people
working under a contract of labour only. It includes a person who is a lessee of any tools or
implements of production of or any vehicle used in the delivery of goods. It covens a person
who is the owner, wholly or partially, of any vehicle used in the transport of goods or
passengers. In other words, an owner-driver is covered by the Queensland legislation and by
the New South Wales legislation.
South Australia also has similar legislation. Under the Industrial Conciliation and
Arbitration Act, provision is made for the resolution of contract disputes. That Act created
special powers in relation to disputes involving either contracts of carriage - that is, woad
transport contracts with owner-drivers who are not employees - or service contracts which
involve personal service for a business. The South Australian Act gives the commission
limited power to intervene in disputes in these areas by allowing it to call a conference of the
parties to the dispute to attempt to settle it by conciliation and agreement. Emphasis has
been placed in that legislation on intervening in the contractual relationships only where it is
clearly in the public interest to do so. The commission may make recommendations for the
settlement of the dispute.
It is interesting that under the South Australian legislation in the unfair contracts section the
commission must satisfy itself that the contract of carriage or a service contract operates
harshly, unjustly or unconscionably, or that the contract was entered into in circumstances
where the parties to the contract were in unequal bargaining positions; and in the case where
the contract would have been subject to an award of the commission had he or she entered
into a contract of employment to perform the work, and that contract appears to have been
entered into to evade the overall provisions of the award, it is caught by the legislation.
Again, the South Australian legislation covers subcontractors who am deemed employees for
the purposes of the Act. These are people engaged as drivens of vehicles transporting
members of the public and people engaged as cleaners of premises they neither own nor
occupy.
Three States of the Commonwealth - Queensland, South Australia and New South Wales -
have extensive legislation that is broader and wider in its application to the subcontracting
industry than are Senator Cook's proposals. The provisions have existed in New South
Wales since 1959. in Queensland more recently and in South Australia relatively recently. In
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those three States the subcontracting system is alive and well. The building industries are
alive and well. The arguments of the Opposition fall down because members opposite did
not look at the legislation before they came to this House. Thecy were not aware, for
example, thiat the legislation talks about the rights of independent contractors to join or not
join a union, and the prohibition on discrimination against independent contractors for
joining or not joining a union - a stronger provision than currently exists.
After separating the facts from emotion it is clear that the proposal by the Opposition is
nothing short of scaremongering. I am surprised that the Opposition has moved this motion.
Nothing is more likely to have a strong impact on the housing industry than the Opposition's
proposed goods and services tax. The cost of building a $120 000 house is calculated to
increase by $2 856 as a result of the coalition's goods and services tax proposal. New houses
will not attract the GST on the end product. However, taxes will be raised at every stage of
the construction - that is, on all building materials and on the labour used. Were the Federal
Opposition serious about promoting the housing industry it could have zero red the tax on
housing instead of exempting the finished product. Had that occurred, the builder could have
claimed as a tax deduction or as a tax credit the GST paid at each stage of construction of the
house. Of course, the GST does not do that; it enables the tax to be added at every stage. At
the end of the day of course it will be passed to the consumer.
Arthur Andersen and Co. which has been in the news of late, was one of the companies
which said when the Fightback package was announced that if the coalition did not make
home construction zero rated, the goods and services tax paid by the builder for the materials
would be claimed by the Government and would not be passed on to the consumer.
Unfortunately the coalition did not accede to that suggestion. As well as boosting the price
of new houses the Fightback package proposes lopping $400 million off the public housing
construction program. So much for the bleeding heart comments we heard about
1-omeswest's waiting lists! Opposition members should know that the Eightback package
proposes that funds allocated under the Federal-State Housing Agreement Act would be
slashed by $40 million a year. Members of the Opposition come into this House and move
resolutions condemning the Government, but they stand condemned for their so-called new
order, the so-called Fightback package, which will have more impact on the housing industry
in Australia, both public and new home construction, than any other previous proposal. I
oppose the motion.

Division

Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (23)
Mr Ainswortjh Mr court Mr Lewis MrTrerden
MrC..Bameu Mr Cowan Mr MacKinnon Dr Turnbull
Mr Bisikie Mrs Edwardes Mr Nicholls Mr Watt
Mr Bloffwitch Mr Graydeni Mr Omodei Mr Wiese
Mr Clako Mr House Mr Shave Mr Bradshaw (Teller)
Dr Constable Mr Kieratb Mr Strickland

Noes (26)
Dr Alexander Dr Gallop Mr Leahy Mr DL. Smith
Mrs Beggs Mr Graham Mr Marlborough Mr P.). Smit
Mr Bridge Mr Grill Mr McGinty Mr Thomas
Mr Catania Mrs Henderson Mr Pearce Dr Watson
Mr Cunninghanm Mr Gordon Hill Mrt Read Mrs Watkins (Teller)
Mr Donovan Mr Kobelke Mr Riebelting
Dr Edwards Dr Lawrence Mr Ripper

Pair

Mr McNee Mr Taylor
Mr Minson Mr Wilson
Mr Fred Tubby Mr Tray

Question thus negatived.
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[Questions without notice taken.]
Sittng suspended from 6.00 to 7230pm

ACTS AMENDMENT (SEXUAL OFFENCES) BILL 1991
Second Reading

MR PEARCE (Armadale - Leader of the House) [7.33 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
This Bill is to implement some outstanding recommendations of the Child Sexual Abuse
Task Force and to extend the laws on child pornography to ensure that children are protected
by appropriate sexual assault laws. The Child Sexual Abuse Task Force was chaired by
Dr Carmen Lawrence, and included representatives from the Department for Community
Services, Princess Margaret Hospital for Children, the Law Reform Commission, the Crown
Law Department, the Incest Survivors Association Incorporated, the Police Departnent and
the Health Department.
Among the terms of reference was the requirement to investigate and report on child sexual
abuse, with particular reference, inter alia, to the 'adequacy of laws relevant to the protection
of children from sexual abuse and, in particular ... the substantive and procedural law
relating to the prosecution, trial and disposition of cases of child sexual assault.."This Bill
seeks to implement the recommendations as pant of the comprehensive revision of the
Criminal Code, which has followed from the general review of the Criminal Code by
Mr Michael Murray, QC - now Mr Justice Murray - in June 1983.
An important aim of the Bill is to clarify the issue of consent in the prosecution of people
who commit sexual offences against children. It also proposes to broaden the categories of
people who are considered to be in a position of authority over a child, and provides that they
can be charged with sexual offences against a child under the age of 18 years. Also,
consequential amendments will be required to the Evidence Act and the Bail Act. A
summary of the proposed amendments follows.
Clause 4 defines a child to mean any boy or girl under the age of 18 years, and in the absence
of positive evidence as to age, any boy or girl apparently under the age of 18 years. Clause 5
will create a new offence of showing offensive material to a child under the age of 16 years
with intent to commit a crime. The police and Crown prosecutors have found that adults
sometimes use offensive material to encourage children to commit crimes or to become
victims of criminal acts. This may be pornographic material where a sexual offence is
contemplated but may also concern pictures involving drugs, cruelty or violence.
Clause 6 inserts a special chapter on sexual offences in the Criminal Code. This will bring
together all the provisions relating to sexual offences. This is achieved in the legislation by
grouping together offences relating to victims in particular age groups. Within the section
relating to each age group, there is a range of offences to cover all types of sexual
misconduct in relation to children of the particular age. In each age group category, new
offences have been added as follows -

(1) Engaging in sexual behaviour: This is to cover the case where the accused -

causes the child to sexually penetrate any person;
causes the child to sexually penetrate himself or herself;,
causes the child to have carnal knowledge of an animal.

(2) Causing a child to do an indecent act: This is defined to mean an indecent act
committed in the presence of another or which is photographed, videotaped or
recorded; and

(3) To indecently record a child: This is defined to mean the taking of an
indecent photograph, film, videotape, sound, or other recording.

The definition of the term "to sexually penetrate" has been widened to include penetration of
the urethra and the act of fellatio, while the term "vagina" has been defined to include the
labia majora to make it clear that penetration of the labia is sufficient for the offence of
sexual penetration.
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The new sections 320 and 321 will prohibit sexual abuse of children. Section 320 relates to
offences on children who are under 13, and section 321 relates to offences committed on
children who are between dhe ages of 13 and 16. While the offences in each category are
duplicated in each section, a different penalty range applies for each category and, in some
cases, the penalties have been increased. For example, the offence of indecently dealing with
a child under 13 now carries a penalty of 10 years. The existing penalty under section 189(3)
is seven years. For the 13 to 16 year age category the offence carries a base penalty of seven

yeas. he xisingbas pealy under section 189(1) is four years. Th question of consent
in the case of a victim under 13 has been specifically addressed. Proposed section 319(2)
provides that -

A child under the age of 13 years is incapable of consenting to an act which
constitutes an offence.

Thus, where the victim is under the age of 13 years, it will no longer be possible to defend a
charge on the basis that the victim consented to the sexual act. In addition, the issue of
consent will not be open in relation to sentence. On enactment of this Bill it will no longer
be necessary for the prosecuting authorities to lay a charge of aggravated sexual assault
where the victim is under 13 and was clearly not consenting. All sexual penetration offences
in this category will now be charged under section 320(2) or 320(3). In relation to an offence
of sexual penetration of a child over 13 and under 16, the maximum penalty has been
increased from five years' imprisonment to 14 years' imprisonment. The intention is to
create an appropriate penalty for offences against children who come into this category.
whether the offences are committed with or without the consent of that child.
There have been many complaints about the pressure put on young girls in sexual abuse
cases to make them say that they have consented to the offence. The new section 321 is
designed so that an adequate penalty can be imposed in a serious case without the need to
prove that the child did not consent. Because of the increased penalty, prosecuting
authorities will now be able to charge under the new section 321 where consent is not an
element, thus altering the current practice of charging under section 324E and having to
prove the absence of consent. The intention is to make it clear to the courts that the offence
under section 321 is intended to be of equal gravity to that under section 325. However, in a
case where lack of consent is clearly evident, the prosecuting authority will still have the
option of preferring a charge under section 326 in order to attract the 20 year penalty under
that section. Where a charge is laid under the new section 321, the offence would cover both
consensual and non-consensual acts, but the question of consent would be relevant only to
the issue of penalty. These provisions will considerably reduce the trauma for child
witnesses, and remove any need for questioning them about intimate details of what actually
occurred. In most cases it will be sufficient to prove that sexual penetration or some other
form of sexual abuse occurred to die victim in order to obtain a conviction.
In relation to the 13 to 16 year age group, the new approach means that the offence of sexual
penetration covers a wide range of conduct, all of which is viewed very seriously by the
community, but some of which is considered to be of less gravity. To give some examples:
For a 40 year old man to have sexual intercourse with a 14 year old girl who is not
consenting, a severe penalty would be expected. However, where two young people, say a
boy of 17 and a girl of 15 who had been going out for some time had sexual intercourse,
many people would accept that a penalty at the lower end of the range would be appropriate.
The Bill addresses these problems by reducing the maximum penalty in relation to a victim
aged between 13 and 16 years where the offender is under 18 years, and increasing the
maximum penalty where the child is under the care, supervision, or authority of the offender.
In the ordinary way, the courts will exercise their discretion in choosing an appropriate
penalty within the wider range now available to fit the circumstances of each case.
Proposed new section 321A seeks to address a very serious problem which has arisen in
prosecuting adults who sexually abuse children repeatedly over a period. In most cases they
are children who live in the same household. The problem arises because of the decision of
the High Court in S. v R. - generally referred to as Shaw's case - where a new trial was
ordered in a case in which theme was uncertainty as to the dates and die circumstances
surrounding each of the particular incidents of abuse. The accused was charged with three
counts of carnal knowledge of his daughter. Each count charged one act of carnal knowledge
on a date unknown within a specified period of 12 months. The daughter was able to
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describe die initial act of a sexual kind which the defendant had committed with her and also
die first occasion he had sexual intercourse with her. Her evidence was in general terms and
she could not specify the dates or circumstances of particular acts.
The issues were described by die Chief Justice in the later case of Podirski as follows -

There is no doubt that, in cases such as Shaw and the present case, allegations of
repeated acts of intercourse over an extended period, without sufficient particularity
as to time, place or occasion so as to identify any particular act relied upon to
constitute the offence charged, makes it extremely difficult for an accused to mount a
proper defence.
While the indictment may be regularly framed to allege a particular act of intercourse
without specification of time and place, evidence of a series of acts, any of which
could constitute the offence on the basis that the evidence of the other acts was
admissible as similar fact evidence or evidence of the relationship between the
accused and the complainant, creates a significant problem.
The act relied upon to constitute the offence cannot be identified. Consequently, with
respect to any particular act it cannot be said whether it constituted the offence, or
was part of the similar fact evidence or was otherwise relevant and admissible in
relation to the offence charged.
The situation carries with it a potential for injustice to the accused. It also carries
with it a potential for injustice to the complainant and generally because one effect of
the decision in Shaw's case is that notwithstanding clear and cogent evidence of a
course of conduct involving repeated acts of sexual intercourse in the relevant period,
any one of which could have caused conception, the Crown have found it impossible
to identify any particular act with sufficient precision to enable any one offence to be
charged. This means that unless dhe law is changed there is a possibility that the
more acts of intercourse or other acts of sexual abuse and the greater the length of
time over which they occur, the more difficult it may be to establish that any one of a
series of multiple offences has been committed. Some reform would seem desirable
to cover cases where there is evidence of such a course of conduct.

The Shaw decision has made it very difficult to prosecute a sexual assault case successfully
under the existing law where -

(1) The victim is very young at the commencement of the period of the
violations; and/or

(2) Those violations have occurred regularly over an extended period; and
(3) There is no distinction between the separate violations; and
(4) No complaint has been made for some time after the commencement of the

series of events.
There has been a great deal of criticism of this decision and the new section is intended to
deal with the problems which have been identified. A person is said to have a sexual
relationship with a child under the age of 16 years if that person, on three or more occasions
on three different days, does acts which would constitute particular offences under the
Criminal Code. Such a person will be guilty of a crime. It will not be necessary to specify
the times or the dates or circumstances of the acts.
Because this offence will be used only where the particular offence cannot be established
because of the lack of precision as to the time, dates and circumstances, an indictment must
be approved of and signed by the Director or Deputy Director of Public Prosecutions. This is
to safeguard against abuse of this provision. Proposed new section 322 replaces the present
section 190 of the Criminal Code. The present offence is directed to guardians, employers or
teachers and makes such people who have sexual intercourse with girls under the age of 17
years guilty of an offence.
The Child Sexual Abuse Task Force recommended that tbis section should include teachers,
employers, supervisors, guardians or counsellors and should apply to all children. Rather
than specifying particular classes of people, it is proposed to have a more general offence
committed by people who actually have the child in their care or supervision, or under their
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authority, so that baby-sitter, scout masters, camp supervisors and the like, will be included
in this category. The category of offences that apply to this particular group of offenders has
been extended. These offences are serious because the abuse of the victim is made easier by
the position of trust which the offender occupies in relation to the victim.
New section 322A includes the current law on sexual offences against males aged under 21
years. The new sections 323, 324, 325 and 326 are identical to existing sections 324B, 324C,
3240 and 324E. Because of the proposed definition of "circumstances of aggravation" in
section 319, only the 13 to 16 year old victim category now comes within dhe offences in
sections 324 and 326 to make it clear that the appropriate charge, where the victim is under
the age of 13 years, is under section 320. The definition of circumstance of aggravation has
been extended to include cases where the offender threatens to kill the victim.
New sections 327 and 328 ame new offences and refer to the definlition of engaging in "sexual
behaviour" set out in clause 6 of section 3 19(4). They deal with cases where the offender
compels the victim to either sexually penetrate the offender, a third party, have carnal
knowledge of an animal, or penetrate die victim himself, or herself.
New section 329 reforms the law on incestL The Criminal Code already makes it an offence
to have sexual relations with a lineal relative. In today's society many children are being
brought up in households where there is a step parent or a de facto partner of the parent
living in the household. Children am just as vulnerable to exploitation by such people as
they are to exploitation by blood relatives, and the new provision extends the prohibition on
sexual misconduct to these people. The new section also creates offences of indecently
dealing with children in such cases.
Proposed section 330 applies to sexual offences against people who are mentally disabled or
intellectually handicapped. The section covens not only sexual intercourse, but also indecent
dealing and procuring or encouraging a person to engage in sexual behaviour and the
indecent recording of sexual behaviour. The penalty is morn severe where the incapable
person is under the care, supervision or authority of the offender. This section is intended to
protect such people against exploitation and not intended to prevent diem voluntarily
entering into sexual relationships if they are capable of and wish to do so. Consequently, the
offence is committed only in cases where the person is incapable of understanding the nature
of the act or of guarding himself or herself against sexual exploitation.
Proposed new section 596 will provide a wider range of alternative verdicts. Where a person
is charged with a serious offence, the Criminal Code frequently provides that the person may
be convicted of a less serious offence. For example, if a person is charged with sexual
penetration of a child under 13 years, the jury may be satisfied that indecent dealing
occurred, but it may not be satisfied that there was penetration. The jury can then convict on
a lesser charge. The amendments are intended to ensure that juries can convict on an
appropriate charge, thereby avoiding the possibility of an acquittal on a serious charge and
the need for a further trial on a less serious charge.
Cause 8 will amend the Criminal Code to ensure that the con are generally open to the
public. The circumstances in which the court may be closed have been set out to ensure that,
where appropriate, all or some classes of persons may be excluded from the courtroom or
that publication of the proceedings may be prohibited. It is anticipated that courts will
exercise their discretion to clear the court of inappropriate people in cases where a child is
required to give evidence about a sexual offence against him or her, and aider that if there is
any report of the evidence in the media, the identity of the child will not be disclosed.
One of the problems in a case where a person is charged with a sexual offence against a child
who lives in his or her household, is where the alleged offender will live while the tria is
pending. Clause I11 proposes to amend the Bail Act to ensure that one of the issues which
must be addressed by the person considering a bail application by an alleged offender is
whether a condition should be imposed requiring the defendant to reside at a place other than
die place where the child is living. These orders are sometimes made now, but the judge,
magistrate or justice of the peace is not obliged to consider the issue, and the amendment is
designed to direct the attention of the bail granting authority to that issue.
Clauses 12, 13, 14 and 15 seek to amend the Evidence Act to introduce the corresponding
changes in the Evidence Act that result from these amendments and to extend the protection
to all categories of sexual offences. For example, the rule preventing evidence relating to the
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sexual reputation, the sexual disposition or the sexual experience of the complainant being
brought without leave of the court, is extended to all sexual offences, not just to sexual
assault and indecent assault. Section 38 of the Evidence Act will be repealed. Thai section
dealt with evidence in relation to incest charges and those provisions now appear in the new
section 329(2).
Part 5 of the Bill seeks to amend the Indecent Publications and Articles Act 1902. There is
considerable concern in die community about child pornography. The purpose of this
amendment is to bring the law on indecent articles, pictures, photographs, lithographs and
drawings and films into line with existing law on pornographic videotapes. Up to now there
has been no equivalent for such material to the offence of selling, exhibiting or possessing
child abuse videotapes under the Video Tapes Classification and Control Act 1987.
New section 2A will make it an offence to publish or cause to be published an advertisement
for child pornography. The maximum offence in the case of a corporation is a fine not
exceeding $15 000, or in the case of a person a fine not exceeding $4 000, or imprisonment
for up to 12 months. Similar fines are available for a person who has possession of child

pornoraphy and a person who exhibits child pornography in a public place or a school.
Severe penalties of a $100 000 maximum fine in the case of a corporation, or a $25 000 fine
or five years' imprisonment in die case of an individual, are available for a person who has
possession of child pornography with intent to sell it or supply it to another, or who actually
sells or supplies it to another, or who causes or permits child pornography to be sold,
supplied, or so offered. There is a protection in the section for officers of the Department for
Community Services who ame in possession of the material in the course of their duties.
Police officers and officers of the Crown Law Deparment who am in possession of such
material in the course of their duties are already exempt from prosecution because of their
duties.
Part 6 amend seeks to the Justices Act to include similar provisions on access to the court to
those which are being inserted in the Criminal Code. In general, the courts will be open, but
justices may order all persons or any class of persons co be excluded from a courtroom and
make an order prohibiting or restricting publication of the proceedings.
Part 7 will amend the Video Tapes Classification and Control Act 1987 by transferring to the
Criminal Code the offence of procuring a child for the making of a child abuse video. It also
inserts the protection for officers of the Department for Community Services acting in the
course of their duties to this Act. The eill also contains consequential amendments to other
Acts. The Bill will effect major changes to legislation covering child sexual abuse, and will
strengthen the law by introducing more severe penalties and affording a more comprehensive
scheme to protect children and other vulnerable persons against all forms of sexual assault.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Bradshaw.

FIRE BRIGADES SUPERANNUATION AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

MR GORDON HILL (Helena - Minister for Mines) [7.52 pml: I move -
That the Bill be now read a, second time.

The Bill seeks to amend the Fire Brigades Superannuation Act 1985 and addresses one theme
only; that is, for the fund to comply with the Commonwealth standards under the
Occupational Superannuation Standards Act 1987. Even though the current powers.
functions and actions of the board are in accordance with the standards, thene is a
requirement to reflect these standards in the governing legislation of superannuation funds.
This requirement is to be met by 30 June 1992. Failure. to do so will render the fund a "non-
complying" fund and liable to payment of income tax at the rare of 47 per cent, whereas a
"complying" fund pays tax at the rate of 15 per cent In addition to the general complying
provision, the Act is further wmended to include specific standards which are considered to
be in the best interest of all members. I refer to the requirement that the actuarial report is to
be completed within 12 months of the fund's being reviewed, and the restrictions on the
board from lending to members or borrowing for investment purposes. I commend the Bill
to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Bradshaw.
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RATES AND CHARGES (REBATES AND DEFERMENTS) BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 28 April.
MR CLARKO (Marmion) [7.54 pm]: This Bill is designed to eliminate anomalies which
now occur in die concession scheme for pensioners and senior citizens particularly for local
government rates, water, sewerage and drainage service charges. The Water Authority
charges and those of country water boards vary. The legislation also applies to the Soil and
Land Conservation Act. I gather no application has been made to date in that area, although
I understand from an official that one is likely to be made. However, we should not spend
too much time on that matter. It is important that people realise that they are entitled to
concessions and that this legislation does not interfere with existing concessions. The
Government is wise to allow that situation. I acknowledge chat the Government is tidying up
the matter in order to achieve uniformity. At present only senior citizens can obtain
concessions proportionate to their ownership of a piece of property. Those concessions are
extended to pensioners who part own a property. It is worthwhile to bring those two groups
into line.
An eligible person must apply for the concession within 35 days. One of the few criticisms
which has been widely stated in local government circles is that insufficient time is available
for people to apply for concessions by 1 July 1992. 1 am sure, Mr Speaker, with your mental
acuity you will realise that it is only 35 days from now until 1 July. This is the first time this
legislation has been debated and it will be some time before it passes through this House and
the Legislative Council. That 35 days will decrease to 30 or 25 and the Bill must also be
gazetted. I am sure the Government will not hang on to this Bill for years before that. By
that time it will be June, allowing only a few weeks until 1 July. It is vital that the matter be
given extensive publicity to inform the relevant people in the community to act quickly if
they want to receive those entitlements.
Mr Fred Tubby: Preferably without the Premier's photograph.
Mr CLARKO: On almost every second page of the Government journals I read these days is
a photograph of a Minister talking to a group of people. The journals are becoming a form of
extensive advertising. However, that is by the way. As I said, it is vital that the people
eligible for the concessions know about them. As members are aware, many people in the
community can be informed by way of a story in The West Australian. However, some
people need the material to be put in front of them so that they cannot miss it. In the past it
was possible to make application for concessions throughout the year. However, the
Government has said that that created expensive adminisnrtive procedures, and from now on
applications must be made by 1 July. That does not apply to water boards, which work to a
different year, but it applies to local government and the Western Australian Water
Authority. If people do not apply within 35 days they will miss out for that year. Frequently
women outlive their spouses by about 10 years or more, which is no doubt very good for
them -
Mr Pearce: It is a kind of discrimination which the Parliament can do nothing about.
Mr CLARKO: It is interesting in this country that although women outlive men by 10 years
or more they can receive pensions and benefits of that sort five years earlier. It will be
interesting to see whether Federal Governments, present and future, move down that path of
aligning the two sexes and whether they will settle on an age of 65 which will be a burden to
the ladies or whether they settle on the age of 60 which will advantage the women but
disadvantage the taxpayer.
Mr C.J. Barnett: The member for Kenwick would have to agree with that.
Mrs Henderson: Women work harder than men.
Mr CLARKO: I believe women live longer because they do work harder. The combination
of women having the household chores to do and having other paid employment is increasing
all the time. The Minister will have no argument from me in that regard.
Until now a widow pensioner who had an income earning niece, nephew or a supporter
living with her was prevented from getting the concession. That is to go and that is
desirable. In addition, I am sure that piece of legislation tended to encourage people to wink
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their eyes and do something which was improper. There were many people who probably
did not admit to the appropriate authorities that they had a wage earning relative or friend
living with them. That is not desirable. Therefore. this is an important step. I refened
earlier to the entitled pensioner same time through the year causing all sorts of administrative
problems. The introduction of the new date of 1 July in the two prime cases is a considerable
step forward. However, the new situation which requires one to own and occupy a property
on 1 July will cause heartache for some people. The person who qualifies on the second day
will be left high and dry for one year. There will be downsides to the situation. As I read it,
property changes during the year in regard to one of these entitled persons will have no effect
in the future. They will have to wait until the completion of that year. Because this matter is
fairly complicated, it was a good step by the Government to produce a procedural document
which will be distributed to all interested authorities so that we can have commonality, which
will be important.
I heard someone say that the Western Australian Rates Officers Association is concerned
about this matter but I will come to that later when I quote from a report which was prepared
by the Western Australian Municipal Association. I think it is worthwhile having a look at
what the Government says this legislation will do. I have a summary of five points: First,
this legislation will make eligibility clear and simple; secondly, it will end the numerous
inequities, especially in relation to the part owning pensioner, thirdly, there will be
consistency between the seniors and the pensioners regarding rate concessions; fourthly, it
will establish a uniform treatment by the various administrations and authorities; and, finally,
it will reduce the administrative time of these bodies.
The Western Australian Municipal Association has also put forward major changes that it
sees in this legislation in what I consider to be an excellent table. While there might be a
slight degree of repetition when I advise the House of those suggestions, the document is
very distinctive. The major changes are set down in a document prepared by WAMA and it
will emanate from a WAMA committee meeting of 3 June this year. The document has been
prepared for a meeting on that night. I have an advance copy. It sees the major changes to
the legislation as follows: First, to receive a benefit an owner must own and occupy the
property at the commencement of the financial year and be eligible at that date and no
entitlement will arise during the financial year-, secondly, the partial rebates will be available
whether shared equity schemes apply; thirdly, partial rebates will be available to eligible
pensioners in proportion where they part own the property with an otherwise ineligible
person; and, fourthly, the concessions will apply for a maximum of two years where the
property is unoccupied. I will raise the last point with the Minister at the Committee stage. I
think it is designed to cover the case of a person who is frail aged and who must leave his or
her primary residence. Often in these cases a member of the family will move in and live in
the residence. In some cases, the residence is rented out. However, in the case of the person
becoming ill and not being frail aged, theme is a tendency for those people not to want to
leave their houses in which some of them have lived for 30 or 40 years. They amt often asked
why they do not get rid of the house and they say, "You will carry me out." Regrettably,
many of them do not get carried our. They are taken to some other place such as a hospital
for the elderly and may never return. I do not oppose that but I would like the Minister to
comment on the two year period. I believe that a person who becomes ill because of age
should be entitled to an opportunity to reapply at the end of the two years to return to the
residence, flat person may have been out of the residence for only a couple of years and
should be entitled to move back in and not lose the concession.
The tird point is the manual to which I have referred already. Apparently there is to be a
standardised form which will provide consistency between the local government authority
and the Water Authority. Previously, there was a discrepancy in the forms.
WAMA's paper states that the major disadvantages it has identified are as follows: There is
a very tight time frame to develop administrative and computer systems to handle the
legislative changes. I have referred to that already in a different way. Another disadvantage
is that the costs to councils in implementing the new arrangement can be quite high. It has
been estimated that the City of Perth will need to expend approximately $13 000 to put this
scheme in place. WAMA also says two programs must be printed and two listings of
concessions designed for the people who will get a 50 per cent rebate. A pensioner ratepayer
who paid 50 per cent of his or her rates would complete the requirement and the Governent
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would pay the other 50 per cent. Now, people who have only partial ownership of the
property will pay a proportion which means that, with the computer, the variables must be
added. WAMA also says there is a real need for taining schemes for the staff of those
various bodies.
It believes theme will be a public reaction to the brief period allowed from the publicity for
this new scheme. It outlines five positive aspects of the legislation, although somewhat
differently from me. Firstly, it refers to the faster processing of applications and the fact that
it will no longer be necessary for Treasury to approve special applications. Obviously, this
will iron out the anomalies to which I referred earlier. The report refers to the
standardisation of forms between the local authority and the Western Australian Water
Authority. It refers also to theme being fewer problems in situations where pensioners occupy
premises with other noni-qualifying occupants. That is a positive aspect. The report also
refers to the possibility that the Department of Social Security may assist to verify pensioner
numbers and addresses. l am surprised at that comment, and perhaps the Minister will advise
whether these bodies will have access to Social Security informiation about pensioners. It
might be an intrusion on their privacy, which some people may resent. That issue should be
considered. For the benefit of my colleagues from the magnificent bushland areas of
Western Australia, I indicate that rebates wil be allowed on rural properties in relation to the
residence only, and not for the entire property. I do not know what effect that will have, and
perhaps my colleagues in the National Party will take up that matter. That concludes the
specific points raised in the paper. A seminar was held on 28 April this year when the matter
was discussed, and approximately 50 local government councils from Western Australia
gave their support to the scheme.
I received a letter from the Shire of Busselton, in connection with a letter it had written to the
Premier on 30 March this year expressing concern at the costs involved. The council
expressed concern with regard to information required from Homeswest. The council stated
that it would be a costly process and these procedures could cause delay. I have not seen a
reply from the Premier, but two months ago the Shire of' Busselton was talking about
delaying the matter for 12 months. When I spoke to representatives of the Western
Australian Municipal Association today, they said that many more people supported the
scheme than opposed it, and according to their records the Busselton Shire Council had not
opposed it.
My parliamentary electorate covers two local government authorities - the City of Stirling
and the City of Wanneroo. The City of Wannero considered the report at its meeting on
29 April this year, including the comments to which I referred earlier, probably emanating
from the Western Australian Rates Officers Association, It is concerned about the lack of
lead time available and the cost to local authorities. As a result of this, the City of Wanneroo
resolved that -

Council expresses to the Premier its concerns in relation to the short lead time in
which to implement the provisions of the new Rates and Charges (Rebates and
Deferments) Act.

I believe this is good legislation. I have been told that the additional cost to the State
Government from these changes will be approximately $300 000 a year. The Minister may
confirm that.
This scheme will advantage pensioners and, to a lesser degree, seniors. There is no doubt of
the increasing cries in Western Australia and Australia from seniors for some assistance. I
refer particularly to people who have paid into superannuation schemes or saved their
pennies over a long period, who arm self-funded and arm not dependent on a Government
pension. The Leader of the House will agree that a few years ago this Government
recognised their situation and introduced concessions for seniors. I understand this
legislation was originally introduced in 1966 and, therefore, it was initiated by the Liberal-
Country Party coalition Government of the day. Those steps were taken at that time, and the
present Government took certain steps with regard to seniors a few years ago. Before the
next decade is finished, I think Governments will give increasing support to the self-funded
retirees in areas such as this. Of course, this Government will be gone in the gestation period
of nine months and the Opposition parties will be able to control these matters. However, I
ask the Government to keep in mind the degree of support that should be given to seniors. I
conclude by indicating that the Liberal Party supports the legislation.
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MR AINSWORTH (Roe) [8. 16 pm]: In the great spirit of harmnony and cooperation, the
National Party also supports the Rates and Charges (Rebates and Deferments) Bill for several
reasons, not the least of which is that it tidies up the anomalies in concessions to seniors and
pensioners. It widens the scope of rebates for owners who are part owners of land and,
therefore, it no longer excludes them from being recipients of benefits, which, unfortunately,
happened in the past.
I refer to the administration cost to both local government and the Water Authority. Quite
clearly, the administration cost will be transferred very largely to those two organisations,
and I wonder whether compensation has been considered for those local authorities which
must update computer programs or employ additional staff to take on the extra work? Quite
clearly, local government is as strapped for funds as are all other bodies and costs such as
this, which cannot be recouped from any other source, will add a burden to other ratepayers.
Similarly, questions must be asked about the impact on the Water Authority. The Water
Authority will provide the rebate, but will that impact on the other full charge water users, or
will the cost be absorbed by Treasury in general? I know that only a minimal amount is
involved, but it must have a slight impact.
The mailer alluded to by my colleague in connection with rural consumers is a valid one.
For those people living on a small block of perhaps 100 acres - a hobby farm - who have one
water source for the whole property, it will be difficult to work out the proportion of water
consumption used for residential purposes which would be eligible for the rebate scheme.
Will there be some way of splitting the eligible portion from that which is not eligible? I fear
that in some cases pensioners and seniors may miss out because of the difficulty in
separating the two. Also, how will rebates on the local government rates on such properties
be calculated? Some retirement type properties have a considerably higher rating value than
that attaching to the residence on the property, but the rates apply to the total property and
not just to the domestic dwelling. I do not know whether the Government is concerned about
any aspect of this matter or whether it is covered in the legislation. It is a grey area and some
people who would otherwise be eligible may miss out.
I also raise concerns regarding the time limit for registration. Two time limits will be in
operation. Firstly, pensioners who are part owners must register by 1 July, and that does not
give them much time. A further time limit is the 35 days in which to register from the date
of issue of a notice for payment of a particular account. If that 35 days is from the date of
issue of the notice of payment, it is not necessarily the date of receipt and certainly is not the
due date for payment. The date of issue does not always coincide, even within one or two
days, with the date of receipt by the pensioner or senior. I would prefer the time limit for the
registration to be 21 days, or even 35 days. from the due date for payment of that account
rather than from the date of issue. The existing clause does not give a person 35 days in
which to make a claim. In many cases, particularly in country areas where the delivery of
mail can be a bit slow, that will give people a few days less than the 35 days in which to
make a claim for rebate. These concerns are not intended to indicate lack of support for the
legislation. In fact, we want to see the legislation work properly for the benefit of seniors
and pensioners, and it is good to see that this legislation has been broadened to encompass
people who should have been eligible in the past but were not. The National Party supports
the legislation.
MR PEARCE (Annadale - Leader of the House) [8.22 pm]: I thank members for their
support of the Rates and Charges (Rebates and Deferments) Bill on behalf of their respective
parties. This area has been much attended to by the Parliament over time, and all citizens of
Western Austr-aa would support the principle that people who are in the latter years of their
life should be given as much support by the community as they can be given because often
they must face up to fairly harsh economic circumstances, despite the fact that they may have
had a greater level of wealth for most of their lives. The general principles of the legislation
are respected by all members of the House, and I thank members for that.
It is a bit difficult for me to go through the specific issues raised by members at the second
reading stage, but I can say in general terms that many of the issues raised by the member for
Mannion are accurate and perceptive, and are addressed specifically in this legislation. The
member for Marmion made a number of suggestions about how we could improve the timing
provisions, and I will pass on those suggestions to the Premier to see whether we can
accommodate what the member seeks. I appreciate his suggestion about the need for an
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extensive period of consultation so that people will understand exactly what is meant by this
Bill and will not miss out on their potential entitlements. The suggestion of an education
program is a wise one, although I smiled a bit at chat suggestion because we have been
running education programs for a number of other Government programs and they have been
much criticised by the Opposition. The position in general terms seems to be that when we
run education programs for matters of Government policy, we are criticised by the
Opposition, but when we fall to run education programs, we are also criticised. I guess
Government was ever thus.
Mr Ainsworth: You certainly do not have a 21 day time limit with the northern suburbs
railway line.
Mr PEARCE: I accept that it is short. I might say that as Leader of the House I have made
the point on many occasions that the rate of progress of legislation this year has been at an all
time slow.
Mr Minson: You could try to sic occasionally.
Mr PEARCE: We do. I spent about a week and a half waking up at night sweating and
calling out clauses of the Western Australian Land Authority Bill. That is the sort of thing
that drives Leaders of the House into some kind of mental oblivion, The Parliament could be
a bit more expeditious about a number of these matters.
The member for Marmion raised the question of purple tides.
Mr Clarko: I said I would raise that matter when we debate the clauses.
Mr PEARCE: I am advised that the legislation will provide eligibility for people who have
purple tidles, with the exception that where a rate is deferred with regard to a purple title, the
amount of deferment is to apply only to that section of the title which is purple, if I can put it
in those terms. Perhaps we can cover that at the Committee stage.
The member for Roe referred to some of the timing issues. That relates to the comments that
[ made in response to the member for Marmion, so those comments are apposite also to my
response to the member for Roe. The Government will certainly ensure as pan of its job that
people understand what are their potential entitlements under the legislation. I will ask the
Premier whether a photograph of her should appear on the literature that we will send out
about this matter. I thank members for their support
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Mr Alexander) in the Chair Mr Pearce (Leader of the House)
in charge of the Bill.
Clauses 1ito 4 put and passed.
Clause 5: Eligibility as a senior -

Mr CLARKO: I forecast during the second reading debate chat within the next 10 years,
there will be a significant extension in the eligibility of seniors for various entitlements of
this nature. I understand that the criteria for eligibility are that a person must be over 60
years of age and not in full time employment Are there any other conditions? The clause
provides also that the conditions under which a person may hold a Seniors' Card shall be
determined by the Director of the Office of Seniors'r Interests in the State. That surpnises me
somewhat because I would have thought that the conditions for seniors would principally be
decided by political parties through their policies and that they would in effect inform the
director that the Government intended to widen the eligibility for Seniors' Cards or to give
seniors more concessions and the like. Why was it decided to have a bureaucrat determine
the conditions - with no reflection on bureaucrats, because many of them are great. including
Sir Humphrey?
Mr PEARCE: It is normal practice where an eligibility matter is to be determined that
although the eligibility criteria will in almost every circumstance be set by the Government,
the person who is listed in the legislation is the person who is the head of the responsible
office. I guess the reason is that the heads of the office change less rapidly than do Ministers,
and if one were to put. for example, the Minister for Seniors, because of the various ways in
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which portfolio arrangements ame put together, there may not be consistently be a Minister
who has that specific designation. That principle is applied in many other Acts of
Parliament.
Mr Clarko: Is my definition of seniors roughly the current definition?
Mr PEARCE: Yes, but that may change in the future. One would hope that as time goes by,
that definition will be extended.
Mr CLARKO: At present, the age chosen is 60. A few years ago I was in the United States
and was advised that the age was 55. Ir is incredible that people in the United Stares whom I
regard as quite young can get concessions on buses and the like by saying that they are a
senior. I was also in the United Kingdom with some of these young people, who were
saying, "I am a senior", and I felt a bit jealous. Does the Government contemplate in the
short term a lowering of the age from 60?
Mr PEARCE: No.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 6: State concession cards for persons not otherwise eligible.-
Mr CLARKO: Subclause (3) refers to the Commonwealth Department of Veterans' Affairs.
Do all these provisions relate only to veterans or do they relate also to dependants?
Mr PEARCE: The provision covens dependants.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 7 put and passed.
Clause S: Purposes -
Mr WIESE: This division of the Bill relates to administration requirements. In this regard
shire councils have related some concerns to me because they will be involved in
considerable administrative costs as a result of the implementation of this new measure. I am
aware that the Busselton Shire Council has brought this matter to the notice of the Premier.
Will the Government provide some recompense for the costs incunred by shire councils, for
instance, as a result of changes to computer programs? I understand that the appeal
mechanisms were previously handled by the Theaury and will now be handled by local
government authorities. Has this matter been addressed? Has the Government identified the
administrative costs faced by shire councils?
Mr PEARCE: Thte Government will not take action to recompense the shires for the extra
administration that may be involved. The provision under paragraph (b) outlines the purpose
of die Act to ensure the administrative criteria are kept to a minimum so that no unnecessary
administration will be involved. Rebates and deferments are given already; that is not new.
It merely extends the ambit of those mattem. This is not different from what the councils are
already doing, although it extends the rules somewhat. Appeal provisions have not been paid
previously by Treasury; we have not had any appeal provisions at all. It was an area for
ministerial discretion. This arrangement provides for more extensive appeal provisions.
Almost all of the rate setting mechanisms for local councils are Acts of Parliament. They are
the rules by which local councils operate. Councils then set up their own fundraising
mechanisms, together with the funds from the Federal Government, to cover what they need
to do. That may require some reorganisation of the way councils do things. The intention is
to keep that to a minimum. The intention is also to ensure that the decisions, the
administration, and the fundraising are kept at the local level where they properly belong. If
we reached the situation where every time the State Government sought to change the rules
about who could be charged what we had to provide compensation, we would see the
councils become dependent on the State Government for their administration. Th1e State
Government would then have to find ways to raise funds from local people, which should go
through the local council. That situation would reduce the autonomy of local councils. I am
confident that local councils can deal with this matter with a minimum of fuss,
inconvenience and cost, as they have done in the past. I am also advised that the approach by
the Busselton Shire Council was on the basis ofa misunderstanding about what the Bill seeks
to do. The Premier has replied to that council accordingly.
Clause put arid passed.
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Clause 9: The Treasurer's procedural mnanual, and Ministerial directions -
Mr WIESE: I have been told that the procedural manual runs to 100 pages, and that two or
three weeks ago it was not available. Is the manual available now? Does the document run
to 100 pages? Can the Minister assure me that the administration in this area will be simple,
easy and cheap for the councils?
Mr PEARCE: I am advised that the volume to which the member refers runs to almost
100 pages. Its main thrust is to spell out what the Act does. The Act runs to 62 pages, so the
explanation in fuller terms is not much beyond the ambit of the Act. The document will be
available to the councils within the next few days. It will make clear and simple the legal
language involved in the Act and the administrative procedures that follow. It will help
councils to undertake matters expeditiously rather than the reverse.
Clause put and passed.
Clausesl10and 11put and passed.
Clause 12: Determination may be referred for review -

Mr CLARKO: The 21 day time limit in subclauses (2) and (3) is not a very long time to
allow a person to comply with a request for details and so on, particularly in a State as large
as Western Austraa. Will the Minister consider a longer period, perhaps 28 or 30 days?
Other business arrangements are usually limited by a period of 30 days, such as the time
allowed for the payment for goods.
Mr WIESE: I support the member for Marmion and agree that 21 days is far too short a
period. The authority will be dealing with aged people and pensioners. Members with
experience of older people will be awnm that they have problems dealing with bureaucratic
mumbo jumbo from councils and Government departments. It takes them some time to take
in what is being put before them in letters frm a bureaucracy, which in this case initially
will be the local authority or the Water Authority. Another factor is the delays in the postal
system. Mail from Narrogin is regularly delayed by three or four days. That is something
about which we have been arguing with the Department of Social Security and other
departments which require quick responses from recipients of benefits. It may well be that
mail does not get through. The person who receives the mail is required to respond to the
authority within 21 days and that may cause a considerable problem. How will the authority
know when the letter was received? The member for Marmion mentioned 28 days; I suggest
that 35 days would be a reasonable time in which to respond.
Mr PEARCE: It never ceases to amaze me how the member for Wagin can work through
clauses and come up with all sorts of difficulties which might apply in theory but rarely
apply in practice. The member's suggestion that we make the 21 day period 35 or even
50 days does not change the issue that he raises; that is, we do not know when the item is
received.
Mr Wiese: That does not affect the problem with postal delays.
Mr PEARCE: If we do not know when something is received, it does not matter if it is done
within one day or 21 days after receipt. In these circumstances the best evidence that would
be available would be taken from the person who received it. We might have sonic reason to
doubt someone who claims he did not receive the item for six or seven months after it was
posted.
Mr Wiese: What if the person were not home during the 21 days during which he is required
to respond?
Mr PEARCE: That could happen, but there will be other evidence.
Mr Wiese: Many people in my electorate go up north for the winter and do not come back
until late August. How will the authority know if they did not receive the item until they
returned home?
Mr PEARCE: What is the member asking us to do? Is he asking us to build a rule for people
in his electorate who go up north for extensive periods and do not make any arrangements to
have their mail forwarded or to pay their bills? The people might be old. but on the whole
they are not stupid. They make arrangenments to pay their rates and to deal with the issues
that arise. The best evidence of receipt of an item would be the evidence of the person
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receiving it, and I doubt that that would be disputed. The administrative authority concerned
would make the decision on that. Clause 12(2) provides that the adininiswrative authority can)
change the 21 day period. That period is cumulative because the firt 21 days deals with a
request for further information once die notification is given. If a person is dissatisfied with
the statement of further information he will have a further 21 days in order to effectively
make an appeal. We ame talking about 42 days in all, not just 21 days. I understand the
points the member for Wagin makes about postage, but if he works on the basis that the best
evidence for receipt would be the person receiving it when a person makes a response it is
my understanding of the legal position that the response is legally valid from the time that it
is posted, not when it is received at the other end. Under those circumstances the issues of
postal delays which the member raises are not relevant.
Mr Wiese: The legislation states, "21 days after receipt".
Mr PEARCE: We are dealing with two issues: One is when the letter is sent out, and one
when the letter is sent back. The key point in the sending out is when the letter is received.
Under those circumstances the best evidence that would be available, in most cases, would
be the evidence of the person who received it. Their word would be accepted. On the issue
of the outward passage that the member raised, the postal time does not apply. Neither does
it apply on the return passage, because it is well established in the law - there are hundreds of
cases to that effect - that the time when a matter takes effect is the tine it is posted on the
way back. If the postman hangs on to the letter for three days, the fact that it is posted on a
particular day which is within the 21 day period covens that. The point is not valid for the
legal reasons I mentioned. Nevertheless, I undertake to raise the matter with the Treasurer to
see whether that period might be extended.
Mr AINS WORTH: I reinforce the points made by the member for Wagin. I will not cover
the same ground but will look at one section of the Bill that relates not just to seniors, but
also to those who are very senior. They may be in their eighties or nineties, and when they
are confronted with some problem over their rebates it is unreasonable to expect them to
come to grips with the problem and to provide a response within 21 days. I know from
personal experience with a number of seniors in a retirement village that I visit reasonably
regularly in my electorate that many Government documents that those people receive
confuse and upset them. Probably 30 days or even 45 days would be more applicable for
those people. Certainly the process should not be too long, but it would give those people
more time to respond.
Mr PEARCE: I have given an undertaking to raise this matter with the Treasurer. However,
I remind the member that if the period were to double - for example, if it were 45 days rather
than 21 - it would need to be 45 days for each case. That is, in the case of seeking more
particulars and making an appeal, that would make 90 days or a quarter of the period for
which the rates were being levied. That seems to be excessive.
Mr CLARKO: In my experience, 21 days is a short tme to deal with a matter of
significance. I presume it will not be expected that every second potential claim would be
put before the Ombudsman, and only a relatively few number of cases will be reviewed, If
that is the case the Mlinister should be more flexible. There will probably be more queries in
the early years than in the latter years. In addition, there will be fewer queries due to the
intrinsic natur of this Bill which brings into line what is happening in the different
departments and providing only one manual and one form. That will reduce even further the
number of people involved in appeals. Therefore, changing the time will not affect many
people who think they are eligible.
I have already drafted an amendment hut I do not know the number of days that should be
included. I would be tempted to include 30 days unless the Minister can go one step further,
that is, instead of merely reporting to the Treasurer, he discuss this matter in some detail and
recommend a short extension. If he does that I will not move the amendment.
Mr PEARCE: I am happy to discuss with the Treasurer the views members have raised.
However, it is asking too much of me to accept a member's argument of my own volition.
The Treasurer may have arguments to the contrary. I am not willing to give an undertaking
beyond discussing the matter with the Treasurer. However, if the member is fearful that my
discussions with the Treasurer will not be sufficiently forceful, the answer may tie in another
place' If the outcome of the discussions with the Treasurer are not suitable to the Opposition,
other things can be done.
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Mr WIESE: I thank the Minister for his acknowledgment of our views. Tle authorised
review officer is another matter referred to me by two or three councils. Will every council
and authority be required to appoint an authorised review officer? What qualifications will
they be required to have? Who will meet the costs of the operations of the authorised review
officers?
Mr PEARCE: The member for Marrnion is right. One would not expect a large number of
these reviews, In small authorities where it may not be practicable to appoint an individual,
the authorities could get together and appoint one person to cover half a dozen different local
municipalities.
Mr Wiese: What will happen in country areas whate that person is required to spend half a
day driving to four or five different shires? You get into problems there.
Mr PEARCE: No. It is true that someonec may have to drive to conduct a review, but the
alternative is for the shire to make its own arrangements with a local person or not to have
this kind of appeal system. This appeal system is designed to help people who may be
eligible for these things being duddect that is, to make sure that their circumstances are
properly considered. The Chamber should give its firt attention to the needs of the people
rather than the administrative convenience of the administrators. I do not expect many
problems with this. In fact, if it turns out there are problems amendments will be moved
subsequently in the Parliament. No council will have any difficulty in finding within its own
council or within a group of councils a person who can conduct the small number of reviews
that will arise in their areas without encountering many problems. The cost of the review
will be undertaken by the adminisrative authority.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 13 to 16 pat and passed.
Clause 17: The payment of daims for reimbursement.-
Mr CLARKO: It would be worthwhile if the community could know what are the amounts
currently paid, firstly, for interest on deferments and, secondly, to each authority in Western
Australia. What is the annual reimbursement of the amounts that are rebated? By thai I
mean, whate a ratepayer is entitled to pay only 50 per cent of his rates and councils
progressively submit accounts to the Treasury, which aggregates and pays them whilst
interest is worked out on an annual basis. Can the Minister provide some details about what
is being paid to local governments and on water service charges?
Mr PEARCE: in round figures the amount involved in combined rebates and deferments is
about $14 million a year for pensioners, $14 million for local authorities across the State,
$14 million to the Water Authority and about $2 million for seniors. That is an aggregate of
$32 million.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 18 to 26 put and passed.
Clause 27: To whom land belongs -

Mr CLARKO: Could the Minister repeat his comment on purple tidles? What is the position
regarding a person who has a purple tide? What concessions can they obtain? It may be
more appropriate to deal with this when we debate clause 29 of the Bill. I am referring to a
situation where a person is occupying a unit in a block of units which are owned by an
organisation. When that person first came into the unit he paid so many thousand dollars to
take possession of it and each year be receives a rate account. The lawe Andrew Mats eras
rook up this matter repeatedly on behalf of the residents occupying a block of units adjacent
to the Nookenburra Hotel in Innaloo. In that situation the pensioners involved thought they
were the owners of the units, but their names were not on the title. Therefore, they were
unable to aply for a rebate or defermet 1There may be other people who live in properties
similiar tothat -
Mr Omodei: Like strata tided units.
Mr CLARKO: Iam notsure wherevthey fitinto thescheme of things, but Iam sure that the
Minister's advisers will tell him that people who are pensioners are denied a rebate or

deferment because their names do not appear on the tidle. Has there been any change under
this legislation?
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Mr PEARCE: It is a complicated issue, but in general terms I am advised that people who
live in retirement villages of £hat kind are paying a contribution towards rates and they
receive a subsidy of up to $50 fromn the Department of Social Security each fortnight. They
are not worked into this equation because they are being subsidised elsewhere.
The purple title amrngenment is outlined in clause 44(3). A person who owns property under
a purple title, as die land is owned by persons as tenants in common with undivided shares,
can have rates deferred under the concession scheme and this would represent a liability on
the property as a whole and, therefore, on all other owners. To overcome the problem of
residual liability for rates deferred on a purple tide this provision states that the liability for
rates so deferred attaches only to that portion of the land on which the deferment is allowed.
Mr Clarko: It does not mention purple citles in the Bill.
Mr PEARCE: It does not, but clause 44(3) actually deals with purple titles.
Mr Omodei: What about pensioners who own property which is strata titled?
Mr PEARCE: They ain automatically covered.
Mr CLARKO: I am pleased that purple tides are covered under this legislation because
when I was a new member of Parliament a little old lady in my electorate who lived on the
beachftonc in Trigg visited me once a year and she would go on at great length about purple
titles. I thank the Moinister for his comments about how the Department of Social Security
can assist these people, but my doubts are not fully satisfied. I refer again to the people in
Jnnaloo who put up many thousands of dollars to take up residence in an apartment and they
can remain there until die day they die. The ownership of that group of units is in the name
of a company and the people occupying the units are paying rates to the City of Stirling, but
they cannot get a deferment or rebate. I have not heard one of them say that they receive a
payment from the Department of Social Security. I am happy for the Minister to say that he
has considered these people and has rejected them from being eligible under this clause
because their rates will be covered by the Social Security payment. I ask the Minister to
advise what sort of Social Security payment will cover it and whether it will be for rental
assistance.
Mr PEARCE: It is rental assistance. Under the circumstances where the ownership is
elsewhere the rate liability will also be elsewhere.
Mr Clarko: The problem is that for some reason they are receiving rare accounts.
Mr PEARCE: it is an either/or situation. If they are receiving rate accounts they have an
entitlement to rate relief under this legislation. if that is not the case and they are in a
situation where the owner is being rated they are effectively being taxed by the owner to
make a contribution towards the rates. That would be treated as a weekly rental. If they are
paying rent, they are entitled to rent relief from the Department of Social Security. It is our
belief that these individuals will be covered either way. If the member has a specific concern
about some people who are falling in the gap between these two circumstances, perhaps he
would discuss it with his constituents and come back to me.
Mr Clarko: These people certainly believe they pay rates. I understand that what is
happening is when the accumulated costs which are incurred in a strata title situation are
amalgamated they are given an account for their share. They received a notice which said
that council rates were so much and they paid their share. I gather the notice was not issued
in individual names, but in the name of the company which owned the units. They believe
that they are missing out on a rate deferment-
Mr PEARCE: They should be receiving the rental subsidy which effectively would cover it.
Ar $50 a fortnight they would have $1 250 each year, which should be enough money to
cover the rates. I ask the member to check this situation because often it is the case that these
people receive a rental subsidy and they cannot see it as a rate subsidy. I ask the member to
discuss it with his constituents and if there is still a problem he should come back to me.
Mr WIESE: The member for Marmion referred to rate deferment and to those people who
are eligible for this benefit. However, if the land happens to be farming land there is a
problem in crying to identify the portion on which the house they occupy is located. The
Minister would be awaie that the location could be a 100 or 160 acre homestead block and
the person who lives in the house actually lives on a very small portion of the block - it might
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be one acre or it might be five acres. How do we assess whether a persn who finds himself
in those circumstances would be eligible for a deferment of the rates on a portion of the
block rather than the whole block? How do they go about exercising their right to benefit
under this legislation?
Mr PEARCE: The member is referring to clause 28(2) which provides that the
administrative authority may restrict the concessions in an equitable way for that part of the
rates account relating to the residential use of a property. For example, a person may be
occupying a house on a 2 000 hectare farm which is being farmed by the person's children or
is being leased. In these complex situations a one off arrangement can be made through the
administrative authority which deals specifically with the facts in that case. The member
might also look at clause 27(2) which points out that in certain circumstances the respective
entitlements ame to be apportioned in line with the respective share of ownership, where one
person is eligible and others are not. Between clauses 27 and 28 the member's concerns are
covered.
Mr AINS WORTH: The inister is saying that the determination of the apportionment of
entitlement could be questioned. If the percentage determined was 25 per cent and the
pensioner concerned thought it should be more like 40 per cent, is an appeal mechanism
available to him?
Mr PEARCE: The member has just spoken about clause 28, and as we are presently on
clause 27 1 will reply when we reach clause 28.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 28: Proportionate interests -
Mr PEARCE: The member for Roe raised matters related to this clause under the previous
clause. This clause sets out the proportion of interest and the way in which it is to be
calculated. The processes laid down in this clause cover 90 to 95 per cent of cases. In other
cases the administrative authority has the flexibility to make an assessment. If a person is
aggrieved we must return to clause 12 where we argued about the time. A person can appeal
under that mechanism. I move -

Page 35, after line 21 - To insert the following subclause -

(3) Notwithstanding that a person may be both an eligible pensioner and an
eligible senior that person, pursuant to section 32(4), must elect under which
basis of eligibility the entitlement of that person is to be registered, and where
any land is to be treated as belonging -

(a) to an applicant and the spouse of an applicant; or
(b) to a number of persons,

the maximum rebate allowable in respect of a prescribed charge on that land
for any charged period shall not exceed 50 per cent regardless of the basis of
eligibility of either spouse or of any of those persons or of the manner in
which it is apportioned.

This amendment is self-explanatory; it is designed to cover the circumstance where a person
may be treated as an eligible pensioner or senior and provides the ability to elect which they
want to be.
Amendment put and passed.
Clause, ats amended, put and passed.
Clause 29 to 31 put and passed.
Clause 32: Registration -

Mr WIESE: At what stage does a person register who was not eligible to do so at the
beginning of a financial year but became eligible to do so during the year? Is a person who
was not eligible at the beginning of a year able to claim eligibility at any stage during the
year, bearing in mind that such a person may be needy, unemployed or for some other reason
very much in need of the assistance of this legislation?
Mr PEARCE: If a person is not eligible at the beginning of a rating year he or she does not
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become eligible until the beginning of the next rating year. T7hat may sound a bit arbitrary,
but I do not see that that matter can be dealt with in any other way.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 33 and 34 put and passed.
Clause 35: Change in dircumstances of registered person -

Mr CL.ARKO: If a pensioner sells a house half way through a year does the new owner have
to pay normal charges for the balance of the year? Subclause (4) states that if a person's
assets increase that person ceases to be eligible under this legislation. Perhaps they have won
lorto. Do I take it that if a person's eligibility changes for some other reason they are taken
off the register? Can a person be removed from the register duing the year or is this
legislation designed to deal with people from 1 July only? If, for instance on 2 July a person
ceased to be a pensioner and was no longer eligible I take it that would make no difference to
what that person paid that year.
Mr PEARCE: One might call this the lotto provision; if a person won lotto they would still
retain their rebate benefit on any prescribed charge which had been allowed previously, If,
for example, a person were to sell a house on which rates and charges had already been paid,
presumably the real estate agent would make an apportionment between the vendor and the
purchaser. If a person sold a property and cook the rebate for the year there would be no way
the local authority or the Water Authority could charge the purchaser the full rate for the
remainder of the period. However, that is a grey area. In practical terms the person would
get the benefit of the rebate.
Mr CLARKO: So if a millionaire bought a house halfway through the year on which the
rates were usually $500 and the pensioner had paid half would the purchaser pay only half of
the $250 paid by the pensioner subject to the rebate on the property for that 12 months?
Mr PEARCE: Effectively, that is correct, because the local authority charges the rates at the
beginning of the year, as does the Water Authority. In those circumstances when the
millionaire bought the property he would pay the pensioner the proportion of the rates paid in
advance. That would be sorted out by the real estate agent. However, no mechanism exists
whereby the local authority could say to the millionaire, "You are not a pensioner, you are a
millionaire so you must pay us the difference." No legal basis exists for doing chat.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 36 to 39 put and passed.
Clause 40: Rebates to registered persons -

Mr CL.ARKO: Subclause (5) refers to seniors receiving a rebate of 25 per cent on their water
service charges "up to such limit as is prescribed". What is the limit?
Mr PEARCE: The amount has not been prescribed for forthcoming years. An amount was
prescribed for the previous year in the old seniors legislation, but I do not know what it is,
Mr Clarko: But is there still a limit?
Mr PEARCE: No. Under the old legislation there was a prescribed limit. No limit has yet
been prescribed for this legislation.
Mr CLARKO: So if a 61 year old multimillionaire applies for a Seniors rebate for his water,
sewerage and drainage charges, does the limit relate to the fact that he is a multimillionaire?
Is that the heart of the issue?
Mir PEARCE: No, it is not. The issue is how much his rates are.
Mr Clarko: So if the rates are $ 100 000 he could get a rebate of 25 per cent on only the
prescribed amount?
Mr PEARCE: That is right. The intention of the prescribed limit in this case is to cover the
situation the member for Marmion has raised. If someone is massively wealthy and has a
huge property he should not be rebated for the whole of that but he could get the rebate for
the small amount that ordinary people can get.
WrCLARKO: Ilthink it would beusefu~lto usto have some guidance asto that limit
because the Government might strike too low a limit. We on this side of the Chamber might
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believe it should be set at a higher figure because time has passed and the limit might not
have been increased. As pointed out by the member for Roe, if a person owns a country
property of 100 acres with a house and is too old to farm the property, it would be important
for him to know what that limit was. While we may not wish to do something about the limit
right now, we should all keep it in mind if it has not been changed. The Government is
bringing in new legislation - for which I commend it - and therefore it is appropriate that we
consider this. I am not seeking to embarrass the Leader of the House about what the amount
might be but I believe the matter needs further attention.
Mr PEARCE: That may well be true. I am advised that the prescribed amount was in the
order of $100 but it had not been changed for some years.
Mr Clarki,: Will you approach the Treasurer and ask her to reconsider the figure?
Mr PEARCE: The intention is to reconsider it. That is, a new figure will be prescribed when
the legislation goes through, on the basis of assessing this.
Mr Clarko: Will it be done by regulation?
Mr PEARCE: I assume so, but I ami not sure it will be up for disallowance. Certainly it
could not be substituted by an Act of Parliament. I will discuss with the Treasurer the way in
which she proposes to prescribe the amount and ask her to indicate what that amount might
be.
Mr Clarko: I am asking you to encourage her to set a relevant figure.
Mr Pearce: I will ask her to set a fair limit.
Mr AINSWORTH: The Minister said that the prescribed charge would be by way of
regulation. Is it definitely the intention that it would be prescribed by way of a regulation
which would then be subject to disallowance by the Parliament, or is it something that could
not be disallowed?
Mr PEARCE: All regulations are subject to disallowance by the Parliament but not subject
to change in the Parliament. For instance, if we were to set the limit at $100 -

Mr Ainsworth: I wanted to make sure it would be brought in as a regulation that was capable
of being disallowed.
Mr PEARCE: That is right, but I warnt to draw the member's attention to the fact that if we
prescribed a new limit of $200. for instance, and the Parliament thought it was too low and
disallowed it, it would go back to $100 or there would not be a prescribed limit at all. The
Parliament cannot change a regulation, it can merely disallow a regulation.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 41 to 43 put and passed.
Clause 44: Deferred payment of rates by eligible pensioner -

Mr AINSWORTH: This question would probably arise only very rarely. It relates to the
process by which deferment can apply and become a charge on a piece of real estate. In
some small, remote country towns the value of a piece of real estate may not be particularly
high if a property deteriorates and land values fall. For example, in some of the small towns
in my electorate one can buy a vacant quarter acre block for $50, and it would not be worth a
great deal if it had a rundown house on it.
Mr Pearce: That is covered under clause 47.
Mr AINSWORTH: If my question is applicable to a later clause in the Bill I am happy to
have the answer then, but in the event that the accrued deferral is greater in value than the
realisable value of the land at the point of death, does the local authority or the Water
Authority pick up the loss, or what happens? Also, is there a cutoff point whereby the
authority can say that a landowner cannot keep deferring his rates because he has built up an
amount of deferrals equal to the current value of the property, and if he keeps living for
another five or 10 years the local authority will be in debt?
Mr PEARCE: The mechanism under clause 47 is that if the local authority works out that
the amount of rates deferred is greater than the potential value of the property it can decline
to accept further deental and make people take a rebate. So the mechanism would become
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rebate rather than deferral in those circumstances. If a local authority miscalculated and
allowed somebody to build up deferred rates greater than the value of the property, the local
authority would carry the cost of that miscalculation.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 45 to 52 put and passed.
Title put and passed.
Bill reported, with an amendment.

SUPPLY BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting.
MR MINSON (Greenough) [9.30 pmj: Yesterday afternoon I listened with some interest
as my new leader made comments about poverty in this State, and some of the factors which
led to the situation we face. Tonight, I direct my comments to the area of health in Western
Australia.
I was astonished coming to work this morning to hear the Minister for Health in Western
Australia speaking on the radio from Melbourne from the Australian Hospitals Association
and the Australian Private Hospitals Association rally. The Minister was extolling the
virtues of the system proposed by those two organisations, which is outlined in a document
titled 'Operation Hospital Survival". This is an excellent document, yet I was astonished to
hear the State Minister for Health extolling the virtues of the document as a guest speaker at
the rally. I was further astonished upon entering the television room to see the Minister
further extolling the virtues of this proposal and bagging Medicare on television.
Some time last year a motion was before the Chamber which encompassed those very
matters of private heath insurance and private health care and the shortcomings of Medicare
and the Federal Minister. However, an amendment to the motion removed reference to those
matters and new words were substituted. Neither the Minister nor the Government was
prepared to support the original motion. The Minister certainly said that he was not prepared
to accept anything resembling a censure of the Federal Minister for Health. However, I have
some sympathy for what the State Minister has to say about Medicare; my views on that
subject are no secret to members in this place. Although I have sympathy for the Minister, I
am afraid that Medicare's shortcomings and the attitude of the Federal Minister, and his
obvious shortcomings, do not absolve the State Minister for Health or the State Government
from responsibility for the mess in which health delivery is in in this State.
It does not hurt from time to time to recap some of the horror stories coming out of the
Western Australian health system. I have spoken in this House on a number of occasions on
health issues, and I have refrained from giving a shopping list of horror stories. I have
proceeded on the assumption that everybody watches television, reads the papers, or knows
someone who is the victim in such stories. It has reached the point where most people have a
friend or a relative who has been part of a health care horror story, or has had personal
experience of one. That was not the case five years ago. I will take a nrip around the
metropolitan area in relating these stories, and I will travel out to country areas also. I shall
not spend much time doing so, but it will bring to the House's attention the stare of health
care in this State. Some stories may be familiar to members.
I refer members to a recent article in the local Press regarding a 26 year old person who was
intellectually disadvantaged and was suffering from septicaemia. The patient was taken to
Royal Perth Hospital late at night yet was not seen by the appropriate person until 9.00 am
the next day. That kind of delay is often spoken of.
I have heard many complaints about Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, but I do nor want my
comments to be regarded as reflecting on any board member or any member of its
administration staff;, I reflect on the situation as it exists in this State. I am not apportioning
blame in any way to hospital administrations because I am not in a situation to do so.
However, I can say that the State Government has a constitutional responsibility - especially
the Minister who usually sits in thre position opposite, which unfortunately is unoccupied
tonight - to ensure that health care delivery is available to all Western Australians. I spoke
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in 1988 as an election ploy for the 1989 election. The Government did not consider the
report, which recommended what should have been built. It went ahead and built what was
politically expedient at die time and rather than build the-whole hospital, it built half of it.
Members who examine the history of Mandurab Hospital will find that that is the truth. The
Government built only half of it. When will it get around to building the other half?
Mr P.J. Smith: I'll bet that that is t story of every hospital. Funds are expended as they are
needed.
Mr MINSON: No, die Government did not follow the report that recommended the way it
should have proceeded with that hospital because it was not politically expedient to do so at
that time. It built half of it because it was politically expedient; so that it could announce that
Mandurah was going to have a hospital in time for the 1989 election. Fortunately, it lost
down there.
Mr Read: It is my electorate and I won.
Mr MINSON: Yes, but it lost Mandurali. The hospital was built for votes in Mandurah and
the member for Murray knows that as well as I do. I will move on because I am getting
bogged down in the Mandurah Hospital and meningitis.
Mr Read: You visited there two days after the Premier.
Mr MINSON: No, I was there about 10 months ago.
Mr Read: You were due to visit fairly recently.
Mr MINSON: I was going to visit about two weeks ago.
Mr House: That is the longest speech the member for Murray has made in three months.
Mr MINSON: I return to Perth and the Mt Henry Hospital. Elderly patients at that hospital
are being showered every second day instead of every day and it is causing considerable
distress to them and to their families. I guess most members would have read the newspaper
the day before yesterday which referred to waiting lists for heart surgery in Perth.
Apparently die number of those waiting has doubled in the past few months because people
who had bypasses a few years ago are coming back to have their bypass operations repeated.
I understand that that should have been foreseen.
There are other areas in the Health Department, not only the area of health delivery, that I
believe need attention. I received a petition on the day that the waste trucks arrived outside
Parliament House. Fortunately, they did not do a stocktake on the site! But they delivered to
me a petition which related to increases in septage disposal costs. I cannot remember the
percentage, but I think they had experienced approximately 300 or 400 per cent increases in
the last three or four years. Those sorts of increases are closing industries and preventing
new ones from opening. They are causing considerable problems for people who have septic
tanks and who cannot afford to have waste trucks to do their cleaning. That is quite a worry
for some councils because septage. is now being allowed to spill into gardens thus causing a
health problem.
Only yesterday, I was contacted by the developers of a tavern in Mundaring who put forward
a sad story of being pushed around by the bureaucracy. They want to build a tavern.
However, there is no sewerage on the site. They then decided to put in a plan which was
knocked back because the leach drain was either too big or too long. They then suggested
that they would put in a storage tank. However, that was knocked back. Following the
passage of legislation in this place not all that long ago to legitinmise the new sewage
treatments to replace septic tanks in the sort of soil in which leach drains cannot be used, the
developers put in a submission to have the development proceed using a biocycle process.
However, despite this Parliament passing that legislation a few months ago, that also was
knocked back. The meason given was that a new scheme was going through which,
incidentally, the shire does not want, and the shire said that if the developers put in the
biocycle plant they would not want to join the new scheme which everyone has to join to
make it economically viable. The proponents of the tavern said that they would give a
written, cast iron guarantee that they would join the scheme when it was put through, but
until then they wanted to get on with the project and put in a biocycle unit. However, that
was all to no avail. The development was knocked back again and now they cannot obtain
an answer from the Health Deparment. People have these problems with the Health
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Department from health delivery and environmental health through to liquid waste. I do not
think that is good enough.
I have often put forward a fairly simple cure from the Federal point of view, but I have also
pointed out that the State Minister for Health can do some things here to introduce
efficiencies into die Health Department. I have often talked about putting the Hospital Linen
and Laundry Service out to private tender. I have spoken about the cost of painting, cleaning
and gardening on hospital sites and in die hospital system generally. It is interesting that
hospitals in the metropolitan area of New South Wales save approximately $60 million a
year with reforms of this nature that have been put in place in that State. It is also interesting
to note that that was done with few problems with staff because an adequate redundancy
package was provided and staff were given the opportunity to forn themselves into
companies. .and partnerships to do thik own work. It turned out that everybody was better
off. Some took redundancy and some became self-employed. The hospital saved
$60 million.
While I am on the subject of efficiencies, I was disappointed to see that a join: hospital
venture at Bunbury has been scrapped although the private hospital involved, St John of God,
still wants to continue with it. However, the State Government did not want to continue
discussions along that line. I was disappointed about that because I was involved in some of
the early discussions which precipitated die idea.
One of the things that disturbs me most is the fact that the Premier comes in here and tries to
tell us great things about a revolting little document that was sent all over the place. I call it
"revolting" because it cost $25 000 of taxpayers' funds. How many people who ned hip
replacements could be walking around with new hips if the Premier had not put out that
electioneering document? It is not good enough. I ask further how much that little tea party
which was held a week or two ago on the Esplanade cost, which everyone on the opposite
side of this place seemed to think was such a great exercise? How many people could have
had their pain and suffering relieved if that $750 000 bad been ploughed into the health
system? The Labor Parry tr-aditionally prides itself on looking after the underdogs, people in
trouble, the underprivileged and social welfare recipients. However, this Government is
shameless. It was interesting that my friend, John McGlue, wrote an article saying that the
Liberal Party was on unfamiliar ground when its members referred to these sorts of things
and that subsequent speakers would not follow this line. I will definitely be following up
these matters because the record of the Government is pitiful.
MR HOUSE (Stirling) [10.00 pmn]: I shall make a short contribution to the debate on the
Supply Bill because it is important that a number of issues be raised in this House which
affect the money appropriated by the Government to run this State. It is a time when we put
on the record the things we believe are important. The member for Greenough has just made
a very interesting and informative speech to the House about the health system in this State.
It is frightening to look at the problems faced by people who need surgery and medical
attention, particularly those living in rural areas who must travel long distances to visit a
doctor. I was disappointed and annoyed to hear the Federal Minister for Health claim that
this country had too many doctors and that he would take steps to reduce the number. He
indicated that he would restrict the number of doctors coming to Australia from overseas. I
do not know how many doctors; practising in rural areas are from other countries but I
suggest that the percentage is high. They do a good job in rural areas and those areas would
be severely disadvantaged, firstly, if the number of doctors from overseas were reduced and,
secondly, if the number of graduates trained at our universities were reduced. A system
should be set up whereby a certain percentage of medical graduates are licensed to practise in
rural areas. I have beard people say that that is nor democratic and that people should not be
forced to go to certain places. However, country people pay taxes at the same rate as other
people and a percentage of those taxes is directed towards educating those students.
Therefore, country people deserve a fair shake of the services provided not only in the
medical field but also by Governments generally. Certainly, the hospital and medical care
needed in rural areas, together with education, amr probably the most important of the
problems country people face.
Governments should be very careful that they do not cur services to rural areas. While
efficiency should be our aim, that efficiency should not be introduced in such a way that it
will disadvantage the user of the service. Governments have a responsibility to provide
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services, and that is die whole point of the Supply Bill. Itris also about the management of
our resources, and the way the Government manages the money supplied and applies it to the
spread of problems in this State. To that end, the biggest problem at the moment in the area I
represent is unemployment, particularly for young people. It is very sad to see so many
young people leaving school, tertiary education, and semiskilled jobs where they have
completed an apprenticeship, who are unable to continue in a worthwhile occupation or, in
many cases, in any occupation at all. Many young people now seem to consider going on the
dole to be a reasonable expecration. If the Government needs to do anything to help people
in this State, it is to make sure they have a job which is meaningful and provides then with a
future and security for their families and themselves, and which allows them to look with
some confidence towards being a productive member of our society. The current rate of
unemployment is not acceptable, and the Government should be far more constructive in
initiating schemes to reduce the number of unemployed. Probably the most important aspect
is to make sure that Western Austraia has a healthy economy that creates jobs in the
traditional areas, before dreaming up new schemes for job creation. The Government should
make sure that the businesses which formerly employed people, such as small manufacturing
industries, are given a fair break so that they can once again provide employment
opportunities for young people. It is no good the Government puffing money into TAFE and
tertiary systems, and producing people with skills, if it cannot provide them with jobs once
they are trained. It is interesting that many young people are leaving rural areas to go to the
city. We need to look at the deployment of skills and to ensure that they can find jobs in
rural areas. The Government can initiate industrial parks and fast track business schemes
and provide incentives for businesses to establish themselves in rural areas.
Mnother large group in the community that relies on the appropriation and distribution of
funds by the Government is the senior citizens in our society who retire - nowadays many of
them still in their fifties - to rural areas for one reason or another. Many people leave their
first career in their fifties to seek employment in other areas. We must devise a properly
thought out, well organised way of keeping these people productive in the community.
Many have highly developed skills which they no longer wish to use full time, but which
could be used on a part time basis. We should make sure that they can play a productive role
for the next generation, and OWa they are able to contribute to society in an appropriate way.
As they get older they need the resources of Governent, specifically the medical resources,
to which I referred earlier, and the home and community care service which is a very good
scheme for rural people. At the moment it is a very inequitable scheme, because in some
areas it is funded on a far higher per capita basis than in other areas. We need to get back to
a base formula that applies HACC funding on a standard per capita basis to obtain a better
distribution of the funds. I have found when talking to the people who run the HACC service
in my electorate that most work for double the number of hours for which they are paid.
Also, many people work for the HACC service on a voluntary basis because they are
interested in providing entertainment and assistance to the people who need it. The service
can be expanded, and we must make sure that we get a fair shake from the Federal
Government as well as from the State Government. Retired people who live in country areas
are disadvantaged in many ways, compared with those who live in the city. In many country
areas no public transport is available and, therefore, retired people must use their own
vehicles and pay fuel costs to access the services they need. The Government should
introduce schemes to encoutrage retired and elderly people to live in rual area, and help
them to stretch their scarce resources sufficiently to give thenm a good quality of life. We
must make certain that we encourage retired people to remain in the areas where they have
worked rather than move to the metropolitan area. Many of those people would be happy to
be retrained in other occupations and in that way they could contribute in some areas on a
part time basis. Access to TAPE and the people who deliver that service is also important.
Under t provisions of this Supply Bill, the Government appropriates money for sewerage
works in some rural areas. Currently, in most small country towns shire councils are asked
to provide a percentage of that funding. In most cases they are asked for one third of the
total funding needed. I am aware that negotiations are carried out in some areas and the
formula is varied. The town of Denmark has reached the stage where there is a desperate
need to upgrade the sewerage system. The old mra of the town needs to be upgraded, and
the new mra needs a completely new system. The total cost of that system is beyond the
resources of local goverrumentL Were those people living in the city, the local authority
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would not be asked to contribute at the same rate. It is unfair to ask people to contribute
twice; in other words, through rates to the Water Authority and through local government
rates. People in country areas are being hit by a double whanmmy. That is very unfair.
Sewerage systems should be taken over by the Government in total, not just for health
reasons but also to protect the environment. The septic tanks or sewerage systems in the
town of Denmark are overloaded and are seeping into the rivers and streams and into Wilson
Inlet and polluting that area The Government should make it a priority to fund sewerage
works in rualA areas and to take over the cost and administration of those works through the
Water Authoirity and not impose that cost on shire councils.
The Water Authority and the State Energy Commission argue that people in country areas
should pay the full cost of connection to the Water Authority or SEC system. We have
reached the stage where the metropolitan area has grown to such an extent that the
Government admits that we need to decentralise, yet the moment that people go to live in
rural areas they are slugged enormously for the provision of basic facilities that would be
available to them in the metropolitan area at low cost. To give an example, an SEC
connection on a normal suburban block in the metropolitan area costs $200 to $400.
However, if a person builds a home on a new block on the outskirts of Mount Barker,
Denmark or Albany, he finds himself with an SEC connection cost of $20 000 or $30 000.
Over the last few weeks, a number of examples have been given to me. The highest cost was
$27 000, and there were many examples of people being asked for contributions of $5 000 to
$7 000. That represents an enormous cost for a person who is building his first home and
comprises a high percentage of the total cost of that borne. The same so-called headworks
charge is being applied by the Water Authority. It is called the "user pays system", and it is
damned hard to argue about it when one argues with bureaucrats, mainly because
Governments say that is the way they will do it. That is disadvantaging country people, and
it is simply not fair when we must all admit that the greatest amount of the wealth of this
State is generated in rural areas. It is not fair that the people who work on the farms and in
the mines and who pay their taxes have to pay more than do people in the metropolitan area
in order to be provided with basic services. That sort of burden forces people to stay in the
city and contributes to the pool of unemployed in the metropolitan area. We must address
these problems in a meaningful way. We must establish a formula whereby services can be
provided in rurn] areas without impacting so greatly upon people that they cannot afford to
pay for them.
[turn now to the allocation of resources to the tourism industry. The Western Australian
Tourism Authority has become top heavy. It is evident from last year's figures that the
authority is one of the best pyramid structures that I have ever seen a group of bureaucrats
build anywhere. People who are operating tourism outlets in rural areas and who are
delivering the services at the coal face are being starved of funds and resources. The small
tourist bureaus at Albany, Mt Barker and Denmark are suffering and have had their budgets
cut in real tenms. However, the centralised tourism authority has had an increase. I believe
we all agree that tourism is a growth industry that brings into this country a lot of overseas
money. The industry creates a lot of employment, and we should foster it. Enormous
amounts of dollars come into this State from that industry, but we will not get a proper return
and value for the resources that we provide to the tourism industry if we keep all those
resources in the metropolitan area. I urge the Government to look seriously at the operations
of the Western Australian Tourism Authority to ensure that a greater percentage of its
funding is directed towards the smaller tourism outlets in rural areas so that they can properly
deliver their services. An increasing number of people are accessing tourist information in
country towns to find out where they can stop for a bed, where they can get a meal, or where
the local tourist sites are situated. There is an increasing demand for those services, and we
must ensure that we allocate sufficient funding to those tourist bureaus and that the funding
is distributed around Western Australia and is not centralised in metropolitan Perth. We
should encourage tourism in this State and ensure that it is fostered properly.
I turn finally to the meat inspection service and to what is a gross over regulation of the
killing and abattoir industry in Western Australia by the imposition of the new health
regulations in rural areas. A number of small country abattoirs have closed down because
they cannot afford to continue to pay what is known as the hot meat inspection service and to
upgrade their facilities to the standard that is required of them by the Health Department.
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The standards that am demanded by the health authorities in this Stare for killing stations or
abattoirs are so far above what would normally be expected that it is just ridiculous. We
have established standards in this State that have put us at world high levels. That is
completely unnecessary. There is not and never has been any indication of health problems
in these abattoirs, and there has never been any suggestion that we need to go to those
lengths to protect people's health or to maintain the standard of meat. However, a group of
bureaucrats has decided to impose on people this severe system, and I can tell members that
people are suffering. The hot meat inspection service falls into the same category. There is
nothing wrong with a cold meat inspection service in a small abattoir. Indeed, it is efficient,
cost effective and provides the same level of service and protection to the customer. We
have now had a ridiculous standard imposed upon us.
That standard is equally as ridiculous as the Health Department's water inspection service,
whereby small rural holiday farms and roadhouses must have their water tested on a monthly
basis and have to pay an exorbitant fee to the Water Authority for that test. That standard
cannot be met and complied with by the normal town water supply service in rural towns. It
is a nonsense to impose that sort of cost on people who are trying to develop a business.
Unless we stop that sort of bureaucratic nonsense, we will strangle small country abattoirs,
and also tourism outlets that provide bed and brealkfast and farm stay holidays, and
roadhouses. We must reign in the bureaucrats who have gone completely out of control and
ensure that we turn around that sont of nonsense. I urge the Government to take cognisance
of that matter and to take a more commonsense approach to what I believe is a serious
problem.
MR BLOFFWITCHl (Geraldton) [10.20 pm): I rise to talk about the Supply Bill and an
reminded that when I saw the last Budget the State debt was $11 billion. I hope that when I
see the next Budget, the State debt will have been reduced The State's total gross revenue is
$5.4 billion or $5.5 billion, so the State owes twice as much money as it ears in revenue, If
a business turned over $1 million but owed $2 million. not only would it be insolvent but
also it would be wound up. We must address that issue in order to get back our financial
credibility in the world. I hope that matter will be addressed in the next Budget.
I turn now to some organisations in my area that have not been adequately catered for, and
will start at the bottom end of the scale with the people who are the least advantaged and the
most desperate. Our women's refuge had its funding cur back during the year. The sexual
assault group had the funding for its psychologist removed. They then received an allocation
of 50 per cent for a psychologist. Of course, in country areas, 50 per cent for a psychologist
is like saying that we will never get one because we cannot get people to move to country
areas for half a salary a year. This system may be convenient in the metropolitan area where
people have an opportunity to work on a time share basis, but in country areas it is virtually
impossible. It is also difficult to attract people from the Eastern States or from Perth to take
positions in country areas.
Like all hospitals in the State, the Geraidron Regional Hospital faces a funding crisis. I
noticed in tomorrow's edition of The West Australian that the Minister for Health recently
had a fairly torrid session with the Fedra Government. Comments were made about tax
rebates and other incentives to encourage people to take out health cart. Similar proposals
are contained in the Frghtback package of which the Government has been very critical. It is
ironical that the policies of opposing parties end up taking the same path. The Geraldton
Regional Hospital had a deficit of $500 000 last year. The Government funded that deficit,
but some uncertainty still exists because the hospital operates with minimum staff and bed
levels. Thirty six beds have been closed at the hospital, and whether the hospital will receive
funds next year is in doubt. The health services requirements were well explained by the
Opposition spokesman on health matters, the member for Greenough. We may have reached
the stage where we may not be able to service Geraldton or the mid west regions. The
Geraldton Resource Centre also faces a crisis. it needs funding for a financial counsellor.
The centre has experienced a 40 per cent increase in clientele as a result of unemployment in
the town. Increased pressure is placed on the centre but no extra funding has been provided
to compensate in these troubled times.
The Police Force in (Jeraldton also faces problems. We have two community policing agents
who do a splendid job, particularly with youth and with the minority groups in the town who
on occasions cause problems. These officers liaise between the Police Force andI the
06702-11
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community. They also work with the elderly people and the less fortunate in die community.
One of the women officers has been on sick leave for two months, and we are not sure when
she will return. Another woman officer is pregnant and will be leaving work in tinee
months. At this stage we have no replacements. These factors must be considered,
otherwise we will be without two police officers for nine to 12 months. This is an area in
which people are needed so it is cridical that something be done. I urge the Premier to
consider the problem.
One of the most pressing issues brought to my attention is the lack of trade that Geraldton
and the surrounding region receives from the mines at Leinster, Mt O'Keefe and the various
areas in that part of the State. We desperately need a bitumen road between Leinster,
Sandstone, Mt Magnet and Geralton. I know that the authorities in (3eralton are doing a
lot of work. I also know that the Main Roads Department is looking at this situation. The
community considers a bitumen road to be of the highest priority at this stage. I will be very
disappointed if in the next Budget provision is not made for the Main Roads Department to
seal that section of road. It is pleasing to note that the Liberal Party's policy provides for a
road to be sealed north through Wiluna from Geraldton and out to the mines, which will
make that area of the State as competent as the southern regions. These top grade roads are
necessary to assist development in the area, and I am sure that the Government will support
such a development.
Another concern of the people of Geraldton relates to the Batavia relics. Mr Max Cramer
discovered the Batavia artefacts 40 kilometres off the coast of Geraldion. With his
permission most of the artefacts were taken to Perth for restoration, and he was given an
undertaking that they would be returned to Geraldton. As a result of his discovering the
artefacts large parts of the Batavia were discovered intact in the water, and I understand the
stem of the ship has been restored and is on display in Perth. Despite many requests to return
the artefacts to Geraldton, and the community's undertaking to provide suitable premises, the
Moinister has steadfastly refused to allow it to be returned from where it was first taken. This
is completely opposite to trends in the rest of the world with regard to artefacts. As a result
of world pressure, countries such as Mexico and Spain where wrecks have been found have
returned artefacts to the countries from which they originated. In that same spirit some
arrangement should be made so that at least a reasonable proportion of these relics, if not all
of them, is returned to Geraldton. They would form an extremely interesting focal point in
the region. Many Dutch sailing ships were wrecked off the Abrolhos Islands and ane part of
the history of Ceraldton.
Mr Bradshaw: The Dutch are building a replica of the Batavia in Holland.
Mr BLOFEWITCH: Yes; several of our townspeople have been to see it. It has been
proposed to build a small replica of the Batavia in Geraldton. We have the plans and the
expertise, and many of the local service clubs ame looking at becoming involved in this
project. The replica which is being built in Holland Will take part in a round the world trip
celebrating Columbus' voyages. It is anticipated it will follow the old trade routes and then
call into Sydney or Melbourne. Neither Perth nor Geraldton is included on its itinerary, but
Geraldton is where many Dutch sailing ships ended up.
Mr Bradshaw: Maybe they don't want to get wrecked.
Mvr BLOFFWITCH: The Dutch can now navigate a little bit better than they could in those
days. We hope to encourage die Batavia to visit Geralton, which is why we would like to
have a nice little set up there.
Maintenance is another problem for the Ministry of Education. Like many of the previous
speakers I have seen that more maintenance has been done in our schools this year but not
enough to bring them back to the standard they were three and four years ago. Principals and
P & C associations tell me that a lot more money needs to be spent. However, I am grateful
that some money is being spent on maintenance. Classes which have an integration of
disadvantaged children have a particular problem. Disadvantaged children are being
introduced into schools, and the teachers and students I hgve spoken to say that the spirit in
which they an accepted is excellent, but feelings of bitterness are developing among parents
because of the extra pressures placed on the teachers because of the lack of support staff.
While it is true that in classes which have disadvantaged students teachers normally have an
aide to assist them for half a day, na-one is available for the other half of the day. The
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pressure is on the teachers who are looking after those children and the emphasis is taken off
the other children. Unless the Government looks at this and does something we will end up
with a system which was designed with the best ideals but which is now turning sour because
insufficient resources are in place to keep all parties happy. That is extremely important.
I would be remiss if I did not point out that in the past three years the mid-west region has
received from die Western Australian Tourism Commnission funds for the following tourist
development projects -

1988/99 - A development grant of $10 000 to the Shire of Northampton to assist with
Stage 2 of the Kalbarri Foreshore. ProjeCt. This was a follow up to a previous grant of
$30 000 for Stage 1.
1989-90 - A development grant of $812.50 to the City of Geraldton to assist with the
manufacture of brackets for SECWA light poles to enable festival banners to be
mounted.
A development grunt of $15 000 to the City of Gerxidron to assist with the Point
Moore Redevelopment Project.
1990-91 - A development grant of $29 453 to the Shire of Irwin for the Port Denison
Foreshore Development Project.
A further $15 000 for the Port Denison Foreshore Development Project.

That is the total amount of money received by the mid-west region for tourism. That region
makes up a large block of the Stare. Many millions of dollars are raised in revenue, from
grain, minerals and crayfish. I do nor think it asking too much of this State Government to
give the City of Geraidron more than the $812 it received over the past thre years. That
figure is nothing to be proud of. Geraldton is endited to a lot more, and I ask the
Government to look at that.
We have got into some rather heated debates in the last two days about business and job
creation. Parr of the Government's Budget should be an allocation to stimnulate industry by
job creation. It has always been my belief that by creating jobs we will resolve many of our
social problems. Thai would rake sonic of the pressure off the agencies I discussed earlier in
my speech that need so much support. I found it extremely intere sting to listen to the
criticisms from members opposite about the Fightback package and to hear the bouquets they
heaped on the WA Advantage package. As a businessman I see a stark difference between
the two packages. I certainly accept that the Federal Fightback package is vital to the
Fightback WA package because its taxation changes are crucial in getting the State back into
the position in which it truly deserves to be. if we implemented the Fightback package we
would have an opportunity of reducing some of that $11 billion debt that hangs over all our
heads.
I was particularly interested to react the example which illustrated the effect the Fightback
package would have on a trucking operator. Most of us would agree that a trucking operator
is typical of small business operators. He starts off, gets himself a truck, takes out a lease
and hopefully gets a contract and away he goes. An avenage prime mover costs between
$100 000 and $12 000 and has a 20 per cent sales tax added on to that Under the Fightback
package tax inputs would be deductable. That $20000D to $25 000 immediately comes off
his business costs. Normally, about 30 per cent of a trucking operator's expenses - up to
40 per cent for long haul drivers - are spent on petrol or diesel, depending on the outfit being
used. However under the GST, he will save somewhere between $4 000 and $5 000 a
month on diesel for his mruck. In a normal leasing anrngement he will save almost $900 a
month with the removal of sales tax. If he has a few trailers he will save $500 a month.
Most trailers have 16 tyres which average about $400 each. That operator will save 20 per
cent on that cost and the tyres will cost him $320 each. As a businessman he has the right to
deduct the cost of the tyres from his expenses and the GST will save him about $7 500 a
mouth on a long haul truck. I have heard the arguments that businesses will be
disadvantaged under the GST. I also heard the Premier say today that 121 000 businesses
will bear this taxation burden. I do not know what business the Premier was in, but it is
ridiculous to say that any business today does not have any tax burdens. Businesses pay
payroll tax and sales tax and it is ridiculous to say that the system is not complicaced. If one
is prepared to say that, one is arguing with the present Federal Treasurer because he is now
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modifying the sales tax legislation to reduce its complexity. In doing that he admits, as has
been claimed by this side of the House, that sales tax is a far more complicated system than
is the proposed OST.
It is also important to note that businesses pay sales tax on every piece of equipment they
buy. Under the Figbtback package they will have a deduction on every amount of OST they
pay. That is the type of incentive and impetus that is needed to get businesses moving. That
formula will give the unemployed some hope of obtaining jobs. The present formula has
shown exactly where we are headed - longer dole queues and a State with a larger deficit
each year. The inister for Consumer Affairs can bring in a basket of vegetables if she
wants to but I suggest that the trucking operators driving trucks that cart those vegetables
from the producer to the market will save money because of the arrangements outlined in the
Fightback package. I cannot prophesy what the increases will be, but it is untruthful to say
that it will be 15 per cent. The estimates I have read are somewhere between six and nine per
cent on food items. I am sure that if unemployed people were given the choice between
receiving tax concessions and wages or staying on the dole queue they would rather pay an
extra six per cent for a basket of groceries. Every unemployed person to whom I have
spoken would prefer to opt for the job any day.
Mrs Henderson: It won't be six per cent, it will be 10.4 per cent.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: Had the inister been listening to me she would have taken into
consideration the exercise I have just run through about the truck operator and the grocery
shop owner who will receive large reductions on their business inputs. The Minister will be
aware that sales tax applies to the counter tops, the air-conditioners, the cubh registers and
every fitting in that shop. The truck operator will save $900 a month on a new truck because
sales tax will come off the $100 000 truck. The $500 per trailer will be the difference in the
lease. All those costs will decrease. It will also make Australia about $1.7 billion more
competitive on the world market, and that is exactly what we need. That is the only way out.
I hope that the GST will result in people obtaining jobs and the money being injected into the
economy that is needed for those people who arm suffering badly.
MR McNEE (Moore) [10.47 pm]: Poverty has been mentioned regularly in this debate.
There is no doubt that Western Australia has not experienced such a high level of poverty
since the Great Depression of the 1930s. if one were in the business of forecasting, the only
fear that one might have is that this recession we had to have might make the 1930s look like
a picnic. That is certainly the direction in which we are headed. I am appalled with this
Government. I was particularly appalled when I saw the picture of the Premier in the paper
playing Mother Hubbard and looking into the bare cupboard and mention of her donating
same money to the Salvation Army - which was a satisfactory act - before running off to
open the Family Festival. The only good thing about that festival was that some items were
put on by people from my electorate. They were good. The rest of it was a failure. How
much did that festival cost? Was it almost $1 million? It was a scandalous waste of
taxpayers -money.
Dr Watson: The people who went loved it.
Mr McNEE: The Goverrnent tried to give those people a warm fuzzy feeling by trying to
paint a picture that everything is great. I can tell members that things are not great and the
longer this Government stays in office the worse the situation will be.
I refer now to the plight of a family: The breadwinner is 43 years of age and he has three
young children. His wife chose to stay at home and look after their lovely kids, but what
happened to their father? He lost his job because his boss went broke. Why did his boss go
broke? It was because of the appalling financial mismanagement of this Government and the
Keating and Hawke Governiments. I do not know whether a new leader has been elected in
the past few days but I do know that Senator Richardson recently resigned from the
Ministry - he said he has never been to the Marsha Islands!
I come back to the family which is now living on its meagre savings. It did not give them a
warm fuzzy feeling to go to the Esplanade last Saturday, het members opposite think it did. I
cannot imagine how that event could have provided any security for families. What will be
the future for the three children of the father who now finds himself unemployed through no
fault of his own? His boss is certainly not to blame for what happened, but some of the
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union mates of members who sit opposite me have a role to play in it with their unreal
demands. How many pay days were there in April?
Mr Bloffwitch: If they were paid on a Thursday there were five and there were actually
19 working days - a pay day for every 3.6 days.
Several members inteiJected.
Mr McNEE: Look at the nonproductive days! It is interesting that the Minister for no
electricity is about to enter this debate. I have in my shearing shed an old 32 volt lighting
plant which the Minister may like to have free of charge. I offer it to himi to demonstrate the
level to which the Goverrnent has sunk. It is absolutely appalling.
Mr Read: People at the other end of the building can hear you.
Mr McNEE: They will hear me in Murray in a minute. I have not started on the
Government yet. Members opposite are lucky that the hour is late. T1hey must understand
the destruction they have brought to bear on the community. What future do many Western
Australians have? They have absolutely no future and this Government offers them no
future. Only today I received several telephone calls from farmers who I genuinely believed
had no problems and who were putting in their crops. About three weeks ago I read an
article in the Couryma - I did not bother to get a copy of it from the library - that farmers
had their future in die hands of the Minister for Agriculture. How is that for confidence?
Clod help them! It is a pity that the Minister for Agriculture is not in the House because I
would like to debate this issue with him. Several months ago I attended a brainstorm
meeting which was held at the Minister's office. When I left the meeting I thought that he
had the message. However, the Minister has an interesting way of dealing with issues; his
philosophy reminds me of a farmer having a fence around the darn and to ensure that the
sheep can not reach the water he keeps adding more barbed wire to it. The Minister for
Agriculture is doing that to farmers who desperately need assistance to put in their crop. He
keeps telling them that he will take a proposal to Cabinet that will give them $1 million. He
has acquired this money through the quaintest of ways. He told the Rural Adjustment and
Finance Corporation that when it allocates funds certain criteria must be followed. To gain
access to these funds a farmer must be declared non-viable by his bank, If the fanner so
qualifies he receives an interest subsidy. The tricky part is that the bank must write to
RAFOOR and say that the fanner is, in the long term, viable. I have never been able to work
that out. No lending institution is keen about that. Thec Minister then comes up with a
scheme which will make funds available for special assistance to farmers. The point is that it
is now die end of May and no decision has been made on the Minister's scheme. It is too
late to provide this assistance to many farmers. According to the farmers who have spoken
to me the Minister is trotting off to Cabinet next Monday with his proposal. I do not know
from where they got this information, but I hope it is the case and that he will assist the
150 farmers who need help.
This Government has a habit of issuing Press releases about what it intends do to give people
a warm fuzzy feeling as it tried to do on the Esplanade last Saturday. T'he money it spent on
that event would have kept these farmers in business for another year and it would have kept
many of the unemployed in this State in relative comfort. It could have done a really daring
thing such as creating jobs, but it is not interested in that. On behalf of the farmers who, at
this late stage, are desperate for funds, I urge the Minister for Agriculture to do something
constructive about their future.
My electorate needs a few simple things. Serious consideration should be given to extending
the bus service from Buflsbrook to Muchea. A request has been made that an articulated bus
be provided to take people to Midland in the morning and to return them to their destinations
in the afternoon. I contacted Transperth about such a proposal, but I did not bother to bring
its answer with me tonight. However, I will give members three guesses as to what was the
answer. The answer was that they do not have the resources.
Mr CJ. Barnett: Do you know how much they paid for the rnbbish bins at the bus station?
Mr McNEE: No.
Mr CJ. Barnett: They paid $900 each for them.
Mr McNEE: I did not pay my bill and the city council repossessed mine.
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Mr C.J. Barnett: Go to dhe bus station; they have the crtme de la crtme of rubbish bins there.
Mr McNEE: My constituents have to walk to work. That bus station is a white elephant that
nobody uses.
Mr C.J. Barnett: If the Government had put its silly little festival in it, that would have saved
die cast of the tents.
Mr McNBE: True. I was appalled when I saw an advertisement placed by the Government
which cost $25 000. I will make a deal with the Government; if it gives us the bus we Will
put the Premier's picture an dhe back. That is not a bad sort of a deal!
Mr C.J. Barnett: It may be a road hazard.
Mr McNEE: It might be. We will also allow die Minister for Transport to have her picture
on the back. This is a serious matter. People have made a simple request for a bus. If
somebody stood outside the motor dealership owned by the member for Geraldton and said,
"Hey man, I want to buy a car," I do not think he would say to them, "Nick off to the next
dealer," or, "Go away, you are a nuisance," yet that is what Transperth is saying. When I
questioned the system I was given the dopey answer that if a suburb was established
Transperth would take a bus there. What it forgets is that if one does not cater for business
one will never get a share of it. That is the problem with members on the Government side
who come from union shops, or wherever they come from; they are boss bashers who do not
understand how one has to get in and get a dollar. The Government spends more money
advertising lotto than it spends on Transperth.
Mr Bloffwitch: It does earn a little more than Transperth.
Mr McNEE: I know that If something is not promoted or used it never does any better and
is always a millstone around the Government's neck. This bus is needed by the people I
have mentioned. Fortunately, some of diem still have jobs and want a bus to get their kids to
school. I plead with the Mlinister for Transport to have a proper look at providing this
facility.
The Bindoon School is another Government facility that requires immediate assistance. I do
not blame this Government for that. Bindoon is a rural centre that cruised along for many
years before it was discovered as a nice place to live and the population grew rapidly. That
placed a heavy demand on the school which outstripped its capacity. I have never previously
seen a school with such an uneven playground. The school is like topsy, although I am not
critical of this as it has served its purpose until now. Thie school requires a close and critical
examination by the Ministry of Education to ascertain what should be done with it.
The principal's office is nothing more than a hole in the wall. I am sure the principal is a
fine person but she has to literally work out of boxes in a cubby hole. It must be difficult for
her to do all the things a principal must do when working in such circumstances. The school
has 150 students, yet she is working under such ridiculous conditions. The administrative
centre where the principal's office staff is housed has a ceiling that is so low I can touch it
easily. I am amazed that such a Government building has been allowed to survive. The
school requires an immediate injection of funds to bring it up to standard.
The other facility in my electorate which requires close attention is the Green Head-
Cervantes-Junien Road. This road is desperately needed by doctors, ambulances and police
to travel quickly from one centre to another. It is also needed for the convenience of the
public generally. It has the potential to develop the tourism industry in the area, which is
important. This road should be upgraded as soon as possible. As soon as Minister Brown's
eyes are taken off the black spots and he stops threatening us he should ensure that sufficient
funds are made available to at least start improving this road during the next financial year.
A great tourism attraction in my electorate is the Pinnacles. One of the attractions of going
to the Pinnacles is negotiating one of die roughest roads one can find. The last time I
travelled along that road I wondered what a Japanese tourist would think when travelling
along it. I understand many Japanese tourists hire cars and travel out into the area. I wonder
what they think when they drive into the area as they would be unfamiliar with the sort of
road they have to drive on. What I see confronting me as small puddles on that road would
be huge seas of water of unknown depth to a Japanese tourist negotiating those pools in his
Laser hire car, or whatever.
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This road is in an appalling condition considering that last year 107 000 tourists went to look
at the Pinnacles. I pay credit to die ingenuity of whoever is trying to maintain some
semblance of a road by dragging a Piece of railway line along it to level the bumps. I give
that person 100 per cent for ingenuity, but that is not good enough. It is even worse when
one realises that $1 million was spent last Saturday on a fancy fair to make people feel fuzzy
and warm. That money could have been put into responsible spending rather than into
promoting die Premier at a scandalous waste of taxpayers' funds. It is time this Government
started to spend money in areas where it will be of assistance and can advance the future of
Western Australia.
DR CONSTABLE (Floreat) [ 11.09 pm]: During die debate on the Supply Bill I wish to
comment briefly on two issues which have become very important in my electorate. The
first relates to a couple of education matters, particularly the issue of preprimiary education.
In the past month or so an announcement has trickled out into die community that there will
be major changes in preprimary education with the introduction of a full day program next
year. The great concern that has come from people to whom I have spoken in my electorate
is that this has been introduced with enormous haste, and people are asking why. Why do we
need to tamper with the half day program that is already going well in the community when
so much more needs to be done in schools? Why not wait, take time and plan it? If we have
$30 million to spend in schools, why not spend it on programs that already exist and need
extra support? An example is remedial education. I cannot find one moment of extra time
that is given in any school in my electorate for a specialist remedial teacher. This job has
been handed down to regular classroom teachers rather than those teachers being given
assistance and those children with special needs being given the assistance of special
teachers. We do not need to start a half baked preprimary program when there are already
programs in our schools which need an enormous amount of support.
Mr Bloffwitch: That is the very problem I was talking about. It creates a great deal of
pressure.
Dr CONSTABLE: It places enormous pressure on parents and it also means that many
parents must find extra money for extra help for children outside schools.
A number of speakers have mentioned this next matter, and certainly I have found in the past
few weeks through the parents and citizens' associations in my electorate that an enormous
burden is being placed on parents to raise money for essential requirements in schools such
as books, computer software, and other things that should be standard equipment provided
from the Government purse. Until we get these things right we should not rush into a new
program which will be phased in over three years. I have never come across a major
educational innovation or change that has been phased in and the problems caused by having
some children in a full day program and some in a half day program will be absolutely
horrific. Certainly they will be horrific for teachers, especially when the first group of
children reach year 1. when some of those children have had a full day program the year
before and some only a half day program. It is absolute madness to think of doing that at the
moment. There must be some electoral advantage in it, but certainly I Cannot see it.
The other issue I mention is the situation that is faced by self-funded retirees in this
community. Them has been some discussion about poverty in this place in the past day or
so, and there is a new group of poor people in this community - 100 000 self-funded retirees
who are finding it very difficult to make ends meet. Those people have worked hard
throughout their lives and made provision for themselves. They have saved and been
independent, and they are proud people who want to remain independent. Some may well
have invested in property and made other investments to provide for their retirement. They
find they are burdened by land tax and other taxes.
It is time we took notice of this group of people, who will become a very loud voice in the
community very soon. They find they arm discriminated against by the tax laws when they
compare themselves with people of the same age who receive Government benefits or
pensions. Self-funded retirees are taxed on any income over $5 400, whereas age pensioners
do not pay tax until their income rises above $10065. This is an area of discrimination
which makes life very difficult for self-funded retirees. Age pensioners also receive a
number of concessions. I do not deny them those concessions, but we must see whether their
age mates who are self-funded retirees should not enjoy some of those concessions as well.
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Pensioners have the added assistance of health benefit cards, pharmaceutical benefits, travel
cards and other concessions that make their lives a little more comfortable, and I believe
these are entitlements we should consider for this group of people who have worked very
hard throughout their lives to provide for themselves, for die discrimination is on their source
of income.
We are asked to provide Supply to the Government. My wait of caution for the Government
is that at present so many people art suffering in the community that it should spend the
money wisely. It is other people's money which is being spent, not the Government's own.
MR GRAYDEN (South Perth) [11.15 pmj: During debt on the Supply Bitt I wish to
discuss juvenile crime, the extent to which ir is widespread in the community, the fear which
it is generating, particularly among women living alone, and the apparent sheer inability of
the police to deal with the problem. I receive numerous letters from various parts of my
electorate and one I have here succinctly describes the problem and is very typical of all
those I receive. It reads in part -

I have lived in Karawara since March the 30th 1992.
That is about seven weeks. The letter continues -

In that time my car has been broken into three times, my purse stolen, a girlfriend
who was visiting me had a chair thrown through her windscreen, seen Telecom
remove the only phone box within safe walking distance because of constant
vandalism, watched juveniles destroy lighting in the area, and seen them trying to
break in to other vehicles.
Without fail I have called the Police every week.
Two incidents that resulted in mue contacting you are as follows: Monday 11Ith May
1992. To report the alarm going off at the Lady Gowrie Child Care Centre. I was
told that they had no one to send out.
Monday 18th May 1992. To report an argument involving 16 Aboriginal (I counted
them.) arguing in front of the units chat 1 live in. At the point where I thought the
argument was going to become violent I called the Police and was told that they
would send some one out. Half an hour later I received a call from Central Police
Station to tell me that they had no one to send out. They also asked me to ring again
if anything happened.
By this time the Aboriginals had moved into the Park across the road with more
arriving. It became verbally violent and ended with threats of we will be back.
Later that evening Aboriginals in a stolen vehicle roared into the Park and after
deliberately slamming into trees, rook off when the Police arrived knocking over a
fourteen year old girl.
I feel that if the Police had attended the earlier incident then the accident would not
have happened. It takes too long for the Police to attend anything in Kar-awara and
when they do the culprits are long gone.

I will not read the rest of the letter, but this lady has mentioned that Homneswesc has a shop in
the Kaxawara Shopping Centre which has been offered to the police, but she has been told
that the police do not have the funds to establish a presence there. This is typical of what
most people say in their letters -

I really fear that eventually people ait going to take the law into their own hands and
I cannot blame them. I too have got to the point that if the Police can't help us who
can but ourselves.
We are in desperate need of more Police surveillance. We need that Police post at the
shopping centre and we need it now,

That letter succinctly sums up the situation that applies in Karawara and other parts of the
electorate that I represent. I have another letter which [ will not read in full, as I do nor want
to stretch the patience of the House. However, it contains lines which read -

I am writing to you as my local M.P. to complain about the number of break-ins
which are occurring in our area. My house was burgled on Sunday 15 March 1992
for the 7th time.
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She concludes die letter -
Our quality of life is being ruined by these marauding gangs of juvenile delinquents,
who frequent the area by day and night, robbing our homes and firightening our
children.
"Neighbourhood Watch", whilst a great idea in theory has no practical use in the area
where juvenile crime is out of control.

That letter is typical of the type I am receiving. Another letter indicates the type of person
being affected by this crime -

Specifically, I need assistance to combat personal attacks on my property.
Until recently, I have been a satisfied tenanc, content with the location and quality of
my townhouse in Karawara where I have been resident since 1985. As a single
supporting mother of two daughters, I have invested a lot of time and money to make
our home comfortable, attractive and clean.

It continues -

However, following four attacks on my vehicle in the past four months, I feel that we
are being forced out of our home to seek peace of mind and a sense of security
elsewhere. We feel increasingly vulnerable to this targeting from dangerous elements
in the community.
I feel particularly angry, resentful and frustrated that I must now park my vehicle
each night at my mother's home in order to protect it. When I work on Tuesday
evenings or go out at night I am quite fearful of walking to my own home. This is an
intolerable situation.

This is the type of letter I constantly receive, as I am sure do other members.
The 1992 annual report from the Police Department is not yet available; however the 1991
report contains a reference to break and enter crimes. During 1991, 215 461 offences were
investigated by the police, and these were only the ones reported. In all probability, four
times that number actually occurred but were no! reported. The number of reported break-
ins was 54 777, compared to 49 608 in the previous year, which represents an increase of
10.4 per cent. The annual report indicates that the clearance rate fell from 12.55 per cent to
10.65 per cent. In other words, one in nine persons who broke into a home was apprehended.
No wonder we have had a marked escalation in the number of breaking and entry crimes! I
find that extraordinary.
Mr McNee: Whenever I come to Perth I see at least six traffic police waiting to see whether
I will go a few lousy kilometres above the speed limit.
Mr GRAYDEN: Indeed, and I will come to that point. We have a large Police Force which
is bogged down with office work and routine tasks to the extent that it is unable to apprehend
people committing crime.
The Southern Gazette recently contained a reference to the situation in Karawara. It reads -

Karawara's high juvenile crime rate has prompted police to ask parents to take more
responsibility for their children's actions.
The police are trying to get a police post in Karawara.
They art based at the Victoria Park police station but say they need to be nearer the
trouble.
Residents affected by the crimes have called for more police to be allocated to the
area.
Homeswest admits there is a problem, with many more requests than usual from
residents wanting to transfer to other areas.
A Homneswest spokesman said people cited crime as their major reason for wanting to
move.

Therefore, the Victoria Park Police Station is not in a position for the police to quickly move
to the trouble to apprehend the criminals. Either we need a police station at Karawara - a
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shop is available - or we need some patrols, such as those functioning elsewhere in the
metropolitan area The News Chronicle of 20 May contained an article headed "Police hit
back" which makes reference to patrols of this kind. It reads -

A special police task force has been formed to combat the sky-rocketing Claremont
crime rate.

Starting next week, plain clothes patrols and nightly stake-outs will be used to thwart
the avalanche of burglaries occurring in the business district.
It is a last-ditch attempt by local police suffering severe manpower shortages.
The rearguard action is designed to dissuade the flood of thieves eager to feed on the
rich pickings in the district.
Almost 100 burglaries have been reported in the Bay View Terrace precinct this year.
They include smash-and-grab raids on clothing stores and thefts from unattended
cash registers during business hours.
Some up-market clothes retailers, like Country Road and Tony Barlow, have been hit
seven!l times in the last month, losing many thousands of dollars worth of stock.
The task force will employ policemen from Claremont, Nedlands, Wembley and
Leederville stations who will work together on after-hours rosters in the area.

If a police presence is not to be moved to Kanawara, we must have a patrol of the type
referred to in the article. We must have one or the other.
A tremendous need exists for the police to establish a task force which is on call at any time
and ready to respond to calls from people who require assistance when affected by crime.
That is not available at the moment. The front of the telephone book contains a page headed
"Emergency" with the 000 phone number. As I have mentioned in the Mouse before a
constituent had several juveniles assembled around an expensive car outside his home. This
person did not want to alert the juveniles and spent considerable time at the back of his house
fumbling with boxes of matches tryig to find the police station telephone number in the
dark. The juveniles hung around outside the house for over an hour, and at one stage left the
vehicle and returned to it. The constituent could not find a police station with officers to
apprehend the juveniles.
I have had a similar experience: I live near the South Perth Primary School. Suddenly one
night two fires appeared in the school. My first reaction was that someone was trying to burn
down the school so I rang the police. I rang the 000 number and indicated the situation. No
sooner had I explained the matter than the individual who took the call said, "If you raise
your voice to me, I will terminate the call." I said, "You can go to hell!" I slammed the
telephone down and went across to the school and put out the fires. When I came back I rang
the police station - not the 000 number - but the fires were already out by this time.
Somebody had taken two telephone books from a telephone booth 100 metres away from the
school and had set fire to one under the shed and the other under the school.
The cost of burning down schools is sufficient to warrant our contacting police and their
rushing out to apprehend the people responsible. When one lives 100 yards from a school
and sees fires suddenly appear in the darkness one realises they have just been lit. That was
why I immediately rang the emergency telephone number 000. 1 did not want the individual
who answered the phone to take action; I wanted him to immediately connect me with a
section of the Police Farce which would take action. However, he was so rude that I had no
alternative but to tell him to go to hell, slam down the phone and put out the fire myself. If
that was my experience, one can imagine how some women living alone at home would feel
if when they rang that number they were treated equally impolitely. I have tremendous
respect for the Police Force and IJam certain that the difficulties it faces are a result of lack of
funds and a lack of initiative and ingenuity by the police leadership. I am not criticising
individual police officers other than the individual who was on duty the night I telephoned. I
have recorded the date and the exact circumstances of the incident.
I have mentioned the matter to demonstrate the necessity of, first, apprehending people when
the police are alerted and, secondly, providing a phone number which people can call with
immediate success. The emergency phone number in the telephone book is 000 for fire,
police and ambulance. When one rings that number, one is asked if the situation is life
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threatening; the operator is not prepared to deal with any other matter. How many life
threatening emergencies arise during a year and who has dhe opportunity to ring in those
circumstances? At the bottom of the page callers are told not to wait for an emergency
before telephoning 000, but to note alternative numbers underneath. Space is provided to
write in phone numbers for fire, police and ambulance. What phone number should one
include for die local police station which is not manned 24 hours a day? Thbe situation is
ludicrous. Money spent on the police is being squandered as long as they fail to establish a
task force which can intercept people when it is alerted. It is almost as if the police hierarchy
in Western Australia has gone out of its way to prevent the public from contacting the police
when emergencies arise, If the police cannot cope with a relatively simple problem such as
the fire I put out and if they are starved of funds and are allowing police officers to be
bogged down widi routine duties such as apprehending people who are speeding and
committing minor traffic offences, private enterprise should be encouraged to form a task
force. People could pay $10, $20 or a similar amount to be a member of that organisation. It
could employ people to be on stand-by who could rush to an emergency. A variety of
organisations in the community employ security guards to monitor buildings throughout the
metropolitan area. They could have people on stand-by who would be prepared to rush to an
emergency.
During the early part of this century the entire Victorian Police Force went on strike and the
Government of the day had to do something about it. It simply enlisted special constables
from the public and the State was immediately provided with law and order. The whole
Police Force was enlisted from the public and carried out duties while the regular Police
Force was on strike. If emergency tasks art beyond the Police Force in Western Australia as
a result of the lack of initiative and ingenuity by the police leadership we should by all means
look to private enterprise to employ a group to be ready to respond to calls of that nature. 1,
for one, would be happy to pay $20 or $30 a year knowing that I could dial a number and
have somebody respond to my request.
Only a week ago three people broke into die house next door to mine. The woman who lived
over the road, who is 75 years old, saw them and walked over and intercepted them. One of
them jumped over a high brick wall and the other two sauntered off. She did not bother to
telephone the police because she had telephoned them many times before and they had failed
to respond to her call. How often does that situation occur in Western Australia? It is an
example of the incentive to thugs both young and old to break into homes. They know that
the police will not respond to telephone calls. I reiterate that it is for that reason I
recommend establishing a special task force to be drawn from private enterprise or,
alternatively, enlisting special constables in areas like Karawara. A spate of people would
volunteer for those roles. They should be provided with the power of arrest and, without a
doubt, their presence would put an end to our crime problem overnight. The situation in
Karawara and South Perth is quite unacceptable. I beseech the Government to prevail on the
Commissioner of Police and other police leadens to use their initiative and ingenuity to
devise a solution to die problem.
MR BRADSHAW (Wellington) [ 11.38 pm]: Over the past month or so I have become
greatly concerned about the research into asbestos diseases not only in Western Australia but
throughout Australia. A large number of asbestos related diseases are occurring in Australia,
particularly Western Australia as a result of the asbestos mine developed many years ago in
the Wittenoomn arta. In fact asbestos diseases such as mesothelioma, lung cancer and
asbestosis are nearing epidemic proportions. An excellent research team is in Western
Australia lead by Professor Bruce Robinson and Professor Bill Musk. Lack of funding is one
of the problems for these researchers who are at risk of being lost to this valuable exercise.
No doubt in 20 years the number of asbestos related diseases will peak, particularly in
Australia, and it is important that adequate research is carried out, if not to prevent that from
happening, to try to find a cure. It is most unfortunate that Western Australia is faced with
losing its excellent research team through lack of funding. I am not necessarily blaming die
State Government in this case because it provides some funding even though it is fairly
minimal. However, the Federal Governiment needs to provide adequate funding to ensure
that die researchers are not lost to WA. As I said, asbestos related diseases are on the
increase. In Australia in 198 1, 110 mesotlieliomna cases were reported. In 1991, 358 cases
were reported. Over that 10 year period, there was a 350 per cent increase in the number of
mesothelioma cases. In Western Australia last year, 53 cases of mesothelioma, 31 cases of
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asbestosis and five lung cancers that were asbestos caused were reported. It is very
important for us to know that because anyone who has had anything to do with asbestos
related diseases knows that those people suffer terribly and have very sad lives once they
have been diagnosed as having those diseases.
A letter was sent to Dr Bruce Robinson by Michael Boyd, Associate Director,
Developmental Therapeutics Program, Division of Cancer Treatment, National Cancer
Institute, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, USA, which states -

Dear Dr. Robinson:
Thank you very much for die opportunity to review your proposal for 'Development
of Effective Therapy for Malignant Mesothelioma". I shall make my comments quite
brief, particularly since I view your proposal overall as exceptionally well-conceived,
timely and consistent with the forefront of the relevant areas of basic and clinical
science-
Mesothelionia is a terrible disease for which we in the U.S. as you in Australia and
others worldwide have heretofore been equally frustrated by the essentially total lack
of effective therapy. Unfortunately, there is very little promising investigative work
ongoing in this area, and indeed, as you know the few quality
investigations/investigators working on this disease are scattered about the world and
their efforts not effectively coordinated. That is particularly why I find your proposal
both exciting and inspiring.

It goes on to state how effective and weil thought of the research in Western Australia is.
However, the problem is a lack of ongoing funding, as I said. One senior researcher has
already left. I have a copy of another letter written on 28 January by Professor Bruce
Robinson to Mr Robert Vojakovic of the Asbestos Diseases Society which states -

This letter is to confirm my telephone conversation of today. You will be aware that
I lost a senior scientist on the mesothelioma research programme last year to another
institution. I was unable to provide long term job security and an appropriately high
salary for someone of her ability. I have just been made aware that an attractive offer
has been made to my senior scientist on the programme. Unless I can find sufficient
funds to provide a senior scientist salary for a guaranteed 5 to 10 years it seems
inevitable that I winl lose this scientist as well. That would be a tragedy for the
mesodielioma research programme as he is an outstanding individual who has shown
tremendous initiative and leadership in the mesotheliomna research programme and
without whose help we would not have been anywhere as successful as we have been.

It is interesting that the amount of money required is relatively small. A proposal that was
put up included a figure for the total cost per annum of $671 000. When we consider that
more people in Australia are dying from mesotheliomna than AIDS, it is hard to understand
that much more money is being put into AIDS research - in the vicinity of $20 million - than
asbestos related diseases research. I do not decry that or suggest that it should be taken away
from the AIDS program because it is also important. However, people are dying from
mesothelioma and many more people will die in the future. Not only are, the deaths from
these diseases terrible but also the suffering is terrible. Yet as I said, there is a huge lack of
ongoing funding for this research. The amount required is a miserable $617 000. More
pressure should be put on the Federal Government and also on the State Government to
provide some of the funding to ensure that we keep those senior scientists in Western
Australia where they have had some breakthroughs in their research to try to cure or make
life more bearable for those suffering from these dreaded diseases induced by asbestos
exposure.
Another area about which I wish to speak tonight is a local issue and it relates to schools.
Like die member for Floreat who referred to the five year old full time education, I am
appalled that that has been suggested in this day and age when our schools are falling apart.
The Waroona Senior High School manual arts secton is in a terrible condition. The paint is
peeling off the walls and money needs to be put into that school. I have referred before to
the fact that only two-fifths of the Harvey Senior High School's gymnasium and assembly
area has been completed It has beenlikcthatxfor about six yearswith no promise of any
new funds. The registrar of die Dardanup Primary School has her office in the front foyer of
the school so that people walking through the front door walk into her office. The school has
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no sick worn. Any sick children are taken to die staff room or any other place where a child
can be accommodated. That is not adequate when the child might be vomiting. There is also
no interview room at the school. It is important these days that schools have private roams
for teacher-parent interviews.
The Capel Primary School has had transportable buildings for 20 years. The school is
growing very rapidly as more and more people find Capel a popular place to live. These
transportable buildings are hot in summer and cold in winter. There is no prospect of that
situation changing. It is time the Government looked hard at these problems and ensured
that, before it starts talking about providing extr schooling for five year olds, it fixes the
schools that need fixing.
On Tuesday in question time, the Deputy Premier referred to the Wesfi project at Picton.
That company is doing a great job in Picton and now, in conjunction with Bunnings, it warits
to expand the output from the sawmill by three or four times. That will involve a major
capital injection of approximately $50 million. However, over the last few weeks I have
become concerned that the locals who live in a place call Padbury Fields in the Dardanup
shire will be affected in some way by that proposal. It is a good proposal and I fully support
it, as do many people living in that area. However, they ame upset because the Government
has failed to notify them about what is going on. The first they knew of it was by reading an
article in the newspaper indicating that Wesfi had applied for a one kilometre buffer zone
surrounding the factory. That buffer zone area takes in houses in Padbury Fields, and one
can imagine the effect that will have on the property values. Also, the remainder of the
proposed buffer zone area is not owned by Wesfi but by private property owners. It is wrong
that a company should decide to establish a one kilometre buffer zone, effectively taking
over people's property, without consultation with those people.
I spoke about this matter in the south west area and I was absolutely amazed that the Deputy
Premier said those people should take a running jump because he was not worried about
them as long as Wesfi established its plant. I am not trying to prevent the Wesfi project
going ahead, but I want to ensure that adequate arrangements are in place to deal with the
noise from that factory. The factory will operate 24 hours a day, seven days a week, and in
some cases people will be living within 600 metres of the factory. I feel that Wesfi should
purchase the properties in those residential areas and perhaps plant trees to make it a more
attractive buffer zone area. The Deputy Premier had the audacity to say that the Government
had consulted the people. Who, according to the Minister, had the Government consulted?
It had consulted 16 local authorities. I am a little puzzled by that because only one local
authority - the Danianup Shire Council - is affected by it. The Bunbury City Council may
also possibly be affected - making a total of two. Therefore, I am not quite sure why the
Minister should consult 16 local authorities. I do not understand what he is about. The
Government claims that it looks after individuals in the community, but it has completely
ignored these people until now. The Deputy Premier is standing up for big business. I do
not know whether that is because a certain person in Wesfi was a Curtin Foundation member,
but it seems strange that the Government is prepared to ignore these people. I will not do so,
and I will make sure that when the factory is upgraded the people living in that area are
adequately protected with regard to noise levels and the nuisance value of the plant. I was
disappointed in the Deputy Premier's attack on me because it is important for the factory to
be established. However, it is also important that local people are informed about the
progress of this development.
Some comment has been made tonight about the health budget, and I find it amazing that the
State and Federal Governments have not had the fortitude to admit their mistake with
Medicare, bearing in mind the thousands of people queuing for treatment. The member for
Greenough gave examples of people who cannot get beds in hospitals, and of people who
need investigative surgery because of the possibility that they have cancer. It is absolutely
diabolical that this country has moved from having the best health system in the world to this
current situation. People may blame it on an aging population and new technology, but the
population did not age overnight The Medicare health system needs major consideration.
Although the current Minister for Health in Western Australia supports that view, he must
take some responsibility for the introduction of the Medicare system because he voted for the
legislation in 1984. The situation will not improve, it win only get worse.
Mr Gordon Hill: The current Minister for Health was not the Minister in 1984.
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Mr BRADSHAW: I did not say he was. I said he voted for dhe legislation. The Minister for
Mines also voted for that legislation.
Mr Cordon Hill: How do you know?
Mr BRADSHAW: I was a member of this House in 1984. The Minister supported it and
Government members were all too stupid to take heed of the warnings given by the
Opposition. The Opposition said that the costs would blow out, the service would be
reduced, and the waiting list would increase. It has all come to pass. What did the Minister
say at the time?
Mr Gordon Hill: It does not necessarily follow that those things would happen under a
Medicare system.
Mr BRADSHAW: The Opposition predicted that it would happen.
Mr Gordon Hill: It has happened because the Federal Government has not put sufficient
resources in.
Mr BRADSHAW: The Minister for Health at the time said that it would have hardly any
impact on the health system. His comments are all recorded in Hansard which I can show
the member.
Mr Gordon Hill: It need not have.
Mr BRADSHAW: But the Minister said that it would not.
Mr Gordon Hill: It would not have if the Federal Government had given sufficient resources.
Mr BRADSHAW: What has that to do with it? The Minister at the time also said that if it
did have an impact on the public health system, the Federal Government would allocate more
funds. The Minister knows how much additional money has been given. The funds are
decreasing and the queues are getting longer.
Mr P.1. Smith: What would have happened if we had not agreed to that complementary
legislation?
Mr BRADSH-AW: One State tried to hold out but it was eventually blackmailed.
Queensland had some sense in this matter and said it did not want a bar of the system.
However, the Federal Government said that if it did not pass the complementary legislation,
it would not provide any funds. It is similar to the action taken by the Federal Minister for
Land Transport, Bob Brown, with regard to the 0.05 blood alcohol limit- It is very important
that a major review be cardied out of the health system and that commonsense returns to our
State, so that we provide a balance between the public and private health systems which
previously operated. In 1984 it was not necessary to put everyone into the public health
system but only to make sure that low income earners and pensioners were covered and that
other people had private health insurance.
Mr Gordon Hill: That is precisely what the Minister is saying.
Mr BRADSHAW: The Government should have said it in 1984 instead of getting into the
Medicare health system.
Question put and passed.
Bil read a second time.

Third Reading
Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the third reading.
Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr Pearce (Leader of the House), and transmitted to the
Council.

LAND AMENDMENT (TRANSISSION OP INTERESTS) DILL 1991
Returned

Bill returned from the Council with amendments.
Howse adjourned at 12 midnight
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

WA ADVANTAGE PACKAGE - BROCHURE
Funding: Production: Distribution

425. Mr KIERATH to the Premier
(1) With respect to the brochure "The WA Advantage - Decisions for Investment

and Jobs", prefaced by the Premier, who paid for this document?
(2) From what source was it funded?
(3) How many brochures were printed?
(4) How many brochures were distributed, and to whom?
(5) What was the total cost, including production and distribution?
Dr LAWRENCE replied:
(1)-(2)

Department of State Development.
(3) Over 42 000 copies of the brochure "The WA Advantage" have been printed;

27? 000 copies were printed in the first run and due to continuing demand a
further 15 000 brochures were printed.

(4) Most of the 42 000 brochures have been distributed through members of
Parliament who have requested copies, at the trade and investment
conference, and by mail to interested groups and organisations.

(5) The cost of production was $14 566.50. Due to the variety of ways in which
brochures were distributed, the cost of distribution is not readily calculated

AUTHORITY FOR INTELLECITUALLY HANDICAPPED PERSONS - STAFFING
Title and Level: Salaries and Wages - Departmental Strucural Changes

524. Mr STRICKLAND to the Minister for Disability Services:
(1) With respect to the staffing at the Authority for Intellectually Handicapped

Persons would the Minister provide the breakdown of staffing for the years
1989-90 and 1991-92 as at 31 March by
(a) title;
(b) level?

(2) What were the total amounts for salaries and wages paid in 1989-90 and
projected to be paid for the 199 1-92 financial years?

(3) (a) What departmental structural changes have recurred in this time
frame;

(b) what is the current structure?
(4) (a) What have been the reasons for any structural changes;

(b) has a study of anticipated cost benefits been undertaken;
(c) if so, what is the result?

Mr RIPPER replied:
(1) The answer was tabled. [See paper No 156.]
(2) salaries and wages paid 1989-90 548 195 000

Salaries and wages projection 1991-92 $53 149 000
(3) (a) (i) Program management has been introduced.

(ii) Local coordination has been introduced into the metropolitan

(iii) Social trainer coordinators have been introduced at a regional
level.
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(iv) Social trainer training officers have been established at an
operational level.

(v) The operation of special care hostels is being reoriented from a
medical to a developmental model.

(vi) An asset management team has been established.
(vii) The policy, planning and review directorate and some

operational areas have been restructured into policy
development and funding and operations development and
review units.

(b) The current structure is presented in the Authority for Intellectually
Handicapped Persons annual report 1991 on page 14. This report has
already been tabled in Parliament.

(4) (a) To finely tune the operations of the Authority for Intellectually
Handicapped Persons to the prevailing environment with particular
emphasis on appropriateness, responsiveness, effectiveness and
efficiency of service delivery.

(b) The operations of the Authority for Intellectually Handicapped
Persons art under constant scrutiny from both the board of the
authority and senior management. All changes have been made within
existing resources. Local coordination in the metropolitan area is
subject to a formal evaluation due for completion in 1993.

(c) All changes have so far been considered successful by the board and
senior management.

PUBLIC SERVICE - MAJOR OVERHAUL
Task Force Study

539. Mr COURT to the Premier
(1) Has the task force planning a major overhaul of the public sector completed

its study?
(2) If yes, does the Government support the amalgamation of Government

departments to reduce their number?
(3) When will the Government be publicly outlining its proposed changes?
Dr LAWRENCE replied:
(1) There is no task force planning a major overhaul of the public sector.
(2)-(3)

Not applicable.

POLICE - QUESTION ON NOTICE 2188
Detailed Ansrwer

599.1 Mr McNBE to the Minister representing the Minister for Police:
With reference to question on notice 2188 of 1992 (third session), would the
Minister provide a detailed answer for the financial years ending -

(a) June 1990;
(b) June 1991?

Mr GORDON HILL replied:
(1) 1989-90 -48 823 1990-91 - 55 037
(2) 1989-90 - 11 443 1990-91 - 10 753

These figures only relate to charges preferred, conviction data is not available.
(3)-(4)

Statistics are not collated that would indicate a response to this question.
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(5) Yes.
(6) Not applicable.

FINES - REVENUE
Question on Notice 600

600. Mr McNBE to the Minister representing the Attorney General:
With reference to question on notice 2189 of 1992 (third session), would the
Minister provide the requested information regarding fine revenue?

Mr D.L. SMIITH replied:
No. The Police Department does not collect revenue ftrnm fines. It is
collected by the Crown Law Department.

CYCLING - PUBLIC IGHWAYS REGULATIONS
Requirements List: Penalties for Breaches; Areas Applicable

602. Mr McNEE to the Minister representing the Attorney General:
(1) With reference to question on notice 101 of 1992, would the Minister provide

a detailed response to parts (1) to (3)?
(2) Would the Minister also indicate where such regulations apply, that is, on

public highways only or highways and cycleways. in Kings Park or not in
Kings Park etc?

Mr DL. SMITH replied:
(1)-(2)

No. I again refer the member to the Road Traffic Code and Road Traffic
(Vehicle Standards) Regulations. I am not prepared to request that police
resources be utilised to research this information, If the member would care
to indicate the specific situation to which he refers, we would be better able to
answer his question. The regulations refer to three particular areas: Offences
on woad, offences on dual use paths, and offences on road and dual use paths.

GOVERNMENT MOTOR VEHICLES - 7QE 386 ALLOCATION
Purpose of Usage

655. Mr MacKINNON to the Premier
(1) To which Government department or agency is vehicle 7QF 386 assigned?
(2) For what purpose is this vehicle used?
(3) (a) Is the vehicle able to be used for private purposes;

(b) if so, under what conditions?
(4) Who was using this vehicle, and for what purpose, on the evening of 25 April

1992?
Dr LAWRENCE replied:
(1) Motor vehicle licence 7QF 386 is assigned to the Health Department and has

been used by the psychiatric emergency team since July 1991.
(2) The vehicle in question is one of three vehicles used to carry out all the

functions of the psychiatric emergency team.
(3) (a) No.

(b) Not applicable.
(4) On the evening of 25 April 1992 this vehicle was used by the staff of the

psychiatric emergency team to carry emergency equipment for the staff who
were on call to this service. The purpose of travel on this occasion was to
make an assessment of a patient, to convey the patient to the Sir Charles
Gairdner Hospital and later to return home.
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HOMESWEST - SUPPORT SCHEMES
Keystart; Shared Equity; Flexi Deposit; Starter Home: Home Purchase - Approvals;

Mandurah Residents; Assessment Waiting List
666. Mr NICHOLLS to the Minister for Housing:

(1) In respect to Homeswest support schemes -

(a) Keystart;
(b) shared equity,
(c) flexi deposit;
(d) starter home;
(e) Homeswest home purchase -

(i) how many people received support via any of the above
schemes in each year or part year since its inception;

(ii) how many of these people reside in the City of Mandurah area;
(iii) how many people have since vacated die property in question,

in each year since inception;
(iv) how many people are still awaiting assessment for those

schemes which are still available?
(2) How many residential blocks are currently owned/controlled by Homeswcst in

the Mandurah Council area?
Mr McOINTY replied:
(1) (a) Keystart - Approvals

(i) Y=a TmAW (ii) hlandnnah
88/89 637 3
89/90 1 921 43
90/91 1711 43
91/92 Lu22

5274 168
(iii) Keystart does not keep statistics of people who vacate their

Property.
(iv) Keystart does not have a waiting list.

(b) Homeswest support schemes -

Shared equity
Fledi deposit
Start-a-home
Homeswest home purchase

Total figures on these schemes since 1984-85 am as follows -

( 1) YCU al
84/85 1 516
85/86 1 658
86/87 1 381
87/88 1 264
88/89 1163
89/90 884
90/91 314
91/92 242

(ii) Currently 112 authorised active loans in the Mandurab area.
(iii) Homeswest does not keep statistics of people who vacate their

property.
(iv) Currently 9 633 applicants are awaiting loan assistance through

Homeswest.
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(2) Broadacre land 7 (with potential to produce 286 lots)
Earmarked for rental use 15 (includes 5 group housing lots)
For sale 22

PEEL REGIONAL PARK - ESTABLISHMENT COMMMNT
670. Mr NICHOLLS to the Minister for the Environment

(1) When did the Government first give a commitment to establishing a Peel
Regional Park or similar structure to manage/protect the Peel Harvey Estuary?

(2) Why has there been a delay in pursuing this objective?
(3) What areas were originally to be contained in such a park?
Mr PEARCE replied:
(1) In September 1989 the Governent announced its decision to establish a Peel

regional park.
(2) The Department of Planning and Urban Development commenced the study

in September 1991. A draft report is proposed to be fimalised by July-August
of this year and this is consistent with a project of this complexity.

(3) The Peel Wnet and Harvey Estuary and adjacent lands, together with parts of
the Serpentine, Murray and Harvey Rivers. It includes all System 6 areas -
C250, C51. C252 and (258 - and existing Crown lands.

FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION AND AUDIT ACT - TRUST FUNDS
Interest Earned Practice

676. Mr MINSON to the Treasurer:
(1) What is the practice with regard to interest earned on trust funds with regard

to the Financial Administration and Audit Act 19857
(2) When is the interest actually brought to account and remitted from the interest

bearing funds which are earning it?
(3) What account is it remitted to?
(4) Is this account drawn on by Treasury?
(5) if yes, what are the funds in this account used for?
Dr LAWRENCE replied:
(1) The Financial Administration and Audit Act allows proceeds of investments

undertken by Treasury to be paid to the Consolidated Revenue Fund, the
General Loan and Capital Works Fund or the Revenue Equalisation Account
as the Treasurer determines. Normal practice is for all proceeds to be paid
into the Revenue Equalisation Account in the first instance. There is also a
limited number of separate investments - mostly sinking funds - where
proceeds are credited direct to the source account.

(2) Interest is brought to account immediately it is received by Treasury. Timing
of interest settlement varies between investment instruments.

(3) The Revenue Equalisation Account.
(4) Yes.
(5) Where the Treasurer approves, under section 41 of the FAAA, of agencies

receiving interest on their trust fund balanes, such payments are made from
the Revenue Equalisation Account. The remaining balance in that account -
which may include past CEF surpluses as well as investment proceeds - may
be paid into either CRF orGL &CWF asthe Treasurer determines. Should
there be a deficit in CRF at the end of any financial year, section 29B(2) of
the FAAA requires that, to the extent the balance of the Revenue Equalisation
Account is sufficient, moneys are to be transferred to CRF to extinguish the
deficit
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LAND TAX - ARMADALE VALUATION DISTRICT ASSESSMENTS
Appeal Nos 76 and 76A, 1985 -86 - Land Valuation TrW bwwl's Decision, Commissioner of

State Taxation's Awareness
679. Mr LEWIS to the Treasurer

(1) Further to question on notice 259 of 1992 is the Commissioner of State
Taxation await of the reasons for decision of the Land Valuation Tribunal of
Western Australia in respect of Appeal Nos 76 and 76A of 1985-86 handed
down on 8January 199 1?

(2) If yes to (1), then why in answer to question on notice 259 was it advised that
the valuation roll's effective date was corrected to 30 June 1985 when 1 July
1985 was the correct date as determined by the Tribunal?

(3) if no to (1), why wasn't the Tribunal's decision brought to the
Commissioner's attention?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:
(I) Yet.
(2) The tribunal's decision related to the matters under appeal only and Queen's

Counsel opinion obtained by the Commissioner of State Taxation confirmed
that the Valuer General's correction of the operative date of the valuations on
the valuation roll was valid for all other assessments. The valuation roll in
question was corrected by the Valuer Genera] to bring it into line with the
notice published in the Government Gazette of 28 June 1985.

(3) Not applicable.
APPLE SCAB - STONEVILLE RESEARCH STATION

691. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for Agriculture:
(1) Further to my question on notice 534 of 1992, can the Minister inform the

House as to what steps were taken to ensure that the propagation material
used to produce the budwood or mother trees for industry was not infected
with apple scab?

(2) Why did the above procedures fail to identify chat the propagation material
was already infected with apple scab?

(3) Was a pruventative program implemented at the Stoneville Research Station
after the detection of the initial apple scab outbreak?

(4) If yes, what did the program comprise?
(5) If no, why not?
(6) Was leaf matter infected with apple scab found on the ground under trees at

Stoneville?
(7) If yes, when was it first found?
(8) Can the Minister inform the House whether or not the Stoneville Research

Station was the source of the occurrence of apple scab since 1989?
(9) If yes, on what basis does the Minister give this information?
(10) If no, why not?
(11) Which of the following properties received their propagation materials or bud

from the Stoneville Research Station -

(a) Collins,
(b) Vergoni;
(c) Huebner?

Mr BRIDGE replied:
(1) Prior to late 1989, Western Australia was considered to have been free from

apple scab for about 40 years. All introductions of apple material from
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overseas or interstate undergo screening for apple scab in a quarantine
glasshouse before release. Since die detection of apple scab in 1989, surveys
during the growing season have been conducted on the department's research
stations. Also Manjimup Research Station has carried out the compulsory
eradication program required in the Manjiniup district.

(2) There is no evidence that any propagating material released by dhe
Department of Agriculture was infected with apple scab. Regarding die
detection on Stoneville Research Station, experience during the present
eradication program suggests that it may take up to two seasons before apple
scab reaches detectable levels.

(3)-(5)
A preventative program of surveys was implemented. As them was no apple
scab found in the hills region, a fungicidal spray program was not considered
necessary at that time. Also a routine fungicide program would have reduced
the station's ability to undertake integrated pest management trials and also
screen for powdery mildew resistance in the apple breeding program.

(6) Yes.
(7) In early April 1992 infected leaves from this and last season were found in the

leaf Utter below infected trees.
M8-(0O)

There is no evidence to suggest that Stonteville Research Station was the
source of die occurrence of apple scab since 1989. The low level of infection
found and the lack of spread on the station suggests that die Stoneville
outbreak occurred about three years after apple scab was present at
Pemberton. No propagating material has been released from the infected
blocks since 1989.

(11) According to Stoneville Research Station records back to 1986. no
propagation material or buds have been supplied to Collins. Vergone and
Huebner have both received some material, but no infection has been found
on trees produced from this material.

AQUIFERS - LIST
Proved Reserves - Water Supply Intention

693. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for Water Resources:
(1) Can the Minister provide a list of all aquifers which have been identified in

Western Australia?
(2) Can the Minister detail -

(a) which of the above aquifers have proved reserves;
(b) die size of each reserve?

(3) Of these aquifers, which ones have been identified as being suitable for use by
the Water Authority of Western Australia for human consumption?

(4) Does the Government intend to use any of these aquifers for the supply of
water?

(5) If yes, can the Minister outline which aquifers will be used?
(6) In which time period will the above aquifers be brought into the water supply?
Mr BRIDGE replied:
(1)-(2)

A summary of the State's estimated groundwater reserves is provided in the
report Waxer Resources Perspectives Western Australia, Report No 1 Water
Resources and Water Use (Appendix B), a copy of which has been forwarded
direct to the member's office. More detailed information on known aquifers
is described in hundreds of reports held by the Geological Survey of Western
Australia and the Water Authority. Details for any particular location can be
obtained fromn these organisations.
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About one-third of Perth's public water supply comes from groundwater
resources within the metropolitan region. In country arem throughout the
State nearly half of public water supply comes from groundwater resources,
through eight regional schemes and 69 local town water supply schemes.
Details of planned and possible expansion to meet growth in demand for these
public water supplies is contained in numerous reports held by the Water
Authority. Details for any specific region or location can be obtained from
the authority.

YELLAC3ONGA REGIONAL PARK - FORMAL DECLARATION INTENT7ION
698. Mrs EDWARDES to die Minister for Planning:

(1) Is it the Government's intention to formally declare the lands known as the
Yellagonga Regional Park as a regional park?

(2) If so, when and can the Minister advise the reasons for the delay?
Mr Di. SMITH replied:
(1)-(2)

The Government declared its intention to establish the Yellagonga Regional
Park in April 1991 when a report setting out the establishment procedure was
published. The final report which takes into account submissions from the
public will be released in June 1992.

NATIONAL TRUST - BRIDGETOWN MAIN STREET AND GEEGELUP BROOK
AREAS LISTING

701. Mr OMODEI to the Minister for Heritage:
(1) Has the National Trust listed areas of the main street of Bridgetown for

National Trust purposes and areas of Geegelup Brook for conservation?
(2) If yes, will dhe Minister advise this House why there has been no consultation

with private property owners and the Bridgetown Greenbushes Shire Council?
(3) As the Minister responsible for State heritage matters, will the Minister take

necessary actions to revers this decision pending a review of procedures in
identifying land for possible National Trust or heritage listing?

Mr McGTNTY replied:
(I) No. The National Trust has assessed the heritage value of a precinct in

Bridgetown and an area associated with Geegelup Brook. The trust council
does not intend to record or classify any area prior to full and open
consultation with property owners and the Shire of Bridgetown-Greenbushcs
It is the present policy of the National Trust to consult with property owners
prior to any classification decision.

(2)-(3)
Not applicable.

STATE SUPPLY - ORDERS
Two Week Turnaround Goal - Storemen, Redundancies Offer

704. Mr KIERATH to the Minister for Services:
(1) Did State Supply set a goal for a two-week turnaround for orders last year?
(2) What is the current turnaround?
(3) Did State Supply offer redundancies to storemen last year?
(4) How many redundancies were taken?
(5) Are store-men now being hired?
C6) If yes -

(a) how many are being hired, and why;
(b) what is the status of their employment?
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Mr McGTNTY replied:
(1) The State Supply Distribution Centre has a goal to achieve a 48 hour

turnaround time for orders.
(2) Subject to stock availability, urgent or priority orders are processed within

48 hours, while normal orders range up to 29 working days.
(3) Yes.
(4) Fifteen.
(5) Yes.
(6) (a) Nineteen casual storepersons have been hired to reduce the current

delay in processing normal orders. The distribution centre is going
through a transitional period of adjustment following the
implementation of a new inventory system, changes in ordering
patterns by schools, and adjustments to staffing levels. It is
anticipated that the current backlog of orders will be cleared by
30 June 1992, along with a return to normal staffing levels.

(b) Casual employees, in accordance with the provisions of the Storemen
(Government) Consolidated Award 1979.

WATER AUTHORITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - HEADWORKS
CONTREBUllONS
Increases 1 July 1992

707. Mr LEWIS to the Minister for Water Resources:
(1) Is the Water Authority of Western Australia intending to increase all

headworks costs to urban developers on 1 July 1992?
(2) If yes to (1). what is the percentage increase proposed and how much in dollar

terms would the increase be on a 650 square metre residential lot?
Mr BRIDGE replied:
(1) T'here is to be a stepped increase in the level of recovery of standard

headworks contributions for 1992-93. The adjustment will not be
implemented until 1 September 1992.

(2) The standard heodworks contributions for a 650 square metre residential lot
will be as follows -

June 1992 July 1992 August 1992 September 1992
Water 1952 1953 1954 1933
Sewerage 1 085 1 086 1 087 1 338
Drainage 221 221 221
* The standard beadworks contribution for drainage for September 1992 is
still under review.
The standard headworks contribution for a 650 square metre lot with water
and sewerage increases from $3 041 in August 1992 to $3 271 in September
1992, an increase of eight per cent. This increases the level of recovery to
about 40 per cent of the true cost.

PIGS - CANADIAN IMPORTS
Prices Decrease

791. Mx HOUSE to the Minister for Agriculture:
(1) Are there reports that prices for pigs Australia-wide have dropped 25 per cent

since December due to die impact of subsidised Canadian pigmeat imports?
(2) What is die impact of this fall on Western Australian pig producers?
Mr BRIDGE replied:
(1) T'here are reports of increased availability of Canadian pigmeat impacting on

domestic pig prices. It is alleged that imported pigmeat is the cause of a
25 per cent decline in producer prices. However, there are a number of
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factors affecting prices including lower domestic demand, a substantial
increase in domestic production and the increased availability of Canadian
pigineats.

(2) Prices for bacon pigs (56-65 kg, score 2-3) at idland have declined by
25 per cent since December 1991. However, contract prices for bacon pigs
(60-65 kg, 16mmn) have declined by five per cent over the same period. Wit
respect to Canadian imports, the Pork Council of Australia is preparing a
countervailing duties case for submission to the Commonwealth in the near
future.

PIGS - IMdPORTS
Fresh and Frozen Meat

792. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for Agriculture:
(1) How much fresh pigineat (in tonnes) has been imported into Western

Australia in the years -
(a) 1989;
(b) 1990;
(c) 1991;
(d) 1992 to date?

(2) Of the above imports, what is their country of origin?
(3) How much frozen pigment (in tonnes) has been imported into Western

Australia in the years -

(a) 1989;
(b) 2990;
(c) 1991;
(d) 1992 to date?

(4) Of the above imports, what is their country of origin?
Mr BRIDGE replied:

No pigmeat, either fresh or frozen, has been imported directly into Western
Australa in the years 1989-9 1. Information is not available for 1992. It is
possible that pigmear imported by other States is subsequently imported into
Western Australia. Statistics of this trade are not available.

SEAFOOD - QUESTION ON NOTICE 126
Inspection Fees Payment Responsibility - Storage Costs Paynwmt Responsibility

796. Mr McNEE to the Minister for Fisheries:
With reference to question on notice 126 of 1992, and the inister's letter
regarding this -

(a)l) Who paid the fees for the Western Australian seafood inspection
service during the period examined?

(b)2) Would the Minister be more specific regarding who paid storage costs
(part 8); that is, the particular importer or the processing industry as a
whole?

Mr GORDON HILL replied:
(1) The importers of fish were responsible for the payment of fees.
(2) 1Te importers.

SEWERAGE - $20 MILLION FEDERAL PROGRAM
State Paymemt and Expendiure

798. Mr McNEE to the Minister for Water Resources:
(1) With regard to the $20 million for a sewerage plant for Western Australia, is

the allocation of $20 million to be paid to Western Australia?
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(2) if yes, when will this be received from the Commonwealth Government?
(3) If yes, how is the money to be expended?
Mr BRIDGE replied:
(1) A $20 million program covering infill sewerage, sewage treatment and

monitoring has been announced by the Commonwealth; $19.5 million will be
made available to the State.

(2) Following introduction of legislation to the Commonwealth Parliament.
Expected to cover the 1991-92 to 1993-95 financial years.

(3) $8 million for demonstration waste water treatment plants. $11.5 million for
mnfill. sewerage and $500 000 for monitoring.

JUSTICE MINISTRY - 1992-93 ESTABLISHMENT
Juvenile Justice; Police; Corrective Services; Crown Law

806. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister representing the Attorney General:
Is it the intention of the Government to establish a Justice Ministry consisting
of juvenile justice, Police, Corrective Services and Crown Law in the 1992-93
financial year?

Mr DL. SMITH replied:

No.
FISHING - FISHERIES. WESTERN AUSTRALIAN WATERS

Federal Interest - Federal Management Involvement
813. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for Fisheries:

(1) Of the fisheries located in Western Australian waters, in which ones does the
Commonwealth Government have an interest?

(2) Of the above fisheries, what is the level of the Commonwealth's involvement
in their management of the following areas -

(a) financial;
(b) administration;
(c) regulation?

Mr GORDON HILL replied.
(1) For waters off Western Australia there are tinee categories of fisheries in

which the Commonwealth has involvement. These are -
(i) fisheries where offshore constitutional settlement arrangements have

transferd jurisdiction to the Commonwealth for all waters off
Western Australia. These exist for tuna and the northern prawn
fishery;

(ii) fisheries where joint authority management exists under offshore
constitutional settlement arrangements. These exist for the southern
demersal gillnet and demersal longline fishery and the pearl oyster
fishery;

(iii) fisheries whewe Commonwealth laws apply. These include the north
west deepwater trawl, the west coast deepwater trawl and the Great
Australian Bight trawl fisheries. In addition, the Commonwealth also
controls pelagic longlining, the Broome prawn fishery, demersal
gillnetting in some waters, purse seining for some species and
deepwater trapping. I will forward to the member a copy of existing
offshore constitutional settlement arrangements.

(2) In relation to (i) and (iii) fisheries, the Commonwealth assumes tota
responsibility for all financial, adnministrtion and regulatory arrangements.
The Western Australian Fisheries Department provides enforcement oversight
for tuna and the Broonme prawn trawl fishery. With respect to the joint
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authority arrangements, the fisheries are managed under Western Australian
fisheries law; however, the responsibilities covering finances, administration
and regulation are shared between the Commonwealth and the State.

AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF - HORTICULTURALISTh EMPLOYMENT
814. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for Agriculture:

(1) How many horticulturists employed by the Department of Agriculture are
engaged in horticultural activities -

(a) full-time;
(b) part-time?

(2) In which Department of Agriculture offices are the above horticulturists
located?

Mr BRIDGE replied:
(1) (a) 16 research officers - includes three industry-funded officers;

12 extension officers.
(b) Nil.

(2) Kununurra 2 One research, one extension officer
Perth 18 11 research, seven extension - includes two industry-

funded research officers
Midland 3 Two research, one extension - includes one industry-

funded research officer
Manjimup 3 One research, two extension officers

28

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

TOTALISATOR AGENCY BOARD - CARPENTER, DES
Police Inquiry - Overseas Travel Costs Payment

196. Mr CLARKO to the Minister for Racing and Gaming:
(1) Is the Minister aware that on 17 June 1991 the Totalisator Agency Board

agreed to pay for the police investigation into the business activities of the
former TAB General Manager, Mr Des Carpenter, and that this included the
cost of travelling to Europe?

(2) If yes, has this inquiry been completed and forwarded to the TAB or the
Government and, if so, has the information been made public?

Mrs BEGGS replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) I said by way of interjection to the member for Avon last night that the police

have been conducting an inquiry. They did travel overseas and that was paid
for by the TAB because an allocation for overseas travel was not included in
the Police budget. My understanding is that the proper procedure would be -
if there were anything for the police to act upon - to initially advise the
Minister for Police. I would presume the Minister for Police would then
advise me. To the best of my knowledge, as yet no report has been presented
to the Minister for Police. I am sure that if there were any evidence of
wrongdoing by any individual after the police investigation the police are very
capable of taking the proper and correct action. I find it amazing that people
on the Opposition benches expect me to be investigator, prosecutor, judge and
jury. I refuse to do that.

Mr Clarko: Would you be agreeable to asking th Minister for Police what is the
current position?

Mrs BEGGS: I understand the inister for Police has been asked a question on
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notice in the upper House about this matter, and I am sure the Minister will
answer the question. I find the innuendo that I am attempting some cover-up
of the police investigation unreasonable. I can assure the member for
Marmion that if the police investigation uncovers any wrongdoing by
employees of die TAB, either currently or in the past, I expect they will be
brought to book. I cannot say anything ston ger than that.

PAYROLL TAX - BUSINESS EXEMPIONS
A nnual £xrmpson Level Increase

197. Mr RIEBELING to the Treasurer
How many businesses will be exempt from a payroll tax liability as a result of
the Government's legislation to raise the exemption level by about 10 per
cent?

Dr LAWRENCE replied-.
This deserves repeating particularly because we have bad a change of leader
in the Opposition. The Government has decided, by way of the WA
Advantage package and the Bills that are now before the House, to increase
the annual exemption level - members would know this if they had read the
Bill - from $320 000 to $350 000. That means that 90 per cent of die State's
businesses will be exempt once die new thresholds apply from next month.
That is an important adjunct to the land tax relief the Government has given,
some $20 million of which would have otherwise been a significant tax bill
for some people. However, it is important to examine the ideal that the
Opposition espouses; that is, abolition of payroll tax.
The Opposition would have us believe that it can abolish payroll tax, even
though the means by which that will be achieved is a little uncertain. In
recent comment in the media, the Leader of the Opposition would have us
believe that the goods and services tax package - Fightback and its progeny
Fightback junior - can somehow be treated as a smorgasbord by the Leader of
the Opposition. He believes he can have a bit of this and a bit of that because
he likes this piece and does not like that piece. I would have thought it was
clear to anyone who has read Drl-lewson's package and the rhetoric
surrounding it, that it is not negotiable. As far as he is concerned the figures
do not stack up unless the package is adopted as a whole.
I imagine that any sensible member of this Parliament would not want to
accept the idea of cutting States' grants by five per cent. That is part of
Dr Hewson's package. However, I suggest that Dr Hewson's Fightback
package and Fightback junior rely totally on the GST. The Canaians and
New Zealanders know from their expense and experience what that is worth.
It is the type of tax which makes tax collectors out of 1.5 million businesses in
Australia that do not currendly collect it. It is the type of tax that redistributes
wealthifrom the poor to the rich. Itis the type of tax we should stand up
against roundly.
With apology to Winston Churchill and acknowledgement to Austin Donnelly
I would like to place in the Hansard a reasonable quote on this question; that
is, "Never in the whole history of Australian taxation has there been such a
proposal to take so much money from so many and give it to so few." That is
what the Opposition stands for and if Opposition members think Dr Hewson
will allow them to pick and choose from the GST package they are extremely
naive. They will not be long for the chop.

ENVIRONMEINTAL PROTECTION AUTHORITY - PRINCESS ROYAL HARBOUR
Phosphorus Levels Monitoring Cessation

198. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for the Environment:
Why is the Environmental Protection Authority not continuing its monitoring
of phosphorus levels in the Princess Royal Harbour, indicated in the
Minister's answers to question on notice 447?
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Mr PEARCE replied:
I have been a member of this Parliament for 16 years and this must be the first
time I do not know an answer to a question. I will write to the member when I
find out the answer.

SWAN BREWERY SMh - REDEVELOPMENT
Private Companies Takeover - Building Management Authowrity Approaches

199. Dr ALEXANDER to the Minister for Housing:
(1) Is it true chat the Building Management Authority has written to private

companies about the possibility of their "taking over redevelopment of the
Swan Brewery project in accordance with the recently released policy on
private sector involvement in public infrastructure projects"?,

(2) Is it tre that brief proposals calling for indication of uses of the land and
building, and financial viability estimates, have been solicited with the closing
date for these proposals being 22 May 1992?

(3) If that is the case, how can the Government justify this proposal in view of the
widespread and continuing public opposition to the redevelopment of the
brewery?

Mr Shave: You can start telling the truth now.
Mr McGINIY replied:

(l)-(2)
There has never been any problem on that front. I am happy to explain what I
know about this issue. The Building Management Authority has recently
been following up approaches to the Government from private sector
developers who have expressed an interest in possibly redeveloping the old
Swan Brewery as a heritage place. As part of that follow up of those
approaches, the Building Management Authority contacted six or seven major
building and development construction companies in Western Australia and
one or two companies which have significant interests in Western Australia,
to ascertain whether they shared the same interest as that expressed by the
developers who had put forward the propositions. Some weeks ago the BMA
asked that if they were interested in expressing an interest in the
redevelopment of the old Swan Brewery, it would like to hear from them by
22 May. That was last Friday. The answer to (1) and (2) is that is correct.

(3) The Government is currently holding discussions with a range of companies
to ascertain the extent of their interest and whether it is a viable proposition. I
hope that within the foreseeable future the Government will be in a position to
provide that information.

TOTALISATOR AGENCY BOARD - AUSTRALIAN BROADCASTING TRIBUNAL
MEETING

Original Draft Minutes Tabling
200. Mr KIERATH to the Minister for Racing and Gaming:

(1) Is the Minister await that the minutes of a meeting between the Western
Australian Totalisator Agency Board and the Australian Broadcasting
Tribunal were sanitised and were the final version and not the original draft
version - the difference being changes requested by the TAB?

(2) If so, will the Minister table the original draft minutes?
Mrs BEGGS replied:

Normal meeting procedure is that minukis are drawn up and people say
whether they are approved. I understand some small change was made to the
minutes that were tabled but I do not know what was that change. I
understand it did not change the significance or intent of the minutes.
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Mr Kierath: Would you be prepared to table them?
Mrs BEGGS: I do not know if it is proper for me to do that. I cannot table something

that has not been approved by all parties and the minutes I tabled were the
formal document produced by the Australian Broadcasting Tribunal. I am
sure if the member contacted the TAB and the AE8T he would receive the
same reply.' If two parties approve of a change that is the true record of the
meeting. Only a true record of what was agreed to by all parties should be
tabled in this House.

ANTI-DISCRIMINATION LEGISLATION - FAMILY RESPONSIBILITY
PROPOSAL

201. MY CUNNINGHAM to the Premier
Does the Government propose to legislate against discrimination on the
ground of family responsibility?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:
I am proud of the Government's record on anti-discrimination legislation.
T'he Government has systematically improved the Act to provide expanded
grounds on which people can complain about discrimination. One of the
things put to the Government on a number of occasions and something that
has been welcomed by many people in the community, is the inclusion of
family responsibility as a ground under the Act. T'hat will mean that we are
moving coward a fairer and more just society, so discrimination on the
prounds of one's sex, ethnic origin, religion, political belief, age, imnpairnent
and now family responsibility will be outlawed.
What is morm important is that the Government has moved on this
systematically and carefully after consultation with the community and
expecting standards of all members of the community in these areas.
However, I aim disappointed that the Opposition does not appear to share this
view. Its own actions belie its commitment to equal opportunity and to anti-
discrimination legislation.
If one considers the recent soap openas acted out in the preselection processes
of the Liberal Party, one would have to say that it has not begun to get the
message about discrimination and fairness. People are talking about the
candidate in the seat of Dianella who believed he was scrapped on the
grounds of his religious belief. If members ask that gentleman he will tell
them fairly and squarely that is the case. In respect of age, Senator Durack
has been dumped unceremoniously because he is seen as too old by the party.
After years of service dhe preselection process of the Liberal Party threw out a
man of his distinction. That is not the end Of it.

Mr Shave: What about Leo McLeay?
Dr LAWRENCE: We have already heard in this Parliament -

Several members intewjectecL
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Melville might be unaware, but I remind

him that this is the second time I will caution him under the relevant Standing
Order No 73A.

Dr LAWRENCE: We have seen discrimination on the grounds of religious belief
and age, and we have already heard in this Parliament about discrimination on
the ground of sex. Once we see the Liberal Party selecting its candidates in a
way that does not require them to run the gauntlet of questions about what
wil be the case of families, who will be looking after whom and what they
should do to protect those family members, I will regard the Opposition as
having some credibility on this question. The community regards that
legislation as fair and members on this side simply ask that members opposite
at least show a nodding acquaintance with it.
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'WHAT DOES THIS HAVE TO DO WITH YOU GETITING THERE"
PUBLICATION - GOVERNMENT PROPAGANDA PUBLICATIONS

Wastage of Taxpayers' Funds
202. Mr COURT to the Premier

I refer to a four page coloured supplement in a northern suburb newspaper
tided, "What does this have to do with you getting dieme?" I draw the
Premier's attention to this supplement which cost $25 000 and it would have
cost about $14 000 to have the Premier's photograph on the inside pages.
(1) Are we to see more of the taxpayers' hard earned dollars spent on

propaganda campaigns to tell us that there will be a train to the
northern suburbs at the end of the year?

(2) In addition, we have other publications, one of which is titled "A sense
of responsibility". and I ask whether we are to see more of the
taxpayers' dollars spent on these campaigns?

(3) Does the Premier believe that the $25 000 spent in one week is a better
use of funds than helping voluntary organisations provide emergency
relief?

(4) Will she give this House a commitment that taxpayers' funds will no
longer be misused to promote her image in the lead up to the election?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:
(1)-(4)

As I said to the Leader of the Opposition last night, envy is really a most
unattractive state of mind.

Several members interjected.
Mr Court: It is not envy.
Dr LAWRENCE: The Government is not only delighted to be associated with one of

the largest capital works programs this State has ever seen, but also it is
delighted to be able to say to the people who worked on the program, "Well
done." It is also delighted to say to the electors of Western Australia, 'This is
a project which is in your interests." As members know, this project was
begun over 12 months ago and it has involved the expenditure of considerable
amounts of money on behalf of the taxpayers. It has provided employment
for many thousands of people and it will result in a public transport system
which is second to none. Incidentally, public transport is one of the
Opposition's Achilles heels. The Opposition, when in Government, tried to
pull apart the railway system in this State and it let dhe buses run down. It had
no interest in the people who need to use public transport. I stress that the
Government over a long period has supported the public tansport system, has
put its money where its mouth is, and has been prepared to consult people and
inform them at every point along the way. If members opposite think that
because we. am nine months out from an election the Government will stop
informing the community about its actions, they are sadly mistaken. Only
yesterday we had some nonsense in this House about the Advance Western
Australia Fair. Some 90 000 Western Australians attended it. That is what
they think of the Opposition's attitude toward it. Most of the people who
attended were families with young children.

Mr Court: Are you serious that there were 90 000 people there?
Dr LAWRENCE: Yes, between 70 000 and 90 000 over three days.
Mr Court: What about 20 000!
Dr LAWRENCE: There were no fences them and the estimated attendance figure

was between 70 000 and 90 000. In case members opposite think they ame on
a winner with it, I will name the organisations who participated. Not only was
there sponsorship from Ansctt, Bus Australia, Burswood, Channel 9, City
Motors, 96FM. the Royal Automobile flub and WA Salvage, but also there
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was participation from groups like die Anglican Chwvch, Anglicane, the
Anglican Synod, the Conference of Churches and the Catholic Diocese. A
few others which may surprise members of the National Party were the Wheat
Board and the Wool Corporation. The feedback we received was positive.
For a very small expenditure per head - die Government Ministers and the
Premier had a minor part in it - it was about what the people told us,
informing them about the future and looking to tomorrow, not yesterday and
certainly not the 1960s, which is an era I am glad to see behind me.

ELECTIONS - LEADER OF THE OPPOSMTON'S 1960s RESPONSE
Highlights of the 1960s Era

203. Mrs WATKINS to the Premier
It is really lovely to see the Opposition being so positive, as it said it wouid
be. In light of the Leader of the Opposition's statement in the House
yesterday that he would rather go to an election with the track record of the
1960s than the 1980s, can the Premier identify any highlights of that era - she
did refer to die 1960s in her answer to the previous question?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:
I ant sure all of us noted with some bemusement and amusement the earlier
statements of the ILcader of the Opposition. I thought, given the response he
received fronm certain sections of the media and the community, that he might
have stopped talking about the 1960s as though it was the golden era when all
the good things happened. I will have more to say about that later. He not
only said it once, but he has said it twice - he said it again last night I remind
members of one example of why the 1960s is an era that we would not want
to go back to. This is a day on which we should remember the Aboriginal
people of Western Australia.

Several members interjected.
Mr Court: Don't do a McGinty and destroy the facts.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I would like the Leader of the Opposition to know that the

member for Melville is terribly lonely out there on a limb at the moment, and
from the way he looks at me I am sure he is keen to have someone join him.

Mr Court: I thought I was out there also.
The SPEAKER: He is a little further out than the Leader of the Opposition. The

Leader of the Opposition is welcome to join him. Nf members must interject I
ask them to at least wait until the member who has the call has stopped to take
a breath and no one else is speaking. To shout over the member who has the
call is inappropriate.

Dr LAWRENCE: I refer to this matter because it is important- The Aboriginal
people, who still have serious problems and are significantly discriminated
against, were not regarded as citizens in the 1960s, were not counted in the
census and were not entitled to vote. Not only were they second class
citizens, but they were non-citizens. I am not blaming any Government for
that despite the sensitivity of the Leader of the Opposition. It is a sad and
sorry part of our history and we should remember it and never repeat it. I
remember quite clearly the Liberal Party manoeuvring to prevent them from
voting once they had the vote and we had a celebrated Court of Disputed
Returns case and a finding attaching to that which shows exactly what they
think about it. In many ways the attitude of the 1960s was captured by a
former Premier, although he was not Premier at the time. Sir Charles Court
when he was the Leader of the Opposition said at a meeting with the South
African Ambassador -

... that South Africa had millions of Banwu and coloured people and
had made tremendous progress in providing thern with hospitals,
housing, employment and education.
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Australia was making heavy weather with its handful of natives and
the Federal Government should send observers to see what had been
done there.

That was in the 1960s and Aboriginal people will not forget that.
EDUCATION, MINISTRY OF - BUDGET 1992-93

Expenditure Indexed for Inflation - Preprimaary Full-time Schooling, Additional Funds
204. Mr AINSWORTH to dhe Treasurer:

(1) Will all sections of the Education budget for 1992-93 be formulated on the
principle that current levels of expenditure will be indexed for inflation with
additional allowances for any student-staff increases?

(2) Will any funding for full te, preprimary programs for five year olds and
kindergarten programs for four year olds be in addition to those budget
allocations?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:-
(1) We will clearly maintain existing class size ratios, staffing formulas, DOT

time arrangements for teachers, and so on. For the members opposite who
support a five per cent reduction in Commonwealth grants to the States to say
that the Education budget should necessarily increase by the rate of inflation
is to bury their heads in the sand. I am not saying that that budget will not
increase, but members opposite cannot ask that that principle be applied to
Government expenditure. We have had lectures from Opposition members on
prudent management and financial care. We will preserve the quality of
education at the classroom. level. For the member to say to me that education,
transport health or agriculture should not live within the means that taxpayers
can afford is frankly not a view I accept. Yes, that is additional money; class
sizes will be kept the same; DOT time will be kept; teachers' conditions will
improve; and we will see an extension of the TAPE sector. It is possible that
the Education budget will go beyond the inflation rate, but that is not a
principle I would endorse as applying inevitably.

(2) The funds required to provide for the extension of the program for five year
olds over three years and the necessary adjustment to the program for four
year olds are additional ones.

STATE ENERGY COMMISSION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - FUTURE
POWER BROWNOUTS

205. Mr LEAHY to the Minister for Fuel and Energy:
Can the Minister advise the House whether Western Australia could be facing
future power brownouts as alleged by the Leader of the Opposition?

Dr GALLOP replied:
Opposition concern about the State Energy Commission of Western
Australia's capacity to meet the State's future power needs is nonsense. The
only danger of brownout is in the Leader of the Opposition's thining about
energy which is firmly rooted in the 1960s. Perhaps we will get a yapping
Liberal fired power station because that should provide a few megawatts.
That yapping is providing no other good effect for the State. While SECWA
continues its negotiations over the new Collie power station it is proceeding
with its planned generation program to meet demand through to 1997 and
beyond. I have said before that is based, first, on the gas turbine program
which has seen a significant addition to the gas capacity in this State;
secondly, on the life extension program introduced at Muja; and thirdly, of
course, it has meant the introduction of new demand management and new
energy conservation measures in this State:'
Let us compare that with the thining of the Opposition, the new dynamic duo
that is going to frame energy policy in this State - the member for Dry Gulch,
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition, who is so dry he would privatise the air
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supply if it were technologically possible - and the member for die 1960s. I
remember die 1960s. How did they begin in Australia? The Menzies
Government scraped back into power on Communist Party preferences and
formed the Government of Australia that had throughout the I1950s strangled
development in Western Australia under the Labor Government of Bert
Hawke. They snuck back in the 1960s and then half the Government of
Australia was conducted between Buckingham Palace and Lords Cricket
Ground. That was okay, because between Buckingham Palace and Lords
Cricket Ground Pig Iron Bob Menzies developed cricket policies that were
good for Australia. The then Leader of the National Party conducted industry
policy. What was that industry policy? It was a great big protectionist -

The SPEAKER: Order! 1 believe die Minister is about to tell us how what he is
saying relates to die question asked.

Dr GALLOP: The Liberal Opposition does not have a coherent energy policy. Three
elements indicate that. The first is that the Opposition is incapable.
particularly under this Leader, of an objective approach to the North West
Shelf gas contrat. The Opposition cannot confront the major question of
energy policy because we know it was their predecessors who led us into that
contract. The Government, on the other hand, can treat that matter
objectively. Secondly, Opposition members promise power stations wherever
they go. That has been a clear part of the approach of the Leader of the
Opposition to this question. Thirdly, the Opposition has no conception of
demand management or energy conservation. All of this relates to the way in
which the Opposition approached policy making in the 1960s. That was
policy making based on wishful thinking, cricket policy in London, and the
National Party running industrial policy and destroying the economy while the
American Goverrnent conducted foreign policy.

FREMANTLE PORT AUTHORITY - REDUNDANCY SCHEME
206. Mr LEWIS to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Is it a fact that the Fremantle Port Authority was to implement a new
retrenchment retirement scheme incorporating a transitional labour list that
would have seen the shedding of 40 port authority employees as from last
Friday, 22 May?

(2) If yes, was the scheme implemented and, if not, why not?
Mrs BEGGS replied:
(1)-(2)

That scheme was not implemented. It is tied up with the whole issue of
funding through the Waterfront Industry Reform Authority. My
understanding is that the money for the redundancies was to come out of the
WIRA fund. We are negotiating with the Federal Government so that those
funds am made available and we can implement those redundancies.

Mr Court: That is the opposite to what you said last night.
Mr Lewis: That is contrary to what you said last night.
Mrs BEGGS: The member for Applecross asked me a question last night about the

same thing and whether waterfront redundancies and reforms had stalled. I
answered that they had not stalled but there was a slight delay.

Mr Court: Because the Government does not have the funds to implement the
program and the Minister has now to go to the Federal Minister saying, 'We
have run out of money. Give us the funds."

The SPEAKER: Order!
Mrs BEGGS: The money was never to come from the State Government but from

funds allocated to WIRA to implement Federal micro economic reform across
Austrlia.
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